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Chapter �

Introduction

At the beginning of the twenty��rst century� the new proton�proton collider of CERN� the
LHC� will enter in function� This accelerator will permit the study of proton collisions at the
unprecedented energy of 	� TeV in the centre of mass of the interaction� The LHC will allow
to tackle several fundamental questions still open to date in particle physics� what is the origin
of particle masses� are there other forms of matter besides the known quarks and leptons� as
foreseen in some models like supersymmetry� do all interactions unite at very high energies and
if yes� what is the adequate theory of the uni�ed force�

The phenomena that will be searched for at the LHC are expected to have a very small
probability of occurence per proton collision� This is why the LHC luminosity must be as high
as possible� However this imposes harsh conditions of operation on most of the detectors that
will be installed at the LHC� Proton bunches will cross every �
 nanoseconds� emitting of the
order of 	��� charged particles into the detectors at every crossing� The central track detectors
are among the most exposed� as they are located near the beam pipe�

The role of a tracking system is to measure the coordinates of a set of points along the track
of charged particles and permit the reconstruction of the particle trajectories� Track detectors
have been the subject of extensive research and development in order to reach the level of
performance required at the LHC� This thesis is a contribution to the study of the central
tracker of the Compact Muon Solenoid �CMS�� one of the two general purpose experiments
to be built at the LHC� We have �rst participated to the development of the Micro�Strip Gas
Counter �MSGC�� This relatively novel gas detector� introduced in 	��� takes advantage of
the microelectronics technology for its fabrication� The precision of microelectronics processes
permits the production of detectors with very small detection cells� allowing to cope with the
counting rates expected at the LHC� With its low price per surface unit� about �ve times cheaper
than solid state detectors� the MSGC constitutes an adequate technology for the construction
of large detection surfaces at high rate experiments� In CMS� MSGC�s are foreseen to equip
the outer layers of the central tracking system�

One of the important issues for these counters is that of robustness under sustained irradia�
tion at LHC rates� Large gain variations due to detector ageing have been observed� sometimes
after irradiation doses equivalent to less than one year of operation at the LHC� Discharges
that can damage the MSGC electrodes also appear at relatively low gains� A possible way of
improving the stability of operation of MSGC�s resides in the choice of the gas �lling� Gas
mixtures providing a high detection e�ciency for minimum ionizing particles across a large
range of working voltages are favoured� They allow operation at voltages much lower than the
breakdown limit� which reduces the occurence of sparks� In addition full detection e�ciency
should be reached at low voltage� in order to limit the energy released in case of a spark� Mix�
tures of neon and dimethylether �DME� were thought to be good candidates� as they lead to
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stable operation at high gas gains� However there were doubts that a high detection e�ciency
for minimum ionizing particles could be achieved with a gas of such a low ionization yield as
neon� With the help of a cosmic ray hodoscope installed in Brussels we could study the response
of MSGC�s �lled with Ne�DME mixtures to minimum ionizing particles� The results of these
measurements were then reproduced and studied further by means of a Monte Carlo simulation
of the MSGC response�

Another challenge is the design and construction of a very large MSGC tracker� The CMS
MSGC system will be composed of about 	
��� counters of typically 	� � 	� cm�� arranged
in detection layers so as to provide on average seven measurement points along the tracks of
high momentum particles� In the Belgian CMS community we have thought that this would
be best done with modules composed of several counters placed side by side in a common gas
volume� This layout minimizes the dead areas between counters and the amount of material
in the tracker� The questions of the stability of operation and uniformity of the response of
multicounter modules have been addressed with a dedicated prototype tested in the cosmic ray
hodoscope�

The second part of this thesis is dedicated to the analysis of track reconstruction with the
CMS tracker� Track reconstruction consists in grouping the hits generated by the same particle
and �tting a trajectory through these points in order to estimate the particle kinematical
parameters �momentum� direction and impact parameters�� As it is di�cult to disentangle
the intrinsic limitations of the detector from the imperfections of the reconstruction program�
we have �rst studied and improved one of the possible track �nding and �tting algorithms�
based on the Kalman �lter� We have then investigated some of the factors that a�ect the track
�nding e�ciency and the accuracy of the track parameter measurement� e�ciency and spatial
resolution of the detector elements� density of background hits� amount of material inside the
tracker� type of the particle to be measured� This work was performed with a detailed simulation
of the CMS tracker� including the simulation of particle signals on the electrodes of the detector
elements� In the case of MSGC�s� the simulation relies on the same Monte Carlo program as
the one used in the study of MSGC�s �lled with Ne�DME mixtures�

Eventually� we have studied the possibility to identify jets produced by b�quarks with the
CMS tracker� Jets from b�quarks are expected to be a clear experimental signature through
which supersymmetric processes could be searched for� The b�tagging method studied relies on
the measurement of the impact parameter with respect to the interaction vertex of particles
produced in the beauty hadron decay chain� The performance of the tagging algorithm is
analysed in relation with the results of the track reconstruction study�

The LHC project and the CMS detector are described in chapter �� Some of the principles
of particle detection with gaseous detectors are presented at the beginning of chapter �� This
material will help to understand the principles of operation of micro�strip gas counters and the
factors in�uencing their performance� described later in the chapter� The experimental study
of MSGC prototypes in the cosmic ray hodoscope will then be detailed in chapter �� together
with the Monte Carlo study of the MSGC response� Chapter 
 is dedicated to the analysis
of the CMS tracker performance� In chapter � the study of the tracker b�tagging capability is
described� Eventually� we shall summarize the results and conclusions of the di�erent studies�
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Chapter �

The Compact Muon Solenoid at the

Large Hadron Collider

��� The Large Hadron Collider project

����� Description of the Large Hadron Collider

The Large Hadron Collider �LHC� is the new proton�proton collider that will be built at
CERN� the laboratory of the European Organization for Nuclear Research� near Geneva �	��
This accelerator will allow the study of proton collisions at the energy of 	� TeV in the centre
of mass of the interaction� about eight times higher than at the pp collider of Fermilab� in the
USA� The partons� i�e� the quarks and gluons inside the protons� will interact at an energy
up to 	 TeV� far beyond the reach of present accelerators� The LHC project was conceived in
the mid eigthies� during the construction of the electron�positron collider LEP� and was �nally
approved in 	� by the CERN council�

Figure ��	� The CERN accelerator network as injection chain for the LHC�

The construction of the LHC is scheduled between ���	 and ����� It will be followed by
one or two years of running at a reduced beam intensity� during which an already rich physics






programme will be conducted� in particular in the study of the heavy quarks b and t� Then the
running period at full beam intensity will start� with the study of the electroweak symmetry
breaking and discovery of the Higgs boson as a main objective� The LHC will bene�t from the
existing CERN facilities�

� it will be installed in the LEP tunnel� �� km long� located between 
� and 	�� m under�
ground�

� the particles will be injected in the LHC thanks to the existing accelerator chain of
CERN� as illustrated in �gure ��	� The protons are �rst accelerated in a linear accelerator
�LINAC� and in the PS booster� up to a kinetic energy of 	�� GeV� Then the Proton
Synchrotron PS and the Super Proton Synchrotron SPS bring the proton beams to an
energy of �
� GeV� before �nal acceleration up to � TeV per beam in the LHC ring�

The CERN accelerator network renders the installation of the LHC cost�e�ective� and also
permits other modes of operation in addition to the p�p mode� Lead ion collisions will be
produced at an energy of 		
� TeV in the centre of mass� about thirty times higher than at
the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider �RHIC� under construction at the Brookhaven Laboratory�

The performance of a collider can essentially be characterized by two parameters� the energy
in the centre of mass of the particle collision� and the luminosity L� The luminosity relates
the cross section � of a certain process to its rate of occurence r� r � L�� It depends on the
number of particles per bunch in the two colliding beams� N� and N�� on the bunch crossing
frequency f � and on the cross�sectional area of each particle bunch� If the particle distribution
in the bunches is Gaussian� the luminosity can be expressed as�

L �
	

��

N�N�f

�x�y
� ���	�

where �x and �y are the R�M�S� of the distribution in the directions transverse to the beam� x
and y� The LHC design luminosity� also called high luminosity� is equal to 	��� cm��s�� and
will be achieved with a bunch crossing frequency of �� MHz� a particle density of 	��� protons
per bunch� and beam transverse dimensions of 	
 �m R�M�S� at the interaction point� An
integrated luminosity of 
� 	�� pb�� is expected over ten years of operation� corresponding to

 � 	�� seconds of running at high luminosity� An integrated luminosity of � � 	�� pb�� will
be accumulated during the low luminosity start�up phase�

The LHC beams will circulate in two separate vacuum pipes� A magnetic �eld of ��� Tesla
is required in order to incurve the trajectory of � TeV protons along the LEP tunnel� It will
be created by superconducting coils� cooled at 	� K by super�uid helium� Two antiparallel
�elds are needed to bend the two counter�rotating proton beams along the same circular path�
The solution minimizing the cost of the magnets is a single iron yoke and cryostat shared by
the two coils� The beams cross and pass from one vacuum pipe to the other at four points�
This is where the experiments are located� The transverse dimensions of the beams at the
intersections are reduced by additional focusing magnets� in order to achieve the luminosity
values required by each experiment� ATLAS and CMS� the two general purpose detectors of
the LHC� are designed for physics studies at the highest LHC luminosity� ALICE� a detector
conceived for the study of heavy ion collisions� and LHC�B� an experiment dedicated to B
physics� will occupy the other intersection points �see �gure �����

We shall now describe selected topics of the physics programme that will be made possible
with the LHC� We shall concentrate on the studies that will be performed with ATLAS and
CMS in the p�p mode of operation of the collider� and focus on the analyses that set the most
stringent constraints on the detector performance�
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Figure ���� Schematic layout of the LHC� The �gure shows the location of the experiments and
the sections of the ring dedicated to beam injection� acceleration �RF�� cleaning and dumping�

����� Physics at high luminosity

Figure ��� shows the cross�sections of various characteristic processes as a function of the proton
collision centre of mass energy

p
s� The values expected at a centre of mass energy of 	� TeV

are Standard Model predictions extrapolated from data obtained at lower energies in previous
experiments� Typical cross�sections expected at the LHC are about 	 pb for Higgs production
if the mass of the Higgs boson is around 
�� GeV� about 	 nb for tt pair production� and above
	�� �b for bb pair production� The corresponding event rates at a luminosity of 	��� cm��s��

are 	��� Hz for Higgs production� 	� Hz for tt creation and more than 	�� Hz for bb production�

The total p�p collision cross�section at the LHC is estimated to about 	�� millibarns ����
and the total event rate at a luminosity of 	��� cm��s�� will be one gigahertz� The highest
luminosity possible is required to permit the study of rare events� like the production of the
Higgs boson� and to increase the potential of the LHC for the study of processes involving heavy
particles �t�quarks� Higgs� supersymmetric particles������ The disadvantage is that on average
�
 soft proton�proton interactions� called �minimum bias� events� will be superimposed on top
of every hard event� The interactions will be distributed along the beam axis with a standard
deviation of 
�� cm� so it will be possible to separate the primary vertices with detectors of
moderate resolution in z� the coordinate along the beam axis� However the high interaction
rate does not only complicate the event analysis but also imposes stringent constraints on the
detectors and their readout electronics� We shall elaborate more on that subject in the next
sections�
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Figure ���� Cross�section and event rate of various processes at a luminosity of 	��� cm��s���
as a function of the proton collision centre of mass energy� ���

The momentum distribution of the secondary particles follows simple laws ���� Let us
introduce the pseudorapidity �� de�ned as�

� �
	

�
ln

�
p� pz
p � pz

�
� � ln tan

�
�

�

�
� �����

Here � is the angle of emission of the particle with respect to the beam axis� and pz � p cos �
is the z�component of the particle momentum� The distribution of the number of particles
dN�d� is roughly constant with the pseudorapidity� at least in the range j�j � 
 corresponding
to angles from 	o to 	�o� Of the order of 	��� charged particles will be emitted per bunch
crossing in this pseudorapidity interval�

In the plane transverse to the beam� the transverse momentum distribution dN�dp�T ap�
proximates an exponential in pT � and at the LHC the average transverse momentum will be
��
 GeV c ���� As the experiments will be looking for processes which produce particles of high
transverse momentum in the �nal state� particles of transverse momentum below ��� � 	 GeV c
do not have to be considered in the event analysis�
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Search for the Higgs of the Standard Model

Our present understanding of the elementary particles is based on the Standard Model� a
theoretical framework which combines the Glashow�Salam�Weinberg model of electroweak in�
teractions� the quark model and quantum chromodynamics �QCD�� The Standard Model has
been very successful in describing the particles and their interactions at energies up to a few
hundreds of GeV� i�e� the range accessible with the present accelerators� No experimental result
in contradiction with the Standard Model has been observed to date�

One of the main problems that remain to be understood in the Standard Model is that
of gauge symmetry breaking in the electroweak interaction� In the absence of the Higgs �eld�
gauge invariance of the electroweak Lagrangian would require all gauge bosons to be massless�
While the photon� the exchange boson of the electromagnetic interaction� is indeed massless� the
weak exchange bosons W and Z are very heavy� �� and 	 GeV c� respectively� A theoretical
solution to this problem was proposed independently by F� Englert and R� Brout �
� and by P�
Higgs in 	�� ���� They introduced a new �eld� the Higgs �eld� with the characteristic property
that the state with minimal energy �vacuum� is attained at a non�zero expectation value of
the �eld� The equations of motion of the exchange bosons in vacuum are then modi�ed by the
interaction with the Higgs �eld as though they had a mass�

Breaking the gauge symmetry in the way prescribed by the Higgs mechanism also preserves
a fundamental property of gauge theories� called renormalizability� This ensures that all di�
vergences that would be encountered in calculations of physical quantities can be absorbed in
a �nite number of free parameters of the theory� In addition� fermion masses may be created
by introducing an interaction term between fermions and the Higgs �eld� However there is at
present no experimental evidence of such a Higgs particle� The study of electroweak symmetry
breaking at the LHC is therefore of fundamental importance� as it would allow to �nd out what
the origin of the particle masses really is�
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Figure ���� Dominant Higgs production mechanisms at hadron colliders� a� gluon�gluon fusion�
b� WW or ZZ fusion� c� tt fusion� d� W or Z bremsstrahlung�

The search for the Higgs boson largely constraints the design of the general purpose exper�





iments at the LHC� The main Higgs production and decay mechanisms should thus be kept
in mind during the description of the CMS detector in section ���� First of all� �nding the
Higgs is rendered di�cult by the fact that its mass cannot be predicted accurately from present
experimental data� Indirect searches based on LEP data collected until 	� combined with
the measurement of the top quark mass from the CDF experiment indicate that the mass of
the Standard Model Higgs should be less than �
� GeV c� at 
! con�dence level ���� Direct
searches exclude masses below ���
 GeV c� at 
! con�dence level ���� The lower bound will
be pushed up to about 
 GeV c� at the end of the high energy phase of LEP�

The Higgs �eld couples to the elementary particles with a strength proportional to their
mass� The dominant Higgs production mechanisms will thus involve weak exchange bosons or
top quarks� which are much heavier than the other quarks and leptons� The dominant diagrams
are shown in �gure ���� The Higgs production rates expected at the LHC are reasonably large�
from 	�� to 	�� events per year at a luminosity of 	��� cm��s�� for Higgs masses varying
from ��	 to 	 TeV c�� Unfortunately the decay channels which provide the best experimental
signature have small branching ratios� of the order of 	���� Statistics will thus be the limiting
factor� and the highest luminosity is mandatory�

The upper plot of �gure ��
 shows the total decay width of the Higgs boson as a function of
its mass� In the mass range below ��� GeV c� the decay width is smaller than � GeV c�� The
experimental mass resolution will thus play an important role in detecting a signi�cant Higgs
signal in this mass range�� At mH � 	 TeV c�� the Higgs width reaches ��
 TeV c� and the
Higgs signal dissolves into the background�

The lower plot of �gure ��
 shows the branching ratios of the dominant Higgs decay modes
as a function of the Higgs mass� Below 	�� GeV c� the most important mode is H � bb� but
it cannot be exploited experimentally since it is overwhelmed by the enormous rate of direct bb
pair production� The most favourable channel in the low mass range is H � 		� leading in the
�nal state to two isolated energetic photons� pointing to the same vertex� The most important
sources of background are

� prompt diphoton production during proton�proton collisions� This irreducible background
originates from quark annihilation� gluon fusion or bremsstrahlung�

� jets leaving a large amount of energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter� These deposits
can be due to the decay of neutral hadrons inside the jets or to bremsstrahlung� This
contamination can be reduced by the combination of isolation and �� rejection cuts�

Detection of this signal requires an experimental mass resolution of about 	 GeV c�� The need
for a good distinction between photons and ���s leads to a high calorimeter granularity� to
permit the separation of the two photons from a �� decay�

In the mass range 	�� GeV c� � mH � �mZ best experimental signature is obtained in the
channel H � ZZ� � l	l�l	l�� The branching ratio of this channel is only about 	�� 	���� but
it provides a clean signal by the presence of four isolated energetic leptons� The backgrounds to
be considered arise from direct production of ZZ� pairs� and from tt and Zbb events leading to
a �nal state with four leptons� The �rst source is irreducible� The contamination from tt pair

�The de�nition of signal signi�cance used here is the ratio S�
p
B of the number of signal events counted in

a mass window of a few times the experimental resolution �exp around the mass peak� to the square root of

the number of background events expected in the same mass window� It corresponds to a certain probability

that the observed signal is due to a statistical �uctuation of the background� The signal signi�cance would be

proportional to ��
p
�exp if the background spectrum were �at�

�A particle is said to be isolated if no other particle is detected in a cone of a certain aperture around the

particle direction�
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Figure ��
� Total decay width " and branching ratios of the dominant decay modes of the
Standard Model Higgs� ��

production can be suppressed by requiring that the reconstructed mass of one of the lepton
pairs be compatible with the Z mass� Lepton isolation cuts and b�jet identi�cation help in
reducing both background sources�

Above 	�� GeV c� both Z�s can be on�shell� and additional background rejection can be
achieved by requiring two lepton pairs of invariant mass compatible withmZ� However the Higgs
production cross�section decreases rapidly at large values ofmH � In the rangemH � 
�� GeV c�

decay processes of larger branching ratios as compared to the four lepton channel must be
considered� One then relies on the processes H � ZZ � l	l�

 or H �W	W� � l
�� jets�
A summary of the most favourable Higgs discovery channels and the corresponding mass ranges
is given in table ��	�

The reconstruction of the Higgs mass in the multilepton �nal state requires a large detector
acceptance and a high track �nding e�ciency in order to reconstruct all leptons� The leptons
from a Higgs decay are biased to low pseudorapidity� and full acceptance is reached with a
coverage up to j�j � 
� In addition good lepton identi�cation and precise energy or momentum
measurement are needed to permit the use of a Z mass cut� The coverage of the tracking

		



Final state Mass interval

H � 		 �� GeV c� � mH � 	
� GeV c�

H � ZZ�� �l� 	�� GeV c� � mH � 	�� GeV c�

H � ZZ � �l� 	�� GeV c� � mH � �
� GeV c�

H � ZZ � �l��
 
�� GeV c� � mH � 	 TeV c�

H �W	W� � l
jj mH � 	 TeV c�

H � ZZ � �l��


Table ��	� Most favourable discovery channels of the Standard Model Higgs and corresponding
mass intervals�

system� electromagnetic calorimeter and muon chambers should thus match� However� as the
particle �ux and irradiation dose increase with the pseudorapidity� the use of particle track
detectors beyond j�j � ��
 is excluded�

ATLAS and CMS have been designed to measure electrons and muons up to j�j � ��
�
corresponding to a geometrical acceptance of about 
! per lepton from a Higgs decay �	�� 		��
A track reconstruction e�ciency above 
! is required for isolated leptons in the rapidity
range covered by the tracking system� Hermeticity is ensured by radiation hard� low resolution
calorimeters covering the range ��
 � j�j � 
� Good tracking inside jets is also desireable at
the LHC� Isolation cuts are e�ective only if most of the tracks from jets are reconstructed� The
desired track �nding e�ciency in jets is �!� The reconstruction of b�jets leads to a few other
requirements that will be discussed in section ��	���

Higgs bosons in the Minimal SuperSymmetric Model

In the absence of experimental data in contradiction with theoretical expectations� the Standard
Model remains a valid model� However there are extensions of this theory that are equally
consistent with the data� and that predict the existence of new particles at energies below
	 TeV� Among these extensions� the Minimal SuperSymmetric Model is attractive� as it provides
a means of incorporating gravity into the quantum theory of particle interactions and allows
the uni�cation of all interactions at very high energies� The MSSM introduces an additionnal
symmetry between fermions and bosons� It associates every particle of the Standard Model to
a supersymmetric partner with a spin di�erent by half a spin unit� This model leads to �ve
physical Higgs �elds�

� � neutral scalar �elds� denoted h and H�

� 	 neutral pseudoscalar �eld� denoted A�

� � charged vector bosons� H��

The lightest of these particles� h� is likely to have a mass below 	�
 GeV c� �	���
The identi�cation of b�jets is of great importance in the search for supersymmetric Higgs

bosons� as most of the discovery channels involve b�quarks� For example the lightest super�
symmetric Higgs can be produced in cascade decays of supersymmetric particles� and here the
channel h� bb can be exploited thanks to the additional event signature provided by the pres�
ence of stable neutral particles in the �nal state �	��� The neutral Higgses can also be produced
in association with a bb pair in a mechanism similar to the one shown in �gure ��� c�� In top
decay� the process t� H	b enters in competition with t� W	b� As the Higgs bosons decay
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preferentially into heavy particles� this process would show up as a number of t� �	
�b events
in contradiction with the constant branching ratio into leptons expected if only W decays were
at play �	���

����� Physics at low luminosity

The study of beauty hadrons is the main topic of the low luminosity programme at the LHC�
The disintegration of B hadrons can be exploited to measure a large number of parameters
of the Cabbibo�Kobayashi�Maskawa quark mixing matrix� Of particular interest are the pa�
rameters which lead to the violation of the CP symmetry in weak interactions� C and P are
transformations of the particle system wave function which correspond respectively to the ex�
change of the particles by their antiparticles �Charge conjugation� and to the reversal of the
space coordinates �Parity�� We will not enter in the details of the theory� We shall instead try
to �nd out which are the properties of B hadrons that permit their identi�cation� and show
brie�y how these properties arise in the framework of the Standard Model�

Quark families and the CKM matrix

The six di�erent types of quarks are listed in table ��� together with their mass range� They
are grouped in three families� also called �avours� because a quark from a given family can
transform into the other quark from the same family by emitting a W boson� However� it
was experimentally observed that transitions between families are also possible in weak inter�
actions� although less probable� The weak eigenstates q� are thus not identical to the �avour
eigenstates q�

u d
� � � MeV c� 
 � 	
 MeV c�

c s
	�� � 	�� GeV c� 	�� � ��� MeV c�

t b
� 	�
 GeV c� ��	 � ��
 GeV c�

Table ���� The quarks and their mass ranges �	�� 	���

The relation between the two sets of eigenstates is given by the Cabbibo�Kobayashi�Maskawa
�CKM� quark mixing matrix�

�
B� d�

s�

b�

�
CA � VCKM

�
B� d

s
b

�
CA �

�
B� Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb

�
CA
�
B� d

s
b

�
CA � �����

The CKM matrix is complex and unitary� By convention we have

�
B� u�

c�

t�

�
CA �

�
B� u

c
t

�
CA � �����
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A commonly used parametrization of the CKM matrix is �	
�

VCKM �

�
B� 	 � ��

�
� A��rei�

�� 	� ��

� A��

A���	 � rei�� �A�� 	

�
CA�O����� ���
�

where the parameters �� A� r and  are real� The measured values of � and A are ���� and
��� 	 ���� �	��� The matrix elements of �avour transitions involve the corresponding elements
of the CKM matrix� and thus a hierarchy appears in the probability amplitudes of quark
transitions�

A�d� u� � Vud � 	

A�s� u� � Vus � �

A�b� c� � Vcb � ��� etc�

It must be noted that a non�zero value of the phase  gives rise to CP violation�

Properties of b	quarks useful in b	jet identi�cation

The characteristics that distinguish the b�quark from the other quarks are its large mass and the
fact that its decay modes are strongly suppressed due to the small value of the corresponding
elements of the CKM matrix� Hadrons containing a b�quark are thus heavy and of noticeable
lifetime� of the order of the picosecond�� Table ��� gives the masses and mean lifetimes of a
few experimentally observed beauty hadrons�

Hadron Mass �MeV c�� � �ps� c� ��m�

B	 
���� 	 	�� 	��� 	 ���� ���
B�
d 
���� 	 	�� 	�
� 	 ���� ���

B�
s 
���� 	 ��� 	��	 	����

���
 ���
#�
b 
��	 	 
� 	�	� 	 ���� ���

Table ���� Masses and lifetimes of a few experimentally observed beauty hadrons� �	��

A �rst possible selection procedure could thus rely on the large transverse momentum of the
beauty hadron decay products� Semi�leptonic decay chains lead to a high momentum lepton
in the �nal state� a clear event signature in an environment dominated by QCD processes�
However this technique su�ers from the small branching ratio of beauty hadrons into leptons
�BR�b � l� � 	�!�� It can only be used in the study of frequent processes like the ones at
play in B�physics�

The second method takes advantage of the lifetime of beauty hadrons� Their lifetime is such
that they travel up to a few millimeters in the beam pipe before decay� giving rise to a secondary
vertex displaced with respect to the vertex of the primary proton collision� The beauty hadron
is thus identi�ed by the presence of tracks not compatible with the primary vertex inside the
jet� Such tracks are characterized by a non�zero impact parameter with respect to the primary
vertex� i�e� a distance of closest approach to the primary vertex not compatible with zero� In
addition beauty hadrons decay mostly into charmed particles with a lifetime also of the order

�The top quark is much heavier than the b�quark� but it decays immediately into a W boson and a b�quark
and has no time to hadronize�
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of the picosecond� These produce a few more tracks with an impact parameter with respect
to the primary vertex� which helps the selection� For the same reason direct charm production
constitutes the largest source of mistags�

The identi�cation of b�jets with the impact parameter method is the subject of chapter � of
this thesis� We will see that a much higher b�tagging e�ciency can be reached as compared to
the lepton tag technique� This method is thus more adequate for the study of rare processes and
events with several b�jets in the �nal state� Tagging b�jets of transverse energy of several tens
of GeV c� requires a powerful tracking system� Of the order of 	� tracks must be reconstructed
per jet� with a separation of only a few degrees between the tracks� In addition the impact
parameter of the beauty hadron decay products with respect to the primary vertex is only a
few hundreds of micrometres� The precision of the impact parameter measurement must thus
be better than 	�� �m�

��� The Compact Muon Solenoid

The Compact Muon Solenoid �CMS� is a detector designed for discoveries at the highest lumi�
nosity available in proton collisions at the LHC� Like most of modern collider experiments it
comprises several subdetectors of complementary functions� muon chambers� calorimeters� and
tracking system� Figure ��� shows a three�dimensional view of the CMS detector� The detector
has a cylindrical shape� with an approximate symmetry in the azimuthal angle �� Its overall
dimensions are 	
 m in diameter and �	 m in length� It will be built around a superconducting
solenoid generating a uniform magnetic �eld of � Tesla inside the coil� The magnetic �ux is
returned through a thick saturated iron yoke instrumented with muon chambers� The iron of
the yoke serves as an absorber� permitting muon identi�cation�

Thanks to the large coil dimensions� 	� m in length and � m in radius� both tracking system
and calorimetry can be accomodated inside the magnet coil� This prevents the performance of
the calorimeters from being a�ected by the coil material� An electromagnetic calorimeter of
excellent energy resolution is indeed required in order to permit the discovery of the Higgs in the
two photon channel� The main task of the inner tracker is to measure accurately the momentum
of charged particles� The tracker constitutes a substantial amount of material in front of the
electromagnetic calorimeter� which renders the measurement of photons and electrons di�cult�
The reason for this thick tracker is the high particle rate expected at the LHC� which can only
be handled with a large number of small detection cells�

Online event selection is needed in order to reduce the event rate from 	�
 Hz down to
less than 	�� Hz� which is the maximum rate that can be archived for o$ine analysis� This
selection� called �triggering�� is one of the key problems at the LHC� as it determines the whole
subsequent analysis� The 	�� rate reduction factor is achieved with a staged trigger system
selecting potentially interesting events with a clear signature �high pT leptons and photons�
high pT jets� imbalance in transverse energy������ This selection is performed on the basis of a
subset of the detector data� A pipelined data �ow is necessary to avoid dead time during the
trigger decision�

����� The muon system

The muon system �	�� is composed of four muon stations interleaved with the �ux return yoke
plates� It is divided into a central part �j�j � 	��� and a forward part ��� � j�j � ���� as can
be seen in �gure ���� The muon detector should ful�ll three basic tasks� muon identi�cation�
trigger� and momentum measurement� Muon identi�cation relies on the fact that� in contrast

	




Figure ���� A three�dimensional view of the CMS detector�

with most charged particles� muons do not interact much with matter� The muon detector can
be placed outside the magnet coil� after the calorimeters� which reduces the hadron background�
Furthermore the total thickness of absorber before the last muon station amounts to 	� nuclear
interaction lengths� so that only muons can reach it�

As part of the new physics shows up by the presence of muons of high transverse momentum
in the �nal state� the muon detector has to take part in the trigger decision� It must therefore
be composed of fast detectors� delivering a signal that can be associated to a single bunch
crossing� and capable of providing a fast estimation of the muon transverse momentum in order
to allow pT cuts at the trigger level�

The CMS muon system is requested to measure the transverse momentum with an accuracy
between � and ��! for muons of pT between 	� and 	��� GeV c� This can be done in two ways�
As the muon track gets curved by the magnetic �eld in the return yoke� a sagitta measurement
allows to determine the muon transverse momentum� The second way is to measure the muon
direction in the transverse plane just after the magnet coil� For muons originating from the
beam crossing point the angle of the track with respect to the radial direction is directly related
to the transverse momentum� We shall now brie�y describe the three technologies chosen for
the muon detector in CMS�

Drift tubes

The drift tubes �DT� used in CMS are drift chambers of � � 	�	 cm� section �lled with an
Ar�CO� gas mixture� The use of drift tubes is limited to the barrel part of the muon system�
In this region the particle rate is expected to be below 	� Hz cm�� allowing a response time of
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the order of ��� ns with a cell occupancy below 	!� This response time matches the maximum
electron drift time measured in the DT�s� In addition the magnetic �eld between the barrel
iron yoke plates is almost zero� which prevents the electron drift lines from being distorted�

Each barrel muon station comprises twelve layers of drift tubes grouped four by four� Two
groups measure the coordinates of the muon crossing point in the �R��� plane and the third
group measures the coordinate along the beam� The spatial resolution of each layer is better
than �
� �m� The �� cm lever arm between theR� groups allows to measure the muon direction
in the transverse plane with an accuracy of about 	 mrad� The time resolution of the drift tubes
is about 
 ns when averaging the drift time measured in the four layers of a group�

Cathode strip chambers

The forward muon spectrometer is composed of cathode strip chambers �CSC�� These counters
are well suited to the conditions met in the forward part of the muon system �rates up to
	 kHz cm� and a high magnetic �eld between the yoke plates�� The chambers have a trapezoidal
shape and are �lled with an Ar�CO��CF� gas mixture� The cathode strips are radial� In these
conditions spatial resolutions of about �
 �m in the R� coordinate have been reached� The
anode wires are strung perpendicularly to the mid cathode� They are read out to measure
the radial coordinate and to provide bunch crossing identi�cation� Each forward muon station
comprises six CSC layers�

Resistive plate chambers

The muon trigger system also requires detectors capable of reacting in less than 	 LHC bunch
crossing interval� This is achieved with resistive plate chambers �RPC�� of which the time
resolution is better than � nanoseconds� The RPC�s cover the rapidity range j�j � ��	 with
	����� cells projective in �� In the barrel muon detector� two layers of RPC�s are accomodated
per muon station in the �rst two stations� and one layer per station in the two outer stations�
This arrangement allows to trigger on low pT muons� The minimum transverse momentum
required to reach the �rst �second� muon station is indeed ��
 GeV c �� GeV c�� In the
forward muon detector one layer of RPC is foreseen per muon station�

����� The electromagnetic calorimeter

The principle of the electromagnetic calorimeter �ECAL� is to absorb the energy of photons
and electrons and to deliver a signal proportional to the deposited energy� The electromagnetic
calorimeter plays a very important role in the study of the H � 		 channel as well as in the
measurement of electrons from W and Z decays in the H � WW�ZZ channels� The energy
resolution of the calorimeter must be excellent� which leads to the choice of an homogeneous
crystal calorimeter� The crystals should also have a fast response as the ECAL information
must be available at the trigger level�

The CMS electromagnetic calorimeter �	�� is divided into a central part covering the pseu�
dorapidity range j�j � 	���� and a forward part in the range 	��� � j�j � ���� Crystals will
also be placed in the region between ��� and � in pseudorapidity to improve hermeticity� The
relative energy resolution ��E can be parametrized as��

�

E

��
�

�
ap
E

��
�
�
�n
E

��
� c�� �����

where a�
p
E� �n�E and c are the stochastic� noise and constant terms� At high luminosity the

contributions of the di�erent terms are expected to be a � ���!� �n � �	� MeV� c � ��

! for
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the barrel part� and a � 
��!� �n � 	
 MeV� c � ��

! for the endcaps� E being expressed
in GeV in formula ���� The di�erence in performance between the central and forward parts
is mainly due to the presence of a preshower detector in front of the forward crystals �see later
in the text� and to the increase of the pile�up noise at large ��
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Figure ���� Higgs signal in the channel H � 		 for mH � 	�� GeV c� after an integrated
luminosity of 	�� pb��� �a� before� and �b� after background subtraction� �	��

Figure ��� illustrates the performance of the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter in recon�
structing the mass of a Higgs of 	�� GeV c� in the two photon channel� after an integrated
luminosity of 	�� pb��� The mass resolution is around �
� MeV c� and the signal signi�cance
is above 	�� After an integrated luminosity of 	�� pb�� the Higgs should be discovered in the
two photon channel in the mass range from �
 to 	
� GeV c� with a signi�cance above 
�

Crystals

Lead tungstate �PbWO�� has been chosen as an active material for the CMS electromagnetic
calorimeter because of its short radiation length and small Moli�ere radius� and the existence of
production plants capable of delivering the ����� crystals needed in due time� The radiation
length and Moli�ere radius of PbWO� are respectively ��� cm and ��	 cm� The crystals are
arranged in a projective way in � and �� The dimensions of the crystal front face are typically
������� cm�� matching the Moli�ere radius of PbWO�� The corresponding granularity in %��%�
is ���	�
� ���	�
 in the barrel region and up to ���
� ���
 in the forward region� The length
of the crystals is equivalent to �� radiation lengths� This absorber thickness is necessary in
order to limit the longitudinal shower leakage to an acceptable level�

Preshower

In the endcaps� above j�j � 	��
� the calorimeter granularity is not su�cient to distinguish a
single photon from the two photons from a �� meson decay� To improve on ���	 separation� a
preshower composed of two silicon strip planes alternating with lead converters will be installed
in front of the crystals in the rapidity range 	��
 � j�j � ���� A �� rejection factor of � � � can
be achieved with this setup�
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����� The hadron and very forward calorimeters

The main goal of the hadron calorimeter �HCAL� is to measure the energy and direction of
hadron jets �	��� The requirements are the following� A �ne segmentation is needed in order
to separate nearby jets� like in the process H � W	W� � l
 � � jets� and to measure the
jet direction with su�cient precision� A good hermeticity is necessary in order to detect and
measure an imbalance in transverse energy� Missing ET would indeed be� together with b�
jets� one of the clearest signatures of supersymmetry� The granularity chosen is %� � %� �
����� � ������ The HCAL covers the rapidity range j�j � �� and a very forward calorimeter
extending up to j�j � 
 completes the coverage� A moderate energy resolution of square root
of �	��!�

p
E�� � ���
!�� is adequate�

An absorber thickness of � nuclear interaction lengths is required in order to contain 
!
of the energy of a hadronic shower �	��� The absorber chosen for the CMS hadron calorimeter
is copper� as it is non�magnetic and has a short interaction length �	
 cm�� Copper layers will
be interleaved with plastic scintillator tiles read out by wavelength shifting �bers� In the barrel
part of the hadron calorimeter� the amount of absorber that can be accomodated inside the
magnet coil is only 
�	
�� To ensure adequate sampling depth for the entire rapidity coverage�
the �rst plates of the magnet return yoke will be instrumented with scintillator tiles to form
an outer hadron calorimeter�

����� The central tracking system

The purpose of the central tracking system is to reconstruct the trajectory of charged particles�
In particular� the tracker allows to measure the momentum and direction of charged particles
at their production vertex�

In vacuum� in a uniform magnetic �eld� charged particles describe a helicoidal trajectory
around the �eld axis� The curvature of the track is directly related to the component of the
momentum in the plane transverse to the �eld�

pT � qBRc� �����

where q is the particle charge� B is the magnetic �eld intensity� and Rc is the radius of curvature�
In a practical unit system this expression reads

pT �GeV�c� � ��� B�T� Rc�m�� �����

for a particle of charge e� Thus in principle the transverse momentum can be determined
by measuring the �x� y� or �R��� coordinates of a set of points along the track in the plane
transverse to the magnetic �eld� and by �tting a circle through the measured points� In practice
the situation is more complicated� since the particles lose energy and are scattered in the tracker
material� Energy loss and multiple scattering are not negligible in position sensitive detectors
like the ones that will be used at the LHC� as will be shown later�

The particle momentum is computed as

p � pT� sin �� ����

where � is the angle of the particle direction with respect to the �eld axis� The value of � is
calculated from the z�coordinates of the measured points�

	



Momentum resolution

The above formulas show that the momentum resolution has contributions from the errors on
the track curvature and on the polar angle� Each of these errors has in turn two contributions�
one from the spatial resolutions of the detectors and one from multiple scattering in the material
traversed by the particle� The expressions of the di�erent contributions to the momentum
resolution can be found in references �	� ���� We discuss here the behaviour of the dominant
terms�

As the errors on pT and � are practically independent� the momentum resolution can be
written as� �

%p

p

��
�

�
%pT
pT

��
�

�
cos �

sin �
%�

��
� ���	��

If the scattering errors are neglected� the second term turns out to be�
%p

p

�
�

� fn cos � sin �
�z
LT

� ���		�

where �z is the z�resolution of the position sensitive detectors and LT is the length of the
particle path projected onto the transverse plane� The factor fn depends on the number of
measurement points and on their distribution along the track� For n uniformly spaced points
it is given by

fn �
vuut	��n � 	�

n�n � 	�
for n � 	�� ���	��

With a typical z�resolution of 	 mm and a tracker radius of 	 m� the contribution of the error
on the polar angle is below 	��� and can be neglected as compared to the other contributions�

The error on pT due to the spatial resolution of the detectors is referred to as the intrinsic
momentum error� It can be written as�

%pT
pT

�
R�

�
an�R�
���BL�

T

pT � ���	��

where �R� is the spatial resolution of the detector elements in R�� The variables are expressed
in the same units as in formula ���� The factor an can be computed as

an �
s

���

n� �
for n � 	� ���	��

in the case of uniformly spaced points� The intrinsic momentum error is thus an increasing
function of the particle transverse momentum� At the LHC� in order to determine the charge
of the most energetic particles �pT � � TeV c�� the experiments must combine a large tracking
system� a high magnetic �eld and detectors of very good spatial resolution� The goal in CMS
is to reach an intrinsic momentum resolution around 	���pT �pT in GeV c�� The CMS tracker
is imbedded in the � T magnetic �eld and has a radius of 	�� m� It will measure on average
	� points along the particle path� An average R��resolution of about �
 �m per point is thus
required�

Multiple scattering in the tracker material sets a lower limit to the momentum resolution�
This limit can be expressed as a function of the thickness of material traversed by the particle�
In the approximation of an homogeneous material distribution it reads��

%p

p

�
m�s�

�
���� �Tm�

�BLT

s
L

X�
� ���	
�
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where L is the track length inside the tracker�X� is the average radiation length of the material
traversed and � � v�c is the particle velocity� This expression shows that the contribution of
multiple scattering to the momentum resolution is independent of the particle momentum ��
is close to 	 for all particles of interest��

Consequently� the intrinsic momentum resolution is the dominant error for particles of high
transverse momentum� while at low transverse momentum the tracker performance is spoiled by
multiple scattering� In the CMS tracker� the amount of material encountered by the particles
is relatively large� between ��� and ���X� depending on the pseudorapidity� The momentum
resolution is thus limited to ��
 � 	! for particles of pT below 	� � �� GeV c� The intrinsic
resolution dominates only at transverse momenta above 
� � 	�� GeV c�

Requirements

The CMS tracker must be able to reconstruct most of the tracks of charged particles down
to the lowest transverse momentum possible �	 GeV c at high luminosity�� The required
reconstruction e�ciency is 
! for isolated tracks and �! for tracks in jets� The desired
momentum resolution for high pT particles is %p�p � ��	pT �pT in TeV c�� These performance
requirements lead to the choice of tracking elements with a very high detection e�ciency� close
to 	��!� and a very good spatial resolution� �
 �m on average�

The event rate and particle �ux at the LHC also impose

� that the detectors be very fast� with response time below 
� ns�

� that the detection cells be very small� in order to keep the occupancy of the readout
channels to the level of a few percent� This leads to a number of channels close to 	���

� that the technologies chosen be radiation resistent�

In addition� the amount of material inside the central tracking system should be reduced as
much as possible� The main reason is that any absorber in front of the electromagnetic calorime�
ter causes bremsstrahlung and photon conversions� and thus deteriorates the measurement of
electrons and photons in the calorimeter� A light tracker also performs better in measuring low
momentum charged particles� as explained in the previous section�

Description of the tracker

Figure ��� shows a longitudinal section of the CMS tracker� This layout corresponds to the
version V� of the tracker design ��	�� which is the version studied in this thesis� The tracker is
composed of silicon pixel detectors� located close to the beam pipe at distances between ��
 and
	
 cm� silicon strip detectors at radii between �� and 
� cm� and micro�strip gas counters at
radii between �� and 	�� cm� Solid state technologies were chosen for the innermost detection
layers� as they permit small cell sizes coping with the high particle rate close to the beam�
and high spatial resolution for precise vertex reconstruction� Micro�strip gas counters� of larger
detection cells and worse resolution but also lower cost� were preferred for the outer layers�

Each subdetector is divided into a barrel part� composed of cylindrical detection layers� and
a forward part� made of disk shaped detection plates� The barrel counters measure the R�
and z�coordinates of the particle crossing points� while the R�coordinate is determined by the
radius of the detection layers� The forward counters measure R� and R� and the position of the
forward disks along the beam pipe gives the z�coordinate� The detector elements are arranged
in such a way that each detection layer presents a complete coverage in � and �� Particles of
transverse momentum above 	 GeV c emitted at the primary vertex traverse on average 	� � 	�

�	



Figure ���� Longitudinal section of the CMS tracker version V��

detection layers in the rapidity range j�j � ���� Table ��� summarizes the number of channels�
cell sizes and spatial resolutions of the di�erent detector types�

Detector Cell size R� resolution z or R resolution

Pixel barrel 	�
 �m � 	�
 �m 	
 �m 	
 �m
Pixel forward 
� �m � ��� �m 	
 �m � �m
Number of channels ��� � 	��

Si strip single sided 	�� �m � L 	
 �m L�
p
	�

Si strip double sided �� �m  ��� �m � L 	
 �m 	 mm
Number of channels ��
 � 	��

MSGC single sided ��� �m � L �� �m L�
p
	�

MSGC double sided ��� �m  ��� �m � L �� �m � mm
Number of channels ��
 � 	��

Table ���� Cell sizes� intrinsic resolutions and number of channels of the di�erent tracker
elements� Here L stands for the detector striplength�

Pixel counters allow to measure simultaneously two coordinates with high precision� The
pixel tracker comprises two barrel layers and six endcap disks� three on each side� Its main goals
are to improve the determination of the charged particle impact parameter in order to permit
the identi�cation of b�jets� and to allow vertex reconstruction in three dimensions thanks to the
good resolution in both coordinates measured �see table �����

The silicon strip tracker is composed of four barrel layers and twenty�two forward disks�
eleven on each side� It extends up to ���
 m in z in order to provide precise R� measurements
in the rapidity range above ���� The barrel counters are inclined by �o with respect to the
radial direction in order to compensate for the e�ect of the magnetic �eld on the drift direction
of the charge carriers� No such tilt is required in the endcaps as the magnetic �eld is parallel
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to the drift direction� Half the detection layers are double sided� The strips of the single sided
detectors are parallel to the beam in the barrel counters and radial in the forward counters� in
order to measure R� with high precision �	
 �m�� In double sided detectors� the strips of the
second readout side run at an angle of �� mrad with respect to the R� strips� The combination
of the two readout sides allows to measure the second coordinate with an accuracy of about
	 mm�

The outer layers of the CMS tracker will be composed of detectors of a recent type� called
micro�strip gas counters �MSGC�� Since its introduction by A� Oed in 	�� ����� the qualities
of the MSGC have been demonstrated in many respects� Because of its low price per surface
unit� about �ve times cheaper than solid state detectors� the MSGC is an adequate technology
to equip large detection surfaces in high luminosity experiments� The MSGC tracker consists of
seven barrel layers and ten endcap wheels on each side� The Belgian experimental high energy
physics groups contribute to the design and construction of the endcap MSGC wheels� They
have proposed an assembly scheme in which trapezoidal detectors are mounted side by side
in ring�shaped gas volumes without gas tight wall between them� as illustrated in �gure ���
This design minimizes the dead space between counters and the amount of material inside the
tracker� The present thesis is a study of the CMS tracker� with a focus on the forward MSGC
modules� A detailed description of micro�strip gas counters can be found in chapter ��

Figure ��� Nine forward MSGC counters mounted side by side in a ring�shaped gas volume�

The MSGC strip layout is similar to the one of the silicon strip tracker� with R� strips in
single sided modules and R� plus small angle stereo strips in double sided modules� The stereo
angle is 
� mrad� allowing to measure the second coordinate with a precision better than � mm�
In the forward counters� the striplength is varied from 	� to � cm from the outermost to the
innermost ring� to cope with the increase of particle rate with decreasing distance to the beam�
The intrinsic resolution of the CMS MSGC�s is �� � �� �m in R� for particles of transverse
momentum above 	� GeV c� In the barrel counters this resolution is achieved by tilting the
detectors by 	�o to compensate for the e�ect of the magnetic �eld� To account for mechanical
misalingments between counters� the target resolution per layer in R� is 
� �m�

Amount of material

Figure ��	� �left plot� shows the amount of material inside the tracker� expressed in fractions
of radiation length� as a function of the pseudorapidity� It ranges between ��� and ��� with
a maximum in the forward region� Electrons emitted at � � � will on average lose �
! of
their energy by bremsstrahlung before reaching the electromagnetic calorimeter� In the case
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of photons� the probability of conversion before the calorimeter at � � � is as high as ��!�
The tracker thus signi�cantly a�ects the measurement of electrons and photons� Moreover�
a fraction of the hadron �ux is also absorbed in the tracker� Figure ��	� �right� shows the
equivalent tracker thickness in nuclear interaction lengths� On average ��! of the hadronic
projectiles will experience strong interactions in the detector material�

Beam Pipe
Pixel
Silicon
MSGC
Air

All Tracker
Beam Pipe
Pixel
Silicon
MSGC
Air

All Tracker

Figure ��	�� Thickness of the CMS tracker as a function of the pseudorapidity� in radiation
lengths �left� and interaction lengths �right��

Radiation environment

The most critical issue for the CMS tracker is the long term behaviour of the detector elements
and their readout electronics under heavy irradiation� The tracking system must be designed to
guarantee stable operating conditions for several years of running at the highest LHC luminosity�
The irradiation originates from two main sources� a direct particle �ux emerging from the
interaction region� and the backscattering of neutrons produced in nuclear reactions in the
material of the electromagnetic calorimeter�

Figure ��		 gives the radiation dose� neutron and charged hadron �uences in the tracker as
a function of z� at various distances to the beam R� for an integrated luminosity corresponding
to ten years of LHC operation� The charged particle �ux is approximately constant with z and
decreases roughly as 	�R�� as expected from calculations based on a constant � distribution of
secondary particles� It ranges between 	��� cm�� at the innermost pixel layer and ��	��� cm��

at the outermost MSGC layer� The neutron �ux instead rises when approaching the endcap
calorimeter� and the drop of the direct neutron �ux at large radii is partly cancelled by neutron
albedo from the barrel calorimeter�

A detailed description of the radiation damage su�ered by silicon devices can be found in
����� Radiation hard processes �DMILL� Harris� Honeywell� are currently investigated for the
production of the tracker front�end electronics� which in the case of the pixel detectors must
be quali�ed up to 	�� Mrad �	�� Gy� of radiation dose� In silicon detectors the most critical
e�ect is the change of doping concentration in the bulk of the substrate material� This leads
to an increase of the depletion voltage� which can eventually exceed the breakdown limit of the
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Figure ��		� Radiation dose� neutron and charged hadron �uences in the CMS tracker as a
function of z and R� after an integrated luminosity of 
� 	�� pb��� ����

material� In order to survive to several years of running� the CMS solid state detectors will
be kept at low temperature� A thermal shield will separate the silicon strip and pixel counters
operated at �	�oC from the MSGC�s operated at room temperature� Long term stability of
MSGC�s at the LHC is also a major issue� This problem will be discussed in detail in the next
chapter�
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Chapter �

The Micro�Strip Gas Counter

The Micro�Strip Gas Counter �MSGC� is a relatively novel development of gaseous detec�
tors� similar to the multi�wire proportional chamber� but with greatly improved characteristics
thanks to the use of microelectronics technology for its fabrication� This chapter discusses the
use of the micro�strip gas counter as a high energy particle track detector� As a good knowledge
of gaseous counters is required in order to understand the experimental results shown here and
in the next chapters� the basic principles of charged particle detection with gaseous detectors
are �rst presented� The MSGC�s are then described in detail� and the MSGC performance
in various conditions is discussed� The current best choice of MSGC parameters and working
conditions for use in the central tracker of the CMS detector is highlighted� In the last section�
alternative gas detectors also produced with microelectronics techniques are brie�y described�

��� Gaseous detectors

The detection and identi�cation of particles is based on their interaction with matter� The
incoming particle loses part or all of its energy inside the material that constitutes the active
medium of the detector� In the case of gas �lled detectors� the active material is a gas� and the
lost energy is transferred into excitation and or ionization of the gas atoms or molecules� This
excitation or ionization is in turn ampli�ed and converted into an electric signal�

As an illustration let us consider the cylindrical proportional counter of �gure ��	� It consists
of a gas �lled cylindrical volume� with a thin wire in its middle� The wire is set to a high
positive voltage with respect to the outer cylindre� First the incident particle ionizes the atoms
or molecules of the gas inside the detector� Then� the released electrons drift towards the anode
wire under the action of the electric �eld which reigns inside the counter� The electric �eld
intensity rises as the inverse of the distance to the counter axis and� in the neighbourhood of the
wire� the electrons are accelerated up to energies high enough to ionize other gas molecules� in
a process called �avalanche�� The motion of the ions and electrons generated in the avalanche
towards the electrodes induces an electric signal that can be measured� In this section� we
shall �rst discuss the interaction of particles with matter� We shall then describe the drift and
di�usion of the charges inside the gas under the action of the detector electric �eld� In the
next paragraph we will say a few words on the gas ampli�cation process� Finally the signal
induction on the electrodes will be studied�

����� Interaction of particles with matter

Two di�erent types of interaction must be considered for particle detection� i�e� electromagnetic
and nuclear interactions� In gaseous detectors� the electromagnetic interaction is the most
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Figure ��	� Transverse section of a cylindrical proportional counter� The plot to the right shows
the intensity of the electric �eld E as a function of the distance to the counter axis r� between
the surface of the anode wire �r � rA� and the outer cathode �r � rC��

important in terms of energy loss� and will therefore be described in detail� Nuclear interactions
are less probable and will not be discussed much here� For this work it is enough to remember
that a nuclear reaction between the incoming hadron and a nucleus of the matter causes the
production of ionizing secondary particles� induced by a nuclear reaction between the incoming
hadron and a nucleus of the matter�

For charged particles� the following electromagnetic processes are possible�

� collisions with atomic electrons� creating excited atoms or electron�ion pairs� For rela�
tivistic particles heavier than the electron this is the primary source of energy loss� This
process will be discussed extensively� as it governs the signal development in gaseous
detectors�

� emission of bremsstrahlung photons in the Coulomb �eld of the nuclei and of the atomic
electrons� The energy loss due to these processes is proportional to the ratio between the
particle energy and the inverse of its mass squared� and will therefore become large at
energies depending very much on the particle mass� For electrons� in materials such as
lead� it already dominates the ionization loss at energies of the order of 	� MeV� while
for muons and pions this transition happens at several hundreds of GeV�

� elastic scattering on the nuclei and on the atomic electrons� being responsible for modi��
cations in the particle trajectory�

For photons� three electromagnetic phenomena are of importance�

� the photoelectric e�ect� in which the photon energy is absorbed by an atomic electron�

� the Compton e�ect� which corresponds to the di�usion of the photon by an atomic elec�
tron�

� the conversion of the photon into an electron�positron pair� in the Coulomb �eld of a
nucleus or of an atomic electron�

Although the �rst two e�ects play an important role in X�ray detection with gaseous detectors�
we shall only discuss pair creation� as it is the only relevant process in the framework of tracking
at high energy�
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Electromagnetic loss of charged relativistic particles in matter

Relativistic charged particles heavier than the electron lose energy essentially by collisions with
the electrons of the medium traversed� creating excited or ionized atoms� The �rst quantum�
mechanical formulation of this problem is due to Bethe� in 	��� He related the electromagnetic
loss to the di�erential momentum transfer cross section between the incident particle and the
atomic electrons� The mean energy loss per unit length of traversed material� normalized to
the density of the medium� is given by the Bethe�Bloch formula�

� dE

�dx
�
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A��

�
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Here �� A and Z denote the density� atomic weight and atomic number of the medium� me is

the electron mass� and ze� � � v�c� 	 � �	� ���
����

are the charge� velocity and Lorentz factor
of the incident particle� Here Tmax is the maximum kinetic energy that can be transferred to a
free electron in a single collision� For a point�like charged particle it is equal to�

Tmax �
�mec

���	�

	 � �	me�M � �me�M��
� �����

where M is the mass of the incident particle� Tmax is about 	�� MeV for 	 GeV muons� The
numerical value of K is ����� MeV g�� cm�� The quantity I is an e�ective excitation potential
averaged over all electrons� and is approximately equal to 	�Z electron�Volts� The term �� is
a correction due to the polarization of the medium and will be discussed below�

The Bethe�Bloch function is shown in �gure ���� for various materials� In all practical
cases� the ionization loss in a given medium is a function only of the velocity � of the incoming
particle� and does not depend on its mass�� Except for hydrogen it also only slightly depends
on the chemical composition of the medium� the ratio Z�A decreasing slowly with increasing
Z� At low energy� the ionization loss drops steeply with increasing �� then reaches a broad
minimum at �	 � �� �� At relativistic energies �� � 	� 	 
 	�� a logarithmic increase is seen�
arising from two causes� The �rst cause is that the transverse component of the electric �eld
due to the incident particle� when transformed into the laboratory frame� acquires a relativistic
factor 	� Thus the �eld due to the particle extends to greater distances from the trajectory� and
more distant collisions become important� The second cause is the increase of the maximum
transferable energy Tmax� which rises as 	��

At ultra�relativistic speeds� the measurable ionization loss levels o� to reach a constant
value� the Fermi plateau� The canceling of the relativistic rise has two origins� On the one
hand� the electric �eld of the incident particle polarizes the medium� which leads to a screening
e�ect limiting the �eld extension� On the other hand� high energy knock�on electrons will
escape from the detection medium� so that the contribution of collisions with energy transfers
between a certain value Tcut and Tmax will not be measured� There is less than a factor two
between the minimum energy loss and the Fermi plateau� Most of the particles produced in
today�s high energy physics experiments have an ionization loss close to the minimum� and are
therefore called Minimum Ionizing Particles or MIP�s�

In many applications it is also important to know the �uctuations of the energy loss� Landau
����� in 	��� was the �rst to derive the distribution F �x�%� of the energy loss % in a material
layer of thickness x� He considered the atomic electrons as free� and used Rutherford scattering

�A minor dependence onM is introduced through Tmax� but it only becomes sizeable at the highest energies�

about ��� GeV for pions�
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Figure ���� Speci�c electromagnetic energy loss as a function of the particle momentum� for
muons� pions and protons� in various materials�

to describe the interaction between the incident particle and the atomic electrons� He obtained
an universal function � of only one reduced variable ��

F �x�%�d% � ����d���� with � �

�
%�%�

�

�
� �����

The parameters %� and � are respectively the most probable energy loss and a scaling factor�
which theoretical expressions derive both from Landau�s theory� The expression of � as a
function of the thickness x is�

� �
K

�

Z

A

�x

��
� �����

where K is the same constant as in equation ��	�
The Landau theory only holds when the energy loss �uctuations are dominated by the

contribution of collisions in which the electrons can actually be considered as free� i�e� in
which the energy transferred to the electron is large as compared to its binding energy� In
other terms� collisions with small energy transfers should be so frequent that their sum does
not �uctuate anymore� This can be expressed by the condition � 
 I� which in gases at
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atmospheric pressure is satis�ed only for a thickness x 
 	� cm� It was only in the seventies
that models including the contribution of low energy transfers to the energy loss �uctuations
were worked out ��
� ��� ���� Figure ��� shows the energy loss distributions for � GeV �� in
	�
 cm of Ar at atmospheric pressure as predicted by the Landau theory and by the model of
Cobb et al�� compared to experimental data� The distribution foreseen by Landau has a smaller
width than the experimental distribution� while the model of Cobb et al� is closer to reality�

            

Figure ���� Comparison of the experimental energy loss distribution of � GeV �� in a 	�
 cm
thick Ar layer at standard temperature and pressure �histogram� with the Landau function
�dash�dotted line� and the model of J�H� Cobb et al� �full line� �����

Primary and secondary ionizations

In some collisions� the amount of energy transferred to the struck electron exceeds its binding
energy� The electron is thus emitted� with a kinetic energy equal to the energy lost by the
incident particle minus the atomic binding energy� Such electrons are called primary electrons
or �rays� The primary ionizations are distributed along the particle track� spaced in average
by a distance �� That distance is the inverse of the primary ionization density nP � de�ned
as the average number of primary electrons released by the incident particle per centimeter of
gas traversed� The number k of primary electrons released in a path of length x is Poisson�
distributed� with an average number equal to nPx�

P �k� �
�nPx�

k

k&
exp��nPx�� ���
�

The ine�ciency of a perfect detector of thickness x would thus be equal to the probability of
having no primary electron inside the detector� i�e� P ��� � exp��nPx��

Most of the ionization� however� comes from atoms not encountered directly by the inci�
dent particle� So�called secondary electrons can be emitted in collisions between the primary
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electrons and the atoms�
e� �A� e� �A	 � e��

or through intermediate excited states� induced either by the incoming particle or by primary
electrons�

�� �A� �� �A� or e� �A� e� �A��

A� � B � A� B	 � e��

In the second mechanism� the excitation energy of A is transferred to the atom B� which
ionization energy is lower than the excitation energy of A� This e�ect is known as the Penning
e�ect and depends very much on the gas composition� The amplitude of the detector signal
is proportional to the total number of electrons released in the detector� and thus to the total
ionization density nT �

High detection e�ciency and large signal amplitude for MIP�s are thus ensured by choosing
a gas with high primary and total ionization densities� The values of nP and nT for particles
at the minimum of ionization are given in table ��	� for some components commonly used in
gaseous detectors� at normal conditions of temperature and pressure �N�T�P��� High Z noble
gases are not considered because they lead to detector instabilities� as will be explained in
section ��	��� Organic gases like isobutane and dimethylether �DME� are favoured choices� as
well as mixtures of organic compounds and light noble gases�

Gas nP nT WI I� U�

�cm��� �cm��� �eV� �eV� �eV�
He ��� ��� ���� ���� 	��
Ne 	�� �� ���� �	�� 	��

Ar ���� ��� ���� 	
�� 		�

Kr ���� 	��
 ���� 	��� �
Xe ���� �	��� �	� 	��	� �
Ne � ��
! Ar � 
��� �
�� � �
CO� ���� 	���� ���� 	��� �
CH� ���� 
�� ���	 	��� �
iso�C�H�� ���� ����� ���� 	��
 �
DME 

 	�� ��� � 	��� �

Table ��	� Characteristics of some gases commonly used in gaseous detectors� nP � nT are the
primary and total ionization densities at standard temperature and pressure for particles at
the minimum of ionization� WI is the mean energy of electron�ion pair creation� I� and U� are
the �rst ionization and excitation potentials ���� ��� For DME the total ionization density was
never mentioned�

An instructive parameter is WI � the average energy to be lost by the ionizing particle before
an electron�ion pair is created� It is de�ned by �dE�dx � nT �WI � In a Penning mixture like
Ne � ��
! Ar� the total energy loss is practically the same as in pure Ne� but the excitation
energy of Ne atoms is converted into ionization of Ar atoms� This results in an increase of nT �
or equivalently a decrease of WI � as illustrated in table ��	�

Each primary electron travels a certain range inside the gas� and releases a few secondary
electrons on its way� The energy of the primary electron and the direction of emission with
respect to the incident particle trajectory are kinematically related� Low energy �rays� the

�	



most probable ones� are emitted almost perpendicularly to the particle track� The range of the
�rays can be parametrized by the empirical formula �����

R�E� � aE

�
	� b

	 � cE

�
�����

with a � 
���	��� g cm�� keV��� b � ���	
� and c � ��	���	��� keV��� As an illustration� in
argon N�T�P�� �rays of 	 keV are stopped in about �� �m�

The small ionization cloud created along the path of a �ray is often called a primary cluster�
The distribution w�n� of the number n of electrons inside a cluster is directly related to the
distribution of the energy E transferred by the ionizing particle to the primary electron� as on
average we have E � nWI � In the approximation of free charged particles� Rutherford�s theory
prescribes�

w�n� � w�	�n�	� for n � �� �����

with � � �� The above approximation holds only for large energy transfers as compared to the
atomic binding energies� which are not very likely to occur� However the formula can be used
as a two�parameter �t to the low energy part of the experimental spectrum� The values of w�	�
and � obtained are around ���� and ��� for most gases �����

            

            

Figure ���� Probability w�n� of having n electrons in a primary cluster� in Ar and CO�� from
measurements by Fischle et al� �����

The experimentally measured values of w�n� are shown in �gure ��� for argon and CO��
These results indicate that the emission of energetic �rays by MIP�s is very rare in gases at
atmospheric pressure� in argon� less than 	! of the primary electrons lead to a cluster of more
than �� electrons� which corresponds to a �ray energy of about 
�� eV and a range of about
�� �m� Therefore the measurement of the crossing point of a MIP inside a detector �lled with
a gas at atmospheric pressure will not be distorted much by the �rays emitted in the gas�

��



Formulas ��
� ��� and ��� can easily be implemented in a Monte Carlo algorithm to simulate
the ionization of gases by charged particles� Such an algorithm is used in the CMS collaboration
to simulate the response of micro�strip gas counters to ionizing particles� The Monte Carlo study
of micro�strip gas counters described in chapter � is also based on these formulas�

Bremsstrahlung

High energy electrons lose their kinetic energy essentially by the emission of bremsstrahlung
photons� in the Coulomb �eld of the nuclei and electrons of the traversed medium� The electrons
can lose up to the totality of their energy in one radiative collision� Bremsstrahlung increases the
photon background in the calorimeters� It also renders di�cult the reconstruction of electron
trajectories in the tracker� because of the discontinuitites of curvature at the emission points
of bremsstrahlung photons� It is convenient to measure the thickness of the detector material
in units of radiation length X�� This is the distance over which a high energy electron loses all
but a fraction 	�e of its energy by bremsstrahlung�

A compact formula �tting the experimental data is given by �	���

X� �
�	���A

Z�Z � 	� ln�����
p
Z�

g cm��� �����

The term in Z� originates from bremsstrahlung in the �eld of the nucleus� and the term in Z is
the contribution of the atomic electrons� To give an order of magnitude� the radiation length of
aluminium is 	� cm� In CMS� the detection layers of the tracker with their support structure
and cabling have a thickness of about 
! of radiation length each� A high energy electron will
on average lose 
! of its energy per detection layer by bremsstrahlung�

Multiple scattering

A charged particle traversing a medium is de�ected by many small�angle scatters� Most of this
de�ection is due to Coulomb scattering by the nuclei and the electrons of the material� However�
for hadronic projectiles� strong interactions also contribute to multiple scattering� The standard
deviation of the total de�ection angle due to multiple Coulomb scattering� projected onto a
plane parallel to the direction of the incident particle� can be expressed as �	���

�� �
	��� MeV

�cp
z
q
x�X� �	 � ����� ln�x�X��� � ����

where p is the particle momentum and z its charge number� The distribution of the multiple
scattering angle is Gaussian for small de�ection angles� i�e� the central �! of the distribution�
At large angles it behaves like Rutherford scattering� having larger tails than does a Gaussian
distribution�

As an example� multiple scattering will cause a de�ection of ��� milliradians R�M�S� in tracks
of 	� GeV c particles at each detection layer of the CMS tracker� At the next detection layer�
about 	� cm further� the R�M�S� of the particle impact coordinates will be of the order of �� �m�
which is comparable to the spatial resolution of the detector elements� This con�rms that the
tracker performance is limited by multiple scattering for charged particles of momentum below
	� GeV c� as already discussed in chapter �� In addition� this indicates that multiple scattering
must be accounted for in track reconstruction in CMS� We will see in chapter 
 how this is
done�
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Attenuation of photons in matter

The di�erent processes relevant for the attenuation of photons in matter have di�erent relative
importances depending on the photon energy� Above 	� MeV� the most important process
is the conversion of the photon into a e	e� pair� Pair creation renders the identi�cation of
photons di�cult and degrades the measurement of the photon energy in the electromagnetic
calorimeter� This process also increases the background of charged particles inside the tracker�

Creation of pairs and bremsstrahlung are closely related processes� The conversion length
C� of high energy photons is de�ned as the distance after which a photon beam is attenuated
by a factor 	�e by creation of e	e� pairs� For energies higher than 	 GeV� C� is equal to ��X�

with an accuracy of a few percent�

����� Drift and di�usion of electrons in gases

Drift and di�usion in gases a�ect several aspects of the performance of gas �lled detectors� The
electron drift velocity determines the ionization collection time and thus a�ects the speed of
the detector response� Di�usion causes a spread of the ionization inside the detector and thus
blurs the measurement of the particle crossing point� How they act exactly will be explained
later when we will discuss the choice of the appropriate gas for the micro�strip gas counters in
CMS� In this paragraph we shall try to get a global understanding of the phenomena at play�

The electrons released in the detector by the incident particle drift towards the electrodes
at positive potential� Their microscopic motion can be seen as a succession of short free travels�
during which they gain kinetic energy from the electric �eld� and collisions with gas atoms or
molecules� in which they lose a fraction of their kinetic energy� This results in a macroscopic
drift� which proceeds at an average speed u called the drift velocity� In CMS� a drift velocity
well in excess of 
� �m ns is requested in order to get a fast enough response from the MSGC�s�

The collisions with the gas molecules also cause a random di�usion of the electrons� After a
drift over a distance x� an initially point�like cloud of electrons would exhibit a Gaussian spread
of standard deviation equal to

p
�Dt� where D is the di�usion coe�cient and t � x�u� the drift

time� In the presence of an electric �eld� the di�usion in the direction of the �eld di�ers from
the transverse di�usion� hence the introduction of DL and DT � the longitudinal and transverse
di�usion coe�cients� A transverse di�usion coe�cient in the range 	�� � ��� �m 

p
cm is

adequate in CMS� and allows to reach an MSGC spatial accuracy of about �� �m�
In the presence of a magnetic �eld� the moving electrons will be subject to the Lorentz

force which will make them spiral around the magnetic �eld direction� As a consequence the
drift direction will in general not be aligned with the electric �eld� The angle between the
electric �eld and the drift direction is called the Lorentz angle �L� Another consequence is the
reduction of the di�usion in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic �eld�

An additional process that can occur during the drift is electron attachment by a gas
atom or molecule� which means that the captured electron is lost for detection� This happens
more frequently in electronegative gases like O� or CF�� As the drift distance is small in the
gas counters studied here� typically a few millimeters� gas contamination with electronegative
compounds is not a major concern� However CF�� sometimes used to raise the electron drift
velocity of a gas mixture� is ruled out because of its too short attenuation length at the high
drift �elds used in MSGC�s at the LHC ��	��
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Drift velocity and Lorentz angle from a macroscopic model of the electron motion

The motion of charged particles under the in�uence of electric and magnetic �elds� E and B�
can be understood in terms of an equation of motion with friction�

m
du

dt
� eE� e�u�B��Ku� ���	��

wherem and e are the mass and the charge of the particle� u is its velocity� andKu is a frictional
force caused by the collisions of the particle with the gas molecules� The drift velocity is the
solution of the steady state equation �du�dt � ���

u

�
�

e

m
�E� u�B�� ���		�

where � � m�K has the dimension of a time� and depends on the gas through the parameter
K� The right hand side of equation ��		 is the acceleration of the charged particle between two
collisions due to the electromagnetic force� and thus � can be seen as the average time interval
between two collisions� during which the particle acquires an average speed u�

Equation ��		 is linear in u� Denoting �e�m�E � � � ��x� �y� �z�� and �e�m�B � � �
��x� �y� �z�� we obtain the linear system�

Mu � ��

with M �



�� 	�� ��z �y

�z 	�� ��x
��y �x 	��


�� � ���	��

Solving for u yields�

u � M��
��

with M�� �
�

	 � ��� �



�� 	 � ��x�

� �z� � �x�y�
� ��y� � �x�z�

�

��z� � �x�y�
� 	 � ��y�

� �x� � �y�z�
�

�y� � �x�z�
� ��x� � �y�z�

� 	 � ��z�
�


�� � ���	��

case E perpendicular to B� Choosing B � ��� �� B� and E � �E� �� ��� we get�

u �
q
u�x � u�y

�
��p

	 � ��� �
� ���	��

�L �
uy
ux

� ���� ���	
�

Thus the drift velocity in the presence of perpendicular electric and magnetic �elds is reduced
by a factor 	�

p
	 � ��� � as compared to the situation without magnetic �eld� Moreover� the

drift direction acquires a component perpendicular to E and B� The deviation angle �L with
respect to the direction of the electric �eld is proportional to the magnetic �eld intensity� but
also depends on the gas through � � In the � Tesla magnetic �eld of CMS� in MSGC�s �lled
with DME�based gas mixtures� �L is typically around 	�o� The reduction of drift velocity due
to the magnetic �eld is only �!�

case E parallel to B� In the case of parallel electric and magnetic �elds� the drift speed and
drift direction are not modi�ed by the presence of the magnetic �eld� The di�usion is still
a�ected� as will be seen later�
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Drift and di�usion from a microscopic model of the electron motion

A simple classical model relates the macroscopic transport parameters and the variables de�
scribing the microscopic motion of the drifting electron� This model provides a theoretical
understanding of the behaviour of the electron drift velocity and di�usion in gas mixtures as a
function of the electric �eld intensity�

In the absence of any external �eld� the electron is in thermal equilibrium with the gas� Its
average kinetic energy is equal to �v � �

�
kT � where T is the absolute gas temperature and k�

the Boltzmann constant �at room temperature kT � 	��� eV�� In the presence of an electric
�eld� the average kinetic energy increases�

�v �
	

�
mv� � �E �

�

�
kT� ���	��

Here �E is the contribution of the electric �eld to the average kinetic energy� At drift �elds
used in gaseous detectors and in most gases� �E amounts to a few eV� so the thermal energy
can be neglected� The electric �eld also causes a net drift at speed u� v� In a time interval
� between two collisions with the gas molecules� the drift speed communicated by the electric
�eld E can be written as�

u �
eE

m
� � �eE� ���	��

where �e is the electron mobility�
In every collision with a gas molecule� the electron loses on average a fraction  of the energy

�E communicated by the �eld� so that there is a balance between the losses in collisions and
the acceleration due to the �eld� Over a travel dx in the direction of the �eld� the number of
collisions is equal to the drift time dx�u divided by � � so the energy balance reads�

dx

u�
�E � eEdx� ���	��

The average time interval between two collisions can be expressed as a function of the non�
motive velocity v� the collision cross�section � and the molecular density N �

	

�
� N�v� ���	�

Neglecting the thermal motion� the expressions of the equilibrium velocities can thus be written
as�

u� �
eE

mN�

s


�
� ������

v� �
eE

mN�

s
�


� ����	�

The di�usion coe�cient is related to the velocity v� or to the kinetic energy �v� of the
electron� The mean squared displacement in a given direction y after a large number of collisions
n can be computed as�

��y �
nX
i��

y�i � n � y� �� ������
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where � y� � is the mean squared displacement in the direction y between two collisions� The
free path l between two collisions is distributed as a decreasing exponential� and because u� v�
the direction of motion can be considered as isotropic in �rst approximation� Therefore

� y� � �
Z 	�

�

dl

L

Z 	�

��

d cos �

�
�l cos ���e�l�L

�
�

�
L�� ������

where L � v� is the mean free path between two collisions� The expression of the di�usion
coe�cient D is thus�

D �
��y
�t

�
�

�

�v
m
�� ������

obtained by replacing the drift time t by n� �
Very often� an empirical quantity �K� called the characteristic energy� is de�ned as�

�K �
eD

�e
� ����
�

Using the expression of the electron mobility in ���
� it appears that �K equals � � of the
average kinetic energy �v� The di�usion is also often given in centimeters per unit of drift
distance�

D� �
�yp
x
� ������

The calculation yields D� �
q
�D�u �

q
��K�eE� and so the size of the electron cloud turns

out to be proportional to the square root of the drift distance�
Therefore� in order to understand the behaviour of the drift velocity and di�usion coe�cient

with the drift �eld intensity in a given gas� one has to look at the curves of the average kinetic
energy �or of the characteristic energy� as a function of E� and at the dependence of the
parameters � and  on the electron energy� These curves are shown in �gure ��
� As an
example� in pure argon� the characteristic energy �K is slowly rising from � to 	� eV in the
range of electric �elds between 	�� and ���� V cm� At these energies� the collision cross�section
is close to its maximum value of 	���� cm�� The fractional energy loss is constant and very
small� because the only possible collisions below the excitation thresholds of Ar are elastic� with
energy losses of the order of me�mAr � 	���� Thus� the drift velocity is low and rising more or
less as

p
E� as shown in the lowest curve of �gure ��� a��

Adding a small fraction of methane to argon causes a very large increase of drift velocity
as compared to pure argon� because it a�ects both � and  of the gas mixture� Polyatomic
molecules have rotation and vibration levels� which can be excited in collisions with low energy
electrons� This is the origin of the very large value of  in CH�� as compared to Ar� Inelastic
collisions also reduce the average kinetic energy of the electrons� and maintain it in the range
from ��	 to 	 eV� where the collision cross�sections are small� At high electric �elds� when the
electron kinetic energy exceeds 	 eV� the fractional energy loss of CH� drops� and the collision
cross sections rise� Thus� the drift velocity levels o� or even decreases�

Thermal limit

In some gases� among which CO�� isobutane and DME� the electron kinetic energy remains
constant around �

�kT in a large range of electric �elds� up to � 	��� V cm� Therefore v and
� do not depend on E� so the di�usion coe�cient and the electron mobility are constant� and
the drift velocity rises linearly with E� Often� such gases are added to a mixture in order to
decrease the di�usion and permit a better localization accuracy�

��





            

�c�

Figure ��
� Collision cross�section �a� and fractional energy loss �b� in Ar and CH� �����
�c� Characteristic energy as a function of the drift �eld intensity� in various gases �����

Transverse and longitudinal di�usion

Since the experiments of Wagner et al� in 	�� ���� it is known that the di�usion is not isotropic
in the presence of an electric �eld� In 	� this phenomenon was explained theoretically by a
di�erence in mobility of the electrons in the leading and trailing edge of the electron cloud �����
which results in a longitudinal di�usion coe�cient DL di�erent from the transverse di�usion
coe�cient DT � A compilation of experimental data on longitudinal and transverse di�usion
can be found in ��
��

In the presence of a magnetic �eld� the di�usion coe�cient is reduced in the direction
perpendicular to B� due to the incurved trajectory of the electrons� The calculation shows
that the mean squared displacement in the direction transverse to B gets a reduction factor of
	��	 ���� ��� i�e� ��� in MSGC�s in CMS conditions� The di�usion in the direction parallel to
the magnetic �eld is not a�ected�
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b�

Figure ���� a� Drift velocity in Ar�based mixtures as a function of the reduced electric �eld E p�
for various contents of CH�� b� Di�usion as a function of the drift �eld intensity� in various
gases at atmospheric pressure �����

����� Drift of ions

In gas proportional counters� the detection of the ionizing particles relies on the electric signal
induced by the motion of the charges� created in the avalanche� drifting towards the electrodes�
As will be seen in section ��	�
� the contribution of ions to the induced signal is much larger
than that of electrons� Therefore� the ion drift speed determines the time development of the
avalanche signal�

As their mass is large� comparable to the mass of the gas molecules� ions travel at much
smaller speed and are much less subject to di�usion than electrons� They lose much more
energy in elastic collisions with gas molecules than electrons� and remain thermal up to high
electric �elds� Therefore� up to relatively high �elds� the ion mobility �i is constant� and the
relation between the ion drift velocity and the �eld intensity is linear� A typical value of �i is
	 cm s per V cm� 	�� smaller than typical electron mobilities ����� The order of magnitude of
the ion di�usion coe�cient is D � �ikT�e� about �
� smaller than usual values for electrons�
and the Lorentz angle �L � �� � B�i is reduced by a factor 	�� as compared to electrons� In
good approximation� ions can thus be considered as travelling along the electric �eld lines� At
electric �elds where the ion kinetic energy departs from the thermal limit� the ion drift speed
rises as E���� with a form very similar to �����

����� Gas ampli�cation

When the drifting electrons reach the region of high electric �eld around the anodes� they
acquire enough energy from the �eld to ionize other gas molecules� The newly released electrons
are in turn accelerated� causing further ionizations in a process called �avalanche�� Depending
on the gas �lling and the �eld intensity and con�guration� the avalanche can evolve in di�erent
ways� corresponding to di�erent modes of operation of the gas counter� In the proportional
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mode� in which MSGC�s are operated� the number of electron�ion pairs created in the avalanche
is on average proportional to the amount of ionization left in the counter by the incident particle�

The avalanche exhibits a drop�like shape� with a cloud of fast electrons heading for the
anode� and a trail of ions almost immobile at the time scale of the avalanche development� The
formation of an avalanche involves numerous and complex processes� similar to the reactions
occuring in plasma chemistry� excitation and ionization of the gas molecules by collisions with
electrons� radiative desexcitation� photoionization� transfer of charge or excitation energy in
collisions between gas molecules� recombination of the electrons and ions� molecular dissociation
or polymer formation� interaction between the electrode metals and the species formed in the
avalanche� etc� These reactions will not be described here� but will be mentioned when their
role is important�

Gas gain

The charge ampli�cation factor in the avalanche is called the gas gain� noted G� It can be
derived from the �rst Townsend coe�cient �� This coe�cient describes the increase in the
number of free electrons over a path of length ds�

dN

N
� �ds� ������

The coe�cient � is determined by the cross sections of several of the processes involved in
the avalanche� which depend in a complicated manner on the electron energy distribution�
Therefore no fundamental expression of � can be given� To determine the total gain� the �rst
Townsend coe�cient has to be measured for a wide range of electric �elds� and integrated along
the path of the electrons in the �eld geometry of the detector �����

G �
N

N�
� exp

�Z s�

sa
��s�ds

�

� exp

�Z E�

Ea

��E�

dE�ds
dE

	
� ������

where s� is the point at which the electric �eld intensity E� becomes high enough to create new
ionizations and sa is the position of the anode�

Figure ��� shows the behaviour of � � ��E for some noble gases� as a function of the
reduced �eld E�p� where p is the gas pressure� It can be seen that � rises steeply with E up
to very high �elds� In Ar at atmospheric pressure� � � 	� e� cm at a �eld of 	� kV cm� and
� ���� e� cm at 	�� kV cm� Therefore� a given gain value can either be obtained in a small
volume of high �eld or in an extended volume of low �eld� A few curves are also given for
mixtures composed of Ne with small additions of Ar� They show the very large increase in
gas ampli�cation at low �elds due to the Penning e�ect� At very high �elds� thus very high
electron kinetic energy� the cross�section of ionizing collisions between the electrons and the gas
molecules decreases� hence the reduction of ��

Limitations to the gas gain in proportional mode

The gas gain cannot be increased at will� On one hand� at high gains� the counter departs
from the proportional mode because of space charge deformation of the electric �eld in the
neighbourhood of the avalanche� On another hand� secondary processes like photon emission
induce the generation of avalanches spread all over the detector� These phenomena eventually
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Figure ���� Ampli�cation coe�cient � � ��E in V�� as a function of the reduced electric �eld�
in various noble gases and in mixtures of Ne with a small addition of Ar �����

result in spark breakdown� An upper gain limit in proportional mode is 	��� Two breakdown
mechanisms of particular importance in the study of MSGC�s are described below�

Secondary emission of electrons� The �rst source of breakdown� sometimes called �photon feed�
back�� results from emission of secondary electrons ejected from the cathodes� This emission
can be provoked by photons emanating from the avalanche� releasing electrons by photoelectric
e�ect� It also happens that ions neutralizing at the cathode release their excitation energy by
extracting an electron� When the amount of secondary electrons is large enough to create an
avalanche of same size as the initial one� the counter enters a self�sustained regime of discharge�

Photon emission is particularly present in high Z noble gases� like argon� These gases
are used in gas counters because they provide high gains� However they present low energy
excitation levels� which can only return to the ground state by radiative transition� In Ar�
the minimum energy of the emitted photon is 		�� eV� well above the ionization potential of
any cathode metal ���� eV for copper�� To prevent photon feedback� a fraction of polyatomic�
often organic gas is added to the gas �lling� Such gases� named �quenchers�� present non�
radiative excited states� like molecular vibrations and rotations� which allow e�cient absorbtion
of photons in a wide energy range� They can also dissipate energy by dissociating into simpler
radicals� Because quenchers usually have a low ionization potential� Penning e�ect and transfer
of charge take place in collisions between the molecules of the quencher and the other species�
such that only ions of the quencher reach the cathode� CO�� methane� isobutane and DME are
among the most widely used quenchers�
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The main drawback of organic additives is that they are likely to form insulating polymer
deposits on the electrodes� This phenomenon is called �ageing�� Polymer formation is initiated
by free radicals created in the avalanche� The accumulation of charges on the insulating layer
covering the electrodes causes a variation of �eld strength and gas gain� On the cathodes� it
also happens that the dipole �eld created in the insulating layer due to the accumulation of
positive ions is high enough to cause electron extraction from the electrode �Malter e�ect��
The ageing rate appears to be very sensitive to the presence of trace pollutants� which can be
released in the gas by the materials used to build the counter� A review of the ageing properties
of gases and construction materials used in gas �lled detectors can be found in ����� It can be
noted that pure DME is not expected to polymerize �����

Streamer development� The second source of breakdown goes through the formation of a streamer�
As the avalanche increases in size� the space�charge �elds of the clouds of electrons and positive
ions become important� so that the total electric �eld is sharply enhanced at the head and tail
of the avalanche� On the side of the avalanche� instead� the dipole �eld created between the
clouds of electrons and ions reduce the external �eld� In this situation� electrons released at the
tips of the avalanche by photoionization or Penning e�ect are ampli�ed in the high �eld created
by the avalanche itself� and quickly evolve into new avalanches merging with the primary one�
Breakdown occurs when the streamer grows up to the cathode�

The streamer can also quench by itself if the space�charge �eld at its tail does not com�
pensate the decrease of the external �eld� Some counters are operated in this mode� called
self�quenching or limited streamer mode� It provides signals two orders of magnitude larger
than the proportional mode� In MSGC�s� streamer development should be avoided� because the
streamer current is large enough to damage the MSGC electrodes� This limits the maximum
gain in MSGC�s to a rather low value� around 	��� To prevent streamers� the detector �eld
geometry should be such that the �eld intensity drops quickly with increasing distance to the
anode�

Gain �uctuations

Since the ampli�cation is a stochastic process� variations are to be expected in the total am�
pli�cation factor between individual events� Assuming that the probability of ionization per
unit path length of an electron depends only upon the �eld strength and does not depend on
the history of the electron� the distribution of the ampli�cation factor should be of exponential
form�

p
�
K
'K

�
� p�z� � e�z� �����

where 'K is the average gain and K is the gain of a single avalanche� Experimentally the
avalanche size distribution appears to have a clear maximum� and can be described in cylindrical
proportional counters by the Curran distribution ����

p�z� � �� �
�
���

�

� z
�

� exp�� �

�
z�� ������

The failure of equation ��� comes from the hypothesis that the probability of ionization
is independent of the electron history� In the model proposed by Byrne ���� and Lansiart and
Morucci ��	�� the probability a�K� for an electron to ionize depends on the total number of
electrons already produced in the avalanche as�

a�K� � ��	 � ��K�� ����	�
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where � is the �rst Townsend coe�cient and � is an empirically de�ned parameter� They
arrived at the Polya distribution for the gas gain�

p�z� �
mm

"�m�
zm��e�mz� ������

with m � 	 � �� In the particular case� that m � ���� this distribution is equal to the
experimentally found Curran distribution� The variance ��z of the Polya distribution is equal
to 	�m�

In the work of Alkhazov ���� ���� it is shown that the gain variance in uniform �elds is
a decreasing function of the parameter � � ��E�WI�E � ��E�WI � where WI is the energy
required for the creation of an electron�ion pair� As ��E� rises with E in a large range of
electric �elds �see �gure ����� smaller gain �uctuations are reached when operating at higher
�elds� This argument can be generalized to non�uniform �elds� in which the total ampli�cation
can be seen as small successive avalanches in constant �eld� It can be concluded that� for
a given gain� smaller �uctuations will be recorded when the avalanche develops in a small
region of high �eld� as compared to con�gurations with an extended region of low �eld� This
is illustrated in �gure ���� which shows the gain distributions in three detectors of increasing
�eld con�nement� respectively a cylindrical proportional counter� a micro�strip gas chamber
and a micro�gap chamber� The histograms are obtained with a Monte Carlo simulation of the
avalanche development� The curves are Polya distributions of parameter m � 	�
� � and ��

respectively �����

����	 Signal generation

Electrons and positive ions created in the avalanche drift towards the positive and negative
electrodes� where they are eventually collected� The motion of the charges induces electric
currents on the electrodes� which can be ampli�ed and measured� Current integrating ampli�ers
deliver an output voltage proportional to the charge collected on the electrodes� After full charge
collection� the anode of a cylindrical proportional counter will have received a charge Q � neG
on average� with n the number of electrons released in the counter by the ionizing particle�
In the presence of several electrodes the situation is more complicated� because of capacitive
coupling between the electrodes� The time development of the signal must also be considered�
in order to choose the appropriate signal shaping� This timing does not only depend on the
charge motion� but also on the RC time constant of the electrode response� These aspects will
be discussed here in some details�

Signal induction on the electrodes

The calculation of the signal induced by a moving charge on a set of electrodes is a delicate
problem� We consider here the case where each electrode is perfectly conductive� at �xed
potential and connected to an in�nite reservoir of charge� This happens in practice when the
impedances of the electrode and of the connection to the power supply are small� so that the
corresponding RC time constants are much smaller than the signal rise time� For instance�
MSGC anode strips made of aluminium have typically a resistance of a few hundred ( and
a capacitance to ground of a few pF� Connected to ground through low input impedance
ampli�ers� their response time is of the order of 	 ns�

The potential )�r�� solution of the electrostatic problem with the charge q at point r� and
with boundary conditions determined by the electrode potentials Vi� is the sum of the solutions
f)k�r�� k � �� 	� ����g of the following problems�

��



            

Figure ���� Gain �uctuations in a cylindrical proportional counter �a�� a micro�strip gas chamber
�b� and a micro�gap chamber �c�� from a Monte Carlo simulation of the avalanche development�
The curves are Polya distributions of parameter m � 	�
� � and ��
 respectively �����

� f)i� i � 	� ����g all electrodes grounded but the ith electrode at potential Vi� without
charge q� and

� )� with all electrodes grounded and the charge q at point r��

Green�s second identity states that for every i�

Z
V

�
)r�)i � )ir�)

�
dV �

Z
S
�)r)i � )ir)� �ndS� ������

Here V is the detector volume� delimited by a well�chosen closed surface S� and n is the unit
vector normal to S and outgoing from V � S encloses each electrode j and the charge q in the
way depicted in �gure ���� The righthand side of equation ���� reduces to the sum of the
integrals on the electrode surfaces Sj and on the little sphere containing the charge q� while the
contributions of the other surface elements cancel each other�

�We suppose for simplicity that electrode � encloses the detector volume completely�
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Figure ��� De�nition of the integration surface S� delimiting the detector volume V and
enclosing the electrodes and the moving charge�

In the absence of electric charges in the volume V � r�)k � r�) � �� such that the volume
integral vanishes� The surface terms can be evaluated thanks to Gauss�s theorem�

Z
Sj
r)�ndS �

Z
Sj
E���n�dS �

Qj

��
� ������

where Qj is the charge enclosed in the surface delimiting electrode j� ��n� is the normal vector
outgoing from the electrode volume and �� is the permittivity of free space� In a similar way
one obtains�

Z
Sj
r)i�ndS �

Qi
j

��
� ����
�Z

Sphere r�

r)�ndS �
q

��
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r)i�ndS � �� ������

where Qi
j is the charge induced on electrode j by the potential of electrode i alone� Equation

���� becomes�

� �
X
j

VjQi
j � q)i�r��� ViQi� ������

The �rst term is constant in time� and the current induced in electrode i by the moving
charge can eventually be expressed as�

dQi

dt
� Ii �

�q
Vi

d

dt
)i�r��

�
�q
Vi

dr�
dt

�r)i�r��

� q
v�Ei�r��

Vi
� �����

This result is known as Ramo�s theorem� Ei�r�� is the electric �eld from solution i at the
point where the free charge is located� and v is the drift speed of the charge� function of the
total electric �eld at this point� Ei�Vi and )i�Vi are called respectively the weighting �eld and
weighting potential of electrode i� A weighting potential is dimensionless� and the corresponding
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electrode is at weighting potential 	� while all other electrodes are at �� The charge induced on
electrode i between time t � t� and time t � t� by the moving charge q is�

%Qi �
Z t�

t�
Ii�t�dt �

�q
Vi

�)i �r� �t���� )i �r� �t���� � ������

In practice� the calculation of the current induced on electrode i requires�

	� the calculation of the electric �eld in the detector� created by the electrodes at working
potential�

�� the calculation of the weighting �eld of electrode i�

�� the calculation of the position r��t� and the drift speed v�t� of the moving charge�

The �eld calculations are usually performed using commercial programs solving the Laplace
equation under given boundary conditions� The solution of the charge equations of motion
requires the knowledge of the drift velocity as a function of the electric �eld intensity� in the
detector working gas� For ions� a linear relation can be used in �rst approximation� with a
value of the ion mobility equal to 	 cm�V��s���

Figure ��	� shows the equipotential lines of the anode weighting �eld in an MSGC counter�
The lines are separated by a weighting potential di�erence of ��	� The anode is at )anode�Vanode �
	� while the cathode is at �� Two detector �eld lines are also drawn� The little arrows indicate
the position of drifting ions at time intervals of 	� ns� Equation ���� shows that an ion drifting
away from the anode where the avalanche has occured induces on it a positive charge� equal to
a fraction k� � � k � 	 of its charge q� k is equal to the weighting potential di�erence crossed
during the ion drift� As indicated by the little arrows� most of the ion signal is induced within
a few tens of nanoseconds�

A positive current is thus drawn from the power supply or from the ampli�er connected
to the anode� i�e� a negative current is injected in the power supply or in the ampli�er� A
signal of same polarity but much lower amplitude is generated by the electrons drifting towards
the anode� Indeed� as the avalanche occurs very close to the anode� the weighting potential
di�erence traversed by the electrons before being collected is very small� Because of their much
faster drift velocity� the signal induced by the electrons is much faster� In MSGC�s� about 	�!
of the avalanche signal is induced by the electrons in less than 	 ns time� and �! of the signal
is created by the ions in a few tens of nanoseconds� It must however be noted that the time
development of ionizing particle signals is not determined by a single avalanche� but by the
successive ampli�cations of primary electrons grouped in clusters� The spread and drift time
of the primary electrons must thus be considered as well�

In the presence of several electrodes� the calculation shows that all electrodes but the anode
where the avalanche has occured carry a signal of opposite sign� This e�ect is known as
�crosstalk�� Those signals can also be used for particle detection� but by charge conservation
they are of smaller amplitude than the signal on the main anode�

Front	end electronics

The choice of the adequate preampli�er for a given application depends on several factors�
amplitude and duration of the detector signals� readout rate� etc� In the case of MSGC�s�
the signal induced on the electrodes by a relativistic particle is about �
��� � 
���� electrons�
It needs ampli�cation with a dedicated low�noise ampli�er� At the LHC� the signals will be
generated at the proton bunch crossing frequency of �� MHz� This requires fast ampli�ers and
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Anode Cathode

Figure ��	�� Equipotentials of the anode weighting �eld and detector �eld lines in an MSGC�
The equipotentials are ��	 weighting potential units apart� The arrows denote the position of
drifting ions every 	� ns �����

a shaping of the signals into short pulses� in order to reduce the channel deadtime and to allow
the association of detector signals to a bunch crossing�

Gaseous detectors are usually equipped with charge ampli�ers like the one shown in �g�
ure ��		� If the gain of the operational ampli�er is very high �usual values are 	�� � 	���� it is
easy to show that the output voltage Vo is proportional to the input charge Q as�

Vo �
�Q
Cf

� ����	�

where Cf is the value of the ampli�er feedback capacitance� The feedback circuit also contains
a resistor Rf which serves to reset the ampli�er and to shape the signal� Integrated ampli�ers
are now commonly used� as they allow to read out a large number of channels at low cost� Such
ampli�ers have been developed for silicon strip detectors� and are in most cases also suited for
MSGC�s because of the similar signal amplitude and detector capacitance� Table ��� presents
some characteristics of two integrated ampli�ers�
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Figure ��		� Principle of the charge ampli�er� Vi and Vo are the voltages at the input and
output of the ampli�er� C is the capacitance of the electrode connected to it� Cf and Rf are
the feedback capacitance and resistance�

APC APV�
Clock frequency �MHz� 	� ��
Shaping time �ns� tunable �

Noise �electrons E�N�C�� ��
 � �� pF 	��� � �� pF

Table ���� Some characteristics of integrated ampli�ers used for the readout of MSGC anodes
��
� ����

The APC chip ��
�� developed for the silicon vertex detector of the H	 experiment at HERA�
equips some of the MSGC prototypes tested in Brussels� and will be described in chapter �� In
CMS� radiation hard ampli�ers of the family of the APV are foreseen to equip both silicon strip
and microstrip gas detectors ����� The APV� chip consists of 	�� ampli�ers and a multiplexer
for serial readout� Each channel comprises a charge ampli�er and shaper of �
 ns RC � CR
shaping time� and a switched capacitance pipeline which samples the output of the ampli�er
at the LHC bunch crossing frequency of �� MHz� The pipeline is 	�� cells deep to accomodate
the latency of the level 	 trigger of CMS� When a trigger is received� the channel output is
computed as a weighted sum of three samples� The values of the weights are determined on the
basis of the RC�CR impulse reponse of the ampli�er� This technique� called �deconvolution��
was shown to be e�ective in achieving a short pulse shape limited to 	 LHC bunch crossing
interval ��
 ns� in the case of silicon strip detectors�

Two �gures of merit are of particular importance for an MSGC ampli�er at the LHC� the
noise and the ballistic de�cit� The noise is the random �uctuation of the ampli�er output
voltage in the absence of a particle signal� An unavoidable noise source is the thermal motion
of the electrons inside the resistor constituted by the electrode connected to the ampli�er�

Vnoise �
p
�kTRB� ������

where Vnoise is the noise voltage R�M�S�� R is the input resistance and B is the preampli�er
bandwidth� The thermal noise thus increases with the input resistance and with the ampli�er
response speed� At room temperature� it amounts already to �
 �V for an ampli�er of �� MHz
bandwidth connected to an electrode of 	 k( resistance� The noise is usually expressed as the
Equivalent Noise Charge �E�N�C�� at the input of the ampli�er� The E�N�C� is equal to the
noise voltage R�M�S� times the capacitance of the detector� In the above example� for a typical
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electrode capacitance of 	� pF� it amounts to 	
�� electrons� The noise of the detector is thus
an increasing function of the detector capacitance�

The ballistic de�cit is the signal reduction factor due to a mismatch between the signal
duration and the ampli�er shaping time� If the shaping time RfCf is of the same magnitude
or smaller than the signal rise time� the ampli�er feedback capacitor starts to discharge before
the whole charge has been ampli�ed� This results in a decrease of the output signal� Noise and
ballistic de�cit a�ect the counter detection e�ciency� a particle signal can only be detected
if its amplitude exceeds signi�cantly the amplitude of noise pulses� Because of the relatively
low operating gains in MSGC�s� around 	��� the noise and the ballistic de�cit of the front�end
ampli�er should be small to permit e�cient MIP detection�

The MSGC signals di�er from those of silicon detectors in two main respects� the collection
time of the electrons is longer� typically 
� ns instead of a few nanoseconds in solid state
detectors� and the signal �uctuations are larger due to the small number of primary electrons
released in the gas� Because of the long electron collection time� MSGC�s equipped with
the APV electronics su�er from a ballistic de�cit of ��� ����� A shaping time as short as
�
 ns seems however not necessary for MSGC�s in CMS� as the counting rate per channel is
expected to be well below 	�� Hz� With a 	�� ns time constant the channel occupancy would
still be reasonable� a few percent� This number would be even lower after signal processing
�deconvolution� or double correlated sampling� as implemented in the APC chip�� On the other
hand� signal �uctuations will cause a 
� ns uncertainty in the determination of the ionizing
particle crossing time� It means that part of the hits from the previous and subsequent bunch
crossings will be attributed to the triggered event� doubling the number of MSGC signals to be
considered at the track reconstruction stage �����

We can now estimate the minimum number of primary electrons that should be deposited
by a minimum ionizing particle in an MSGC in order to be detected� At a typical gas gain of
����� with an equivalent noise charge of 	
�� e�� a ballistic de�cit of ��� and a threshold set
at three times the noise� that number amounts to about � electrons� as compared to 	 for an
ideal detector�
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��� Description of the Micro�Strip Gas Chamber and

Micro�Gap Chamber

����� Introduction
 the Multi�Wire Proportional Chamber

The Micro�Strip Gas Chamber and the Micro�Gap Chamber �MGC� are modern developments
of the Multi�Wire Proportional Chamber �MWPC� well known from the work of G� Charpak
���� As these detectors are based on similar principles� the MWPC will be described �rst
as an introduction� The outline of a MWPC is shown in �gure ��	�� thin wires of typically
�� to �� �m diameter are strung parallel in a gas volume� closed by conducting planes� The
anode wires are set to a high positive voltage� a few thousand volts� and the cathode planes are
on a negative voltage� When a particle crosses the active volume of a MWPC� it ionises gas
molecules on its way� The electrostatic force makes the liberated electrons move towards the
anodes� and the positive ions to the cathode planes� In the neighbourhood of the anode wires�
the electrons experience avalanche multiplication� The amplitude of the signals induced on the
electrodes allows to determine the particle crossing point�

MWPCCathode plane

Anode wires

Particle track

Cathode plane

�� �������� ������

MSGCDrift plane

Anode stripCathode strip

Insulating substrate

����������������������������
����������������������������
����������������������������
����������������������������

������
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������
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Substrate

Anode strip
Dielectric strip 

            

Figure ��	�� Outline of the MWPC� the MSGC and the MGC and the corresponding �eld
con�gurations ����� The drawings on the left are not at scale�

The main limitation of the MWPC is that the distance between the wires cannot be made
much smaller than 	 mm� to limit the electrostatic force between adjacent wires� The granu�
larity� i�e� the number of detection cells per surface unit� is therefore limited� With a detector
response of a few hundreds of nanoseconds duration� the counting rate of the MWPC cannot
exceed 	�� charged particles per cm� per second�
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����� The Micro�Strip Gas Chamber and the Micro�Gap Chamber

The micro�strip gas chamber and the micro�gap chamber result from the attempts to built
highly granular multiwire chambers� In 	��� A� Oed proposed a detector where the wires were
replaced by conducting strips� printed on an insulating surface by a photolithographic process
like the ones used in microelectronics ����� This detector� later called micro�strip gas counter�
is schematically drawn on �gure ��	�� It consists of an insulating plate on which narrow anode
strips are interleaved with broader cathode strips to shape the electric �eld� Typical strip widths
are 	� �m for the anodes and 	�� �m for the cathodes� The back of the insulating substrate
is sometimes also metallized and biased for further �eld shaping� The plate is positioned in a
gas volume which acts as active medium� passing particles ionise molecules in this gas volume�
and the liberated electrons are pushed towards the anode strips by the negatively charged drift
plane placed a few millimeters above the substrate� Avalanche multiplication takes place in the
very high electric �eld �� 	�� kV cm� which develops at small distance �� 
��m� from the
anodes� Gas gains of the order of 	�� � 	�� can be obtained� which correspond to signals of a
few times 	���� electrons for minimum ionizing particles�
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Figure ��	�� Principle of the micro�strip gas counter� Typical dimensions and voltages are
indicated on the �gure�

The MSGC shows a number of advantages over the classical wire chamber�

� Having strips �xed all along on a rigid plate allows much smaller electrode spacing than
in MWPC� with typical anode interdistances of ��� �m� There is no need of a strong
frame to take the tension of the wires� which makes the counter lighter� The small strip
interdistance is also rendered possible thanks to the submicron precision of the strip
patterning�

� The avalanche space charge is quickly removed from the region of high �eld around the
anode strips� thanks to the presence of the nearby cathode strips and to the possibility
of operating at high drift �elds �� 	� kV cm�� The electric �eld con�guration is such
that the signal induction is faster in MSGC�s than in MWPC�s� A typical risetime value
is 
� ns for an avalanche originating from a single electron�


	



� The highly granular� fast MSGC can operate at particle �uences in excess of 	�� Hz mm��

� The crossing point of the incident particle is accurately determined thanks to the small
electrode spacing� The spatial resolution can be as good as �� �m for particles of normal
incidence with respect to the substrate� when calculating the barycentre of the signals
collected on the hit strips� Such a position accuracy can also be reached with multiwire
chambers used in drift mode� but at much lower counting rates than with MSGC�s�

� Smaller gain �uctuations can be reached with MSGC�s than with MWPC�s thanks to the
highly concentrated ampli�cation �eld�

It has also been shown that the MSGC can sustain high radiation doses� up to 	�� mC of
accumulated charge per centimeter of strip� This value is a conservative estimate of the charge
collected by the anodes in 	� years of LHC operation at 
� cm from the beam pipe� The MSGC
is therefore an adequate detector element for tracking at high luminosity� As compared to solid
state detectors� which allow better position resolution �� 	��m� and shorter signal risetime
�� 	� ns�� MSGC substrates have the main advantage of being a factor 
 cheaper per surface
unit� The main drawbacks of the MSGC are related to the insulating substrate which carries
the strip pattern� Substrate polarization and charging due to the accumulation of ions on the
insulating surface causes modi�cations in the ampli�cation �eld and therefore in gas gain� The
interaction between the subtrate and gas pollutants or chemical species produced during the
avalanche are not well understood and lead in some cases to fast detector ageing�

To solve the problems caused by the presence of an insulating substrate� the micro�gap
counter was introduced by the group of R� Bellazzini �
��� In this detector� the anode strips sit
on top of thin dielectric strips� a few micrometers high� lying on a full cathode plane� as shown
on �gure ��	�� Only the sides of the insulating strips are left exposed to the gas� Such counters
have been operated successfully at gains above 	�� and counting rates above 	�� Hz mm�� The
MGC also shows some additional features over the MSGC�

� Because of the very small distance between the anode and cathode� the signal induction
is very fast �� 	� ns risetime for a single avalanche�� It should be noted that for MIP
detection this is not a very big advantage� as the ionization collection time is typically

� ns for counters with a � mm gas volume at atmospheric pressure�

� Even less gain �uctuations are obtained in MGC�s than in MSGC�s� due to the higher
�eld con�nment�

� Two�dimensional readout can be implemented easily by patterning the MGC cathode
plane� Such a �D readout can also be obtained with MSGC�s� by metallizing the back
of the substrate and etching a strip pattern in the back electrode� However the signal
amplitude induced on the back electrode decreases with the insulator thickness� substrates
thinner than 	�� �m are required� or a multilayer support must be used� Moreover highly
resistive substrates must be chosen in order not to shield the back electrode� which is not
adequate for high rate applications�

MGC�s are considered as a possible technique for building the double sided gas counters of
the CMS tracker� However this technology is less mature than the MSGC� and shows no
fundamental advantage over MSGC�s in terms of long�term stability� which is one of the main
issues to be solved for use at the LHC�

MSGC�s and MGC�s have already found a very wide range of applications� They have been
used as tracking elements in several high�energy physics detectors� In the NA	� experiment
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at CERN� � MSGC plates were assembled as an upgrade of the beam magnetic spectrometer
�
	�� Thanks to the high spatial resolution of the counters as compared to the precision of the
former spectrometer MWPC�s� the accuracy of the momentum measurement of the �
� GeV c
proton beam was improved from � GeV c to 	�� GeV c� At the �xed target experiment SMC�
also at CERN� 	� MSGC�s of 	��	� cm� active area were successfully installed� improving the
determination of particles scattered from the beam at small deviation angles �
��� The vertex
detector of the HERMES experiment at HERA consists of 	� MSGC�s of up to 	
 � �� cm�

size �
��� The choice of MSGC�s was dictated by the wide detection area to be covered and
the low amount of material tolerable in front of the calorimeters� Apart from high�energy
physics� MSGC�s MGC�s have been successfully used or are proposed for synchrotron radiation
experiments like in the DUBBLE beam line in Grenoble �
��� in X�ray astronomy �

� and in
medical radiology �
��� among other applications�

����� Factors in�uencing the performance of MSGCs and MGCs

Since the Oed paper� the various aspects of the MSGC MGC performance were studied by
many groups around the world� To co�ordinate the research conducted in several laboratoria�
many of them working on tracking devices for the LHC experiments� the RD��� collaboration
was created at CERN in 	�� After completion of most of its program the collaboration
published its �nal status report in february 	� �
��� The research program covered by the
RD��� collaboration and other MSGC groups consists in generic research and development as
well as speci�c developments related to the LHC experiments� We shall review some of these
aspects� focusing on LHC�related topics�

� Development of substrates suitable for MSGC manufacturing� with the proper charac�
teristics in order to ensure long term stable operation under a high particle �ux� An
additionnal requirement for tracking at LHC is that the substrate material must be ob�
tainable in large �� 	�� 	� cm��� thin �� ��� �m� samples�

� Optimization of the detector geometry and gas �lling in order to achieve the highest
stable gain� detection e�ciency and spatial resolution�

� Choice of operating gases and construction materials� compatible with obtaining an ac�
ceptable lifetime of MSGC�s under sustained irradiation�

� Behaviour in intense magnetic �eld�

� Stability under irradiation with Heavily Ionizing Particles �HIP�s� and neutrons�

� Two�dimensional readout�

� Signal time development�

The above aspects are linked and will therefore not be described separately� Possible choices
of detector geometry and construction materials will be presented instead� with a discussion of
their in�uence on the MSGC performance�

Substrate

Almost any insulator with high dielectric strength and adequate surface quality for photolithog�
raphy can be used as an MSGC substrate� One of the most commonly used material is the
high resistivity �	���(cm� DESAG D���� glass� It presents a very good surface quality and
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can be obtained in samples of size and thickness suited for high energy physics applications�
It is adequate for moderate rate experiments like SMC at CERN or HERMES at HERA� Still�
the study of the ageing of counters made with D���� glass substrates has revealed important
performance degradation after an accumulated charge of 	�� mC cm of strip� i�e� gain drops of
more than ��! and severe deterioration of the energy resolution� The detectors seem however
to recover after a few days without irradiation� This phenomenon was observed by several
groups and is not well understood yet �
�� 
� ����
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Figure ��	�� Rate behaviour of MSGC�s� a� Gain as a function of time� at various irradiation
rates with 
� keV X�rays� for an MSGC made with a Tedlar plastic substrate of resistivity
	���(cm ��	�� b� Rate dependence of gain for MSGC�s manufactured on several semi�conducting
glass plates� having a bulk resistivity between 	�
 and 	���(cm �����

In general� detectors built with highly resistive substrates su�er from the accumulation
of ions or electrons on the strip support� The space charge �eld created by the deposited
charges modi�es the electric �eld around the electrodes and causes gain variations� At detector
switching on� the gain changes rapidly as the substrate charges up� then an equilibrium is
reached when charge conduction inside the support balances charge deposition� The regime
gain is rate dependent� as illustrated in the left plot of �gure ��	�� showing the gas gain as a
function of time for various irradiation rates with 
� keV X�rays ��	�� The use of a substrate of
moderate bulk or surface resistivity solves the charging problem up to very high rates� With a
bulk resistivity in the range 	�
 � 	���(cm or a surface resistivity in the range 	��� � 	���(���
counting rates up to 	�� Hz mm� have been reached without signi�cant gain drop �see right
plot of �gure ��	�� ����� MGC detectors� o�ering almost no insulating surface to charge up�
exhibit the highest rate capabilities� up to and above 	�� Hz mm� �
��� It should be noted
that� with DESAG D����� the rate capability is already 	�� Hz mm�� a value about equal to
the LHC particle �ux at 
� cm from the beam intersect�

In addition to high rate capability� it has been experimentally demonstrated that supports
with moderate resistivity also yield the best results in terms of ageing� With custom�made or
commercial glasses �Moscow� Pestov or Schott S������ MSGC detectors could sustain doses up
to 	�� mC cm of strip� equivalent to more than 	� years of LHC operation at 
� cm from the
beam pipe� without degradation of gain or energy resolution ���� 
�� as shown in �gure ��	
 a�
for the Schott S���� glass� The main disadvantage of these materials is that they contain
heavy elements and have therefore a short radiation length� They are thus not very adequate
for tracking� unless they can be produced in very thin layers �� 	
��m��
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Figure ��	
� Ageing of MSGC�s made on low resistivity substrates� a� Relative gain and energy
resolution as a function of the charge accumulated per cm of strip� for an MSGC made with
S���� glass and chromium strips ����� b� Relative gain as a function of the cumulative charge
for an MSGC made on diamond�coated DESAG D���� glass �����

Several techniques have been tried in order to grow thin slightly conductive layers on light
insulating supports� Among the most promising methods is the chemical vapour deposition
of diamond�like layers� used industrially for the hardening of mechanical components� The
CERN group was the �rst to investigate the production of thin �� 	
� nm� diamond�like
layers of su�ciently uniform resistivity on large �	�� � 	��� supports� The layer resistivity�
obtained by a doping technology� is very stable in time ����� Detectors made with diamond�like
coated substrates have demonstrated very good ageing properties� showing no gain drop up
to �� mC cm of strip� as shown in �gure ��	
 b�� An alternative solution is the sputtering
of a thin layer of low resistivity glass� This technique provides better control of the surface
smoothness than diamond�like coatings� allowing better quality of the metallization� As good
performance as with bulk S���� was observed with a ��� nm thick S���� layer deposited
on a high resistivity glass �
�� Substrates with slightly conductive layers deposited on top of
an existing strip pattern have been tested as well� In this design the semiconductive layer is
more exposed to damages during the avalanche process� Still� over�coated detectors could be
operated up to 
� mC cm of accumulated charge �����

In view of developing light non�brittle substrates� the production of MSGC�s on plastic
foils was investigated� Plastics have some disadvantages over glass� surface smoothness and
metal adhesion are poorer� plastics absorb trace impurities which are likely to interact with the
operating gas� and plastics resistivity is naturally high� However polymer �lms can be made
very thin� which can provide inexpensive �D detectors� Ion implantation was successfully tried
in order to reduce the surface resistivity of plastics substrates ��
�� The long term behaviour of
such counters is still under investigation� The best performance published reports tolerance to
a few mC cm before breakdown ��
�� Some of the gases commonly used in MSGC�s� like DME�
act as solvants for plastics� which can jeopardize the mechanical stability of the counters�

The main disadvantages of using low resistivity layers are that a higher voltage must be
applied on the strips to reach the same gain as with an insulating substrate� and that the
probability of streamer development is increased� Figure ��	� a� shows the gain curves measured
with substrates of surface resistivities 	���(�� and 	���(��� An anode�cathode voltage 
� V
higher must be applied to the MSGC with the low resistivity substrate to reach the same gas
gain as with the high resistivity substrate� Figure ��	� b� shows the electric �eld intensity at
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Figure ��	�� a� Gain as a function of the voltage di�erence between the anode and cath�
ode strips� in MSGC�s made with substrates of surface resistivity 	���(�� �raw Kapton� and
	���(�� �ion implanted Kapton� ��
�� b� Electric �eld strength parallel to the substrate as
a function of the distance to the anode� for a chamber with uniform support of resistivity
	���(cm �solid line� and for a chamber having a � �m thick 	���(cm resistivity layer on top
of the support �dashed line� �����

the dielectric surface� in the presence and in the absence of conductive layer ����� The �eld was
computed at strip voltages adjusted to give the same gas gain in both cases� On one hand�
the �eld peak value at the anode is reduced by a factor � in the presence of conductive layer�
This explains the gain reduction at �xed cathode voltage� On the other hand� a high uniform
�eld �� 	�� kV cm� is created in the anode�cathode gap� This �eld geometry favours the
development of unquenched streamers between the electrodes �����

In MSGC�s� unquenched streamers must be avoided because the energy released in a spark
is large enough to damage the strip pattern� Sparks are not likely to occur when using MSGC�s
at gains around ��	�� for MIP detection� However� streamers can be triggered by the space
charge �eld of large avalanches produced by Highly Ionizing Particles �HIP�s�� A HIP like an
��particle� a slow proton or an activation gamma� released for instance by the interaction of a
hadron with the detector construction materials� can release 	�� times more ionization in the
detector than a MIP� At the LHC the neutron �uence at 
� cm from the beam crossing point
will be about 	�� � 	�� Hz mm�� which generates a rate of HIP�s estimated to ��	 � 	 Hz cm� in
the detectors� Figure ��	� a� shows the maximum stable gas gain in a diamond coated chamber�
in the presence of ��particles from a ���Rn source �curve B�� as compared to the maximum gain
in the presence of � keV X�rays �curve A� and in the absence of radiation� The surface of the
chamber is scanned in groups of 	� strips� The maximum gain that can be reached in the whole
chamber is �
��� less than a factor � above the gain required for e�cient MIP detection� This
safety margin is not satisfactory for long�term operation of a large MSGC system at the LHC
�����

Therefore the protection of the MSGC counters against streamer�induced discharges has
become a subject of concern� The group of R� Bellazzini has introduced the �advanced pas�
sivation� technique� in which the edges of the cathode strips are covered by narrow dielectric
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Figure ��	�� a� Maximum gains in the presence of � keV X�rays �curve A� and ��particles from
a ���Rn source �curve B�� across a diamond coated substrate� The detector surface is scanned
by groups of 	� strips ����� b� Gain �circles� and discharge rates as a function of the cathode
strip voltage� in diamond coated chambers irradiated with ��s� with and without advanced
passivation �closed and open triangles respectively� ����

strips in order to suppress the electric �eld at the cathode edges ���� Figure ��	� b� shows the
gain and rate of discharges in the presence of ��particles� for diamond coated MSGC�s with
and without advanced passivation� It can be seen that the range of cathode voltages before
breakdown is increased by more than 	�� V in passivated detectors� Detectors built with Pestov
glass coatings of resistivity 	��� � 	���(�� and protected by advanced passivation sustained a
high intensity beam of 
 � 	�� pions mm�s during 	�� hours without spark�induced damage
����� Tests have been performed with detectors of identical speci�cations in a neutron beam
equivalent to ���� times the combined MIP and HIP �ux of LHC during 	� hours ��	�� The
counter gas box and electronics were assembled with similar materials as the ones that will
be used for the construction of the MSGC modules for the CMS tracker� so that the activ�
ity induced by neutrons is comparable to what will be encountered at LHC� The results are
encouraging� as no strip in the area irradiated by the neutron beam broke during the test�

Micro�gap counters could sustain radiation doses comparable to the best performance ob�
tained with MSGC�s ����� The signals induced on the cathode plane and on the anode strips
are of comparable amplitudes� which makes the implementation of �D readout possible by seg�
menting the cathode plane� An amplitude of ��! of the anode signal was recorded on the
cathode plane of an MGC made on a glass substrate ����� Behaviour under HIP�s is still under
investigation� Destructive sparks have been noticed in �D MGC�s� due to the discharge of the
decoupling capacitors connected between the cathode plane segments� at high voltage� and their
readout electronics� at ground potential�

In conclusion� MSGC substrates coated with semiconducting materials �diamond�like or
semiconducting glass coatings� with advanced passivation meet the stability and lifetime re�
quirements of high luminosity experiments like CMS� In applications where long term stability
under a high rate of ionizing particles is not a concern� several choices of substrates exist� from
glass to plastics� Strip patterning is easier on glass but the �exibility and the use of thin layers
opens a wider range of applications for plastic substrates� Rate capability up to and above


�



	�� Hz mm� can either be obtained with low resistivity substrates or with MGC�s� Two�sided
readout can either be realized with thin �� 	���m� MSGC substrates or with MGC�s�

Strip metal

Several materials have been tried as strip metallization� Among the aspects to be considered
are the quality and cost of the etching process� the in�uence of the metal on the ageing rate
and the metal resistivity� Aluminium is easy to process by wet etching� but has always led to
fast ageing� Gold is a favoured choice� as it is known to allow long detector lifetimes� but is
more di�cult to process� Figure ��	� a� shows the relative gain as a function of the cumulative
charge� with strips made of aluminium and gold grown on a nickel adhesion layer� While
aluminium provoked a 	�! gain drop after less than 	 mC cm of accumulated charge� gold
strips sustained an irradiation dose equivalent to several years of operation at LHC ����� Nickel
seems a promising candidate� as it has yielded as good results as gold in comparable conditions�
but needs further investigations because the LHC requirements could not be met yet �����
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Figure ��	�� Choice of the strip metal� a� Relative gain as a function of the cumulative dose�
with aluminium and gold strips� on a Schott S���� substrate ����� b� Relative pulse height
and peaking time as a function of the distance along chromium anode strips� The points with
error bars are measurements and the other points are simulation results obtained with a model
of the microstrip counter using an equivalent electric circuit ��
��

Lifetimes adequate for LHC have also been reached with chromium� as shown in �gure
��	
 a�� Chromium provides artwork of excellent quality at low costs� However the striplength
is limited to a few cm� because of the high resistivity of this metal� Figure ��	� b� shows
the relative signal amplitude and peaking time as a function of the anode length between the
irradiation spot and the ampli�er� The resistance of the � �m wide anodes is � k( cm� A ��!
signal attenuation and a ��! increase in signal risetime is recorded at a striplength of � cm
��
�� The thermal noise also increases with the strip resistance� but as demonstrated in ��
� the
RC circuit formed by the strip acts as a �lter� and the noise measured at the output of the
ampli�er is smaller than expected from formula �����


�



Detector� electrodes and �eld geometry

The optimization of the MSGC geometrical parameters is very application�speci�c� We shall
focus on the use of MSGC�s for tracking in CMS� which requires counters designed for high
detection e�ciency �above 
!�� stable operation� good localization accuracy �better than
�� �m�� high signal speed �about 
� ns peaking time� and low occupancy �at the level of a few
percent per channel��

Particle signals are detected only if they exceed the noise of the electronics� The detector
�eld con�guration should therefore allow the highest stable gas gains� The optimal �eld� highly
concentrated around the anode strips� is obtained with the narrowest anodes and the widest
cathodes possible� However the fragility of the metallization sets a lower limit of about 
 �m to
the anode width� and the discharge rate is increased with very close anode and cathode edges�
The largest stable gain is reached with cathodes of about � �m� for an anode pitch of ��� �m
�see �gure ��	� �����

            

Figure ��	� Gain as a function of the voltage di�erence between the anode and cathode strips�
for various cathode widths� The anode pitch is ��� �m� and the anode width� � �m� The
curves stop when the bias current from the power supply exceeds �� �A due to the appearance
of discharges �����

Although it is not desireable to have ampli�cation inside the drift space� operation at high
drift �eld is preferable� A higher drift �eld allows to reach a given gain value with a reduced
voltage between anodes and cathodes� hence reducing the chance of discharge� Apart from
better detector stability� it also yields high electron drift velocity� thus fast charge collection�
and low electron mobility� thus small Lorentz angle �cf� section ������� In CMS� the drift �eld
recommended when using DME�based gas mixtures is � 	� kV cm�

The theoretical detection e�ciency directly determines the minimal thickness of the gas
volume� In usual gas mixtures at atmospheric pressure� the average number of primary electrons
released in 	 mm gas is between � and 
� so the probability of releasing at least 	 electron in
	 mm is between 
! and !� The minimum thickness of an ideal counter �lled with a gas
at atmospheric pressure is thus 	 mm� This value increases to about � mm when considering
that the minimum number of primary electrons that can be detected clearly above the noise






is rather � primary electrons� The electron drift velocity determines the maximal useful gas
thickness� With practical drift speeds limited to about �� � �� �m ns� the gas gap should not
exceed � mm� if all the primary ionization is to be collected within the �
 ns shaping time of
the APV electronics�

Some of the factors a�ecting the detector spatial resolution are related to the detector
geometry� like the interdistance of the read�out electrodes and the thickness of the gas gap�
whereas others depend on the choice of the gas mixture� In the work of J� Schmitz �����
their e�ect has been evaluated by studying the distribution of the ionization reaching the strip
support� In the case where the ionizing particle crosses the detector at normal incidence� the
R�M�S� of the electron distribution on the substrate is approximately�

%x � 	

�
�T
p
L� ������

where �T is the transverse di�usion coe�cient and L is the thickness of the gas volume� Mea�
suring the position of each of the N electrons reaching the substrate would allow to localize the
incident particle with an accuracy equal to�

%xN � 	

�
p
N
�T
p
L � �T

�
p
nT

� ������

where nT denotes the total ionization density�
This formula shows that the ultimate spatial resolution is directly related to the transverse

di�usion coe�cient and to the ionization density in the gas mixture� It also indicates that
the position accuracy for normal incidence tracks is in �rst approximation not a�ected by the
gas gap� The increase of the electron spread with L is compensated by the larger ionization
statistics� In practice� however�N �uctuates statistically from event to event� and the ionization
is not spread uniformly along the track� Formula ���� is only valid if N is large� i�e� if L � 
 mm�
For thinner gas gaps� %xN is larger than equation ���� would suggest�
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Figure ����� Position resolution of an MSGC� a� as a function of the anode pitch for tracks
with normal incidence and b� as a function of the incident angle for a pitch of ��� �m� for a
gas gap of � mm �full line� and 
 mm �dashed line� �����

��



The readout pitch p a�ects the resolution in the sense that� when it is much smaller than
%x� the electron distribution is e�ectively sampled and optimal performance is reached� When
p
 %x� generally only one anode gives a signal when a particle crosses� and the resolution is
given by p�

p
	�� Figure ���� shows the behaviour of the position resolution as a function of

the readout pitch� for two values of the gas thickness �� and 
 mm�� in DME�CO� ��!���!� as
predicted from the simulation study of J� Schmitz� In this gas mixture� at drift �elds around
	� kV cm� the di�usion coe�cient is about �� �m�

p
mm� and hence the optimal resolution is

obtained with a readout pitch of a few tens of �m� However �� �m accuracy as required in
CMS can be acheived with � mm thick counters and ��� �m readout pitch�

Another aspect to be considered when choosing the detector thickness is the increase of the
strip occupancy and the degradation of the position accuracy with increasing particle incident
angle� Particle tracks that traverse the counter at a certain angle in the projection plane
perpendicular to the strips will generate signals on several anodes� The number of strips
hit and so the occupancy from inclined tracks rises with the gas thickness� Simulations and
experimental tests have shown that the MSGC position resolution degrades with the incident
angle� and that this deterioration is faster with a thicker gas gap �see �gure ����� ���� 		��
Therefore the smallest gas gap providing su�cient detection e�ciency should be preferred�

            

Figure ���	� Pulse height as a function of the anode strip pitch� in three di�erent strip con�g�
urations� Open squares� �xed anode width and gap between anode and cathode strips� open
diamonds� �xed anode and cathode widths� closed squares� �xed anode width� cathode width
and gap varied according to rule ���
 �����

The anode pitch also a�ects the gas gain� Fixing the anode width and the gap between
the anode and cathode leads to an increase of gain as a function of increasing pitch� as shown
by the open squares in �gure ���	� More drift �eld lines are collected per anode in the case
of a large anode pitch� which results in an increase of the total ampli�cation �eld around the
anodes and an increase of gas gain� Fixing the anode and cathode widths leads to a decrease of
the �eld in the gap between the anodes and cathodes and thus to a gain drop when the pitch
increases� as shown by the open diamonds� These e�ects can be compensated by varying both

�	



gap and cathode width� Using the scaling law ����

g � p�� � ���m� ����
�

one is able to construct an MSGC plate with varying pitch and constant gain �closed squares
on the �gure�� This rule is used to desing the trapezoidal counters of the forward part of the
CMS tracker� which have their strips radially pointing to the beam pipe�

Once the pitch is �xed� the strip length is chosen so as to maintain the occupancy due to
ionizing particles to the level of 	!� In CMS� this is acheived with a striplength of 	��
 cm in
the barrel part of the tracker� and with lengths varying from � to 	� cm in the forward part�
coping with the increase of particle rate with the pseudorapidity�

Gas �lling

Several detector performance requirements a�ect the choice of the gas mixture� detection ef�
�ciency� spatial resolution� signal speed� Lorentz angle� long term stability and safety� These
requirements translate into the following gas characteristics� high primary and total ionization�
high stable gain� low transverse di�usion� high drift velocity� small mobility� good quenching
and ageing properties�

In very thin detectors with relatively low gain limit� like MSGC�s in CMS� the primary
ionization density of the operating gas is of essential importance in order to reach a good
e�ciency� A primary statistics of more than �� e� cm is desireable� which restricts the choice
to mixtures with a high content of DME� CO�� organic or heavy noble gases �see table ��	��
Because of photon feedback� heavy noble gases like Xe or Kr cannot be used in large proportions�
except in combination with strong quenchers� Organic compounds like methane or isobutane
lead to fast detector degradation due to polymer deposition on the strips ��� ���� while long�
term tests have been successfully performed with DME�based mixtures �see �gure ��	
�� The
primary ionization density of CO� is still poor� Therefore the use of DME as main component
is a quite natural option�

Figure ���� shows the drift velocity and the di�usion coe�cients in pure DME as a function
of the drift �eld ��	� ���� The drift velocity levels o� at a relatively low value of 
� �m ns�
barely su�cient to meet the speed demands in CMS� This low value is reached only at high drift
�elds� above 	� kV cm� The transverse di�usion is low� around 	�� �m�

p
cm� which provides

good position accuracy as shown in formula ����� Another disadvantage of using pure DME is
that a high electric �eld is needed to get gas ampli�cation� which increases the energy released
and the risk of damage in case of discharges�

For the above reasons� mixtures of DME and some other gases are preferred� Among the
best candidates� mixtures of DME and CO� provide high drift velocity �u � �� �m ns in DME�
CO� ��!���! at a drift �eld E � 	� kV cm ��	�� and low di�usion ��T � 	�� �m�

p
cm in the

same conditions�� Still� DME and CO� are quenchers� and a high electric �eld is required to
obtain gas ampli�cation� When this work started� �rst experimental evidence was reported that
MGC�s �lled with Ne�DME mixtures could be operated at high stable gains ��	�� There was
however a concern that the detection e�ciency could be diminished because of the low primary
ionization in Ne� We were the �rst group to perform measurements of detection e�ciency in
MSGC�s �lled with Ne�DME gas mixtures� with the help of the cosmic ray hodoscope installed
in Brussels ����� This work is described in chapter ��

In the � Tesla solenoidal �eld of CMS� the barrel MSGC�s must be tilted in order to com�
pensate for the Lorentz deviation of the electron drift� The modules are inclined by �L� the
Lorentz angle� so that the spread of the electrons collected on the substrate is minimal for high
pT particles which emerge radially from the beam intersection point �see �gure ������ This tilt

��



            

Figure ����� Drift velocity and di�usion coe�cients in pure DME� The circles are experimental
data and the full lines are simulation results ��	� ����

increases the radial space required for each detection layer� and might introduce an asymmetry
in the reconstruction of positively and negatively charged particles� The Lorentz angle can be
minimized when working at high drift �elds� Indeed� �L is proportional to the magnetic �eld
intensity and to the electron mobility �e � u�E� Operation at high drift �elds� where the drift
velocity is saturated� allows simultaneously high drift speed and low Lorentz angle� Figure ����
shows that� in DME�based gas mixtures and at drift �elds of about 	 kV mm� �L is around
�o Tesla �����

��� Other detector developments using the microelec�

tronics technology

Since the MSGC has been introduced� a new class of gas detectors relying on the microelec�
tronics technology has appeared� Among the recent developments� the Gas Electron Multiplier
�GEM� developed at CERN by the group of F� Sauli ���� and the MICRO�MEsh GAseous
Structure �MICROMEGAS� developed at Saclay ���� are of particular interest for high rate
experiments� These detectors are expected to yield comparable performance as MSGC�s in
terms of detection e�ciency� spatial resolution and counting rate� but do not su�er from the
same gain limitations�

����� The Gas Electron Multiplier

The GEM consists of a thin polymer foil about 
� �m thick� metal�clad on both sides and
perforated by a regular matrix of holes of typically ��� �m spacing� By applying a potential
di�erence of a few hundred volts between the two sides of the foil� a high �eld of up to 	�� kV cm
is created in the holes� When the GEM foil is inserted in the gas volume of a gaseous detector�

��
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Figure ����� Left� inclination of the MSGC�s with respect to the radial direction� in the barrel
part of the CMS tracker� Right� Dependence of the Lorentz angle on the magnetic �eld intensity�
for a few gas mixtures and drift �elds �����

it provides a pre�ampli�cation of the electrons released by the ionizing particle and drifting
through the open channels� Figure ���� shows such a GEM grid placed inside the drift volume
of an MSGC detector�

            

Figure ����� GEM foil placed in the middle of the drift volume of an MSGC �����

Using a GEM in combination with an MSGC allows to reduce the voltage applied between
the cathode and anode strips by up to ��� V while reaching the same total gain� The GEM
provides a gain of about 	��� and only a factor 	� to 	�� must be provided by the MSGC�
which can be acheived at low cathode strip voltage �around ��� V�� The safety margin before
breakdown on the substrate is therefore greatly improved� A problem that remains to be studied
is that high electron transmission through the GEM grid requires a low electric �eld above the
GEM as compared to the �eld underneath the GEM� This would result in slow collection of
the ionization and large Lorentz angle with the gas mixtures presently studied�

��



����� The MICRO�MEsh GAseous Structure

The MICROMEGAS is a two�stage parallel plate detector� composed of a conversion region of
about � mm and an ampli�cation region of about 	�� �m thickness� separated by a micromesh�
The mesh consists in a metallic grid of �
 �m cell size and � �m thickness� produced by an
electroforming technique� When applying a low drift �eld �	 � 	� kV cm� across the conversion
region and a high ampli�cation �eld �	�� kV cm� across the multiplication region� the ionization
left by the incident particle in the conversion gap is transmitted through the micromesh and
avalanche multiplication takes place in the high uniform �eld below the mesh �see �gure ���
��
Most of the ions generated in the avalanche are quickly collected onto the mesh� which prevents
space charge buildup in the conversion region and makes the induced signals very fast� The
signals are read out by pick�up electrodes at ground potential� Gains close to 	��� signal
risetimes below 	�� ns and counting rates up to 	�� Hz mm� have been obtained with such
devices� The electron transmission through the mesh was measured to be above ��!� and the
fraction of ions from the avalanche reaching the conversion gap was estimated to 	�!� for a
ratio of 	� between the amplication and the drift �elds �����

            

Figure ���
� Principle of the MICROMEGAS �����

Stable gains in parallel plate mode are achieved when operating at very high reduced �elds
E�p� where the �rst Townsend coe�cient saturates� Indeed� at such �elds� the gas ampli�cation
is not sensitive anymore to a small change of ampli�cation �eld or gas pressure� This can be
obtained at low pressure� or at high electric �elds like in MICROMEGAS� In this case� the
ampli�cation gap must be small� in order to obtain gains below the breakdown limit� and of
well controlled thickness� in order to have a good gain uniformity across the counter� The group
of Saclay proposed to use a photoresist �lm� which thickness is accurate to 	 �m� patterned
to form small pillars of 	�� �m diameter� supporting the micromesh every 	 mm� The other
critical piece is the micromesh itself� In order to have a su�ciently uniform ampli�cation �eld�
the mesh cell size must be small as compared to the thickness of the ampli�cation gap� This is
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achieved thanks to the precision of the electroforming technique�
The fabrication of a micromesh should be less critical than the production of a microstrip

pattern� Moreover the pick�up electrodes can be very wide� as they do not contribute to the gas
ampli�cation� and a simple and robust printed circuit board can be used as a readout plane�
At the gain values reached in MICROMEGAS� single electron detection can be achieved� and
the conversion gap could therefore be reduced to 	 mm� Detectors operating in parallel plate
mode are thought to be less prone to ageing than wire or microstrip counters� Although still
in the development stage� this new detector technique seems thus a promising alternative to
microstrip counters for high rate experiments� However the front�end electronics equipping a
MICROMEGAS should be carefully protected against discharges� Due to the large detector
capacitance� about � nF� the spark energy is large enough to destroy most of commonly used
integrated ampli�ers�

��� Conclusions

The micro�strip gas counter has been the subject of extensive research and development since its
invention� It has reached the level of maturity which makes it an adequate detection technique
for high rate experiments like at the LHC� The weak points of the MSGC are still the fragility of
the strip pattern under sparks and the loss of performance at large irradiation doses� Although
sparking and ageing are under control in laboratorium tests� the reliability of large MSGC
systems during several years of operation in the high particle �ux expected at the LHC has not
been completely proven yet� Large scale prototypes are currently being built and tested by the
CMS community in order to study these aspects�

Some parameters can still be optimized in order to improve the performance of the detectors
in high rate experiments� In chapter � we shall describe the studies performed in Brussels
concerning two problems speci�c to the use of MSGC�s in CMS� We shall �rst discuss the
possibility of mounting several MSGC�s side by side in a common gas volume� as foreseen in
the design of the endcap tracker of CMS� We will then describe our contribution to the study
of gas mixtures suited for MSGC operation at the LHC� Our goal is to identify a gas mixture
providing high gains at low cathode strip voltages and a high detection e�ciency for minimum
ionizing particles� together with a good stability of operation of the detectors�

The microelectronics technology has opened a new range of applications for gaseous de�
tectors� Several ampli�cation structures have been proposed which could solve some of the
limitations of the MSGC� i�e� low gain limit and long term stability� Still� more development
is required to bring these techniques to the level of maturity of the MSGC�
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Chapter �

Experimental study of MSGC�s for the

forward tracker of CMS

��� Introduction

In the design of the forward MSGC tracker� it is foreseen to place several MSGC substrates side
by side in a common gas volume� This layout permits a coverage of the detection surface without
detector overlaps in � and with less than 	! dead space� Endcap MSGC disks built according
to this design should thus be light and highly e�cient� as required for good track reconstruction�
However the stability of operation and the uniformity of the response of multisubstrate modules
still remained to be checked� We have thus measured the length of the e�ciency plateau for
minimum ionizing particles� and the detection e�ciency across the surface of such a module�
The measurements were performed in a cosmic ray hodoscope de�ning the track of the cosmic
particles traversing the counters�

As outlined in chapter �� no gas mixture has been found yet which ful�lls all the requirements
for MSGC�s in CMS� When this work started� the best mixture identi�ed was DME�CO��
It exhibits most of the properties required �high ionization yield� high drift velocity and low
di�usion�� except that a high electric �eld is needed in order to get gas ampli�cation� Operation
at high voltage increases the risk of a destructive spark� Mixtures of DME and neon have the
attractive property of providing high gains at low voltage� However� in Ne�rich mixtures� the
e�ciency could be reduced because of the low amount of primary ionization� Thanks to the
cosmic ray hodoscope� the in�uence of the gas gain and primary ionization on the MSGC
detection e�ciency could be studied experimentally� The results have also been reproduced
and further analysed with the help of a Monte Carlo simulation of the detector response�

We �rst describe the experimental setup� in section ���� The analysis of the hodoscope
and MSGC data is then explained in section ���� The stability of multisubstrate modules and
the uniformity of their response are studied in section ���� The analysis of the performance of
Ne�DME mixtures is presented in section ��
� followed by the Monte Carlo study of the counter
response with such gas mixtures� in section ���� We also discuss recent results of detection
e�ciency and drift velocity measurements in triple mixtures of DME� Ne and CO�� These
results complete our study and allow to choose the best operating gas currently available for
MSGC�s in CMS� taking all relevant parameters into account�
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��� Experimental setup

In order to study the MSGC response to MIP�s� a cosmic ray hodoscope has been installed
in Brussels� It allows to select cosmic muons of energy above the minimum of ionization� and
to reconstruct their track through the detectors to be tested thanks to a set of twelve drift
chambers� This apparatus was previously used to test the forward muon chambers of the
DELPHI detector ��
�� The data acquisition system had however to be rebuilt�

In the middle of the hodoscope� a stack of MSGC counters has been installed� The tests
have started with two prototypes� one with a substrate cut in two pieces used to study the
behaviour of multisubstrate modules� and a second one with an uncut substrate� placed below�
used as a reference counter� Later on� a third counter� identical to the �rst reference chamber�
was added on top of the others� The particle tracks could then be de�ned with a high accuracy
in the two reference chambers in order to study the counter in the middle�

����� Cosmic ray hodoscope

A schematic view of the hodoscope is shown in �gure ��	� Cosmic muons of momentum above
��� MeV c are selected by a coincidence of two scintillator plates� �� � �� cm� large� with a
layer of 	� cm lead in between� The muon tracks are reconstructed using twelve drift chambers
of �� cm � �� cm� grouped three by three� In each group� the third chamber is staggered over
the two others placed side by side� to solve left�right ambiguities� The groups are disposed so
as to provide four points along the track in two orthogonal projections�

The drift chambers are operated in proportional mode with an Ar�CH� �!�	�! gas mix�
ture� The drift voltage applied to the chambers is ���
 kV so as to create a drift �eld of
� �
� V cm� The corresponding electron drift velocity is � �
 mm �s� The anode wire volt�
age is ���� kV� Charge ampli�ers are used to amplify the anode signals up to typical pulse
heights of 	�� mV on a 
� ( impedance� More details can be found in �����

����� MSGC prototypes

The three prototypes tested have very similar designs� The two reference MSGC�s are identical
to the counters built at NIKHEF� Amsterdam� for the SMC collaboration �
��� These are
��  mm� counters with 
	� parallel anode strips� The substrate is made of DESAG D����
glass of ��� �m thickness� It is glued onto a printed circuit board frame� which also supports
the front�end electronics and the high voltage bus� The strips are made of aluminium� 	 �m
thick� The anodes are � �m wide and the cathodes� � �m� The anode pitch is ��� �m� The
anode strips are connected to the preampli�ers by wire bonding� A pitch adaptor brings the
��� �m strip pitch down to the 
� �m pitch of the readout chips� The input of the front�end
electronics is protected by ��� ( resistors connected in series between the strips and the pitch
adaptor� The resistors are made of short NiCr strips� 
 nm thick� In case of spark� they limit
the current at the input of the preampli�er to less than 	 ampere�

The high voltage is distributed to the cathode strips by a HV bus on the support board�
The cathodes are connected to the bus in groups of 	�� by a discrete resistor of ��� M(� The
capacitance of a cathode group is about 	�� pF� In case of spark� only one group is discharged�
which limits the energy released to about �� �J�

The drift electrode consists of ��� �m thick aluminized glass� mounted on four spacers
placed at each corner of the chamber� The glass plate is squeezed in slits made in the side of
the spacers� allowing easy dismounting and access to the substrate to repair shorts� The gas
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Figure ��	� The cosmic ray hodoscope and the MSGC gas box�

gaps of the reference chambers are ��� mm for the lower chamber and ��� mm for the upper
one�

The third MSGC is similar to the other ones except for the strip support� which is made of
two pieces of glass glued side by side on the same PCB frame at a distance of � �� �m� The
two glass pieces were obtained by cutting away � cathode blocks ��� channels� from the middle
of an SMC substrate� The edges are terminated by a cathode strip� The interanode distance
across the substrate separation amounts to ���� 	 
� �m� two times the nominal pitch� This
detector is called the ��crack prototype� as it reproduces the disposition of the detectors on the
endcap disks of the CMS tracker� with a small spacing in � between them� The layout of the
prototype is detailed in �gure ���� One of the two substrate pieces is glued on two sides only�
and therefore sags along the strips� The sagitta in the middle of the strips is � ��� �m� This
prototype has a gas gap of � mm� The MSGC�s are mechanically aligned under a microscope
in such a way that the strips of each chamber are parallel to the edges of the gas box� The
parallelism is better ��
 mrad�
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Figure ���� Prototype of MSGC with a substrate made of two pieces of glass mounted side by
side at �� �m distance�

����� Gas and high voltage systems

The MSGC gas box was designed in such a way that several aspects of the MSGC behaviour
could be studied� Staggering of the counters was foreseen in order to study the angular depen�
dence of the MSGC response� The gas enclosure is made of individual frames� one per chamber�
which comprise several rows of screwholes allowing assembly in a staggered con�guration� The
frames are � cm thick� Slits made in the side of the frames allow the connection of the cham�
bers to the data acquisition system� This connection is realized by feedthrough printed circuit
boards� Figure ��� shows one of the chambers mounted in its inox frame� The gas volume is
closed by two 
� �m aluminium foils to minimize multiple scattering�

Care was also taken to avoid plastic materials� to prevent gas pollution� The gas box and
tubing are made of stainless steel� Gas tightness is ensured by indium seals� squeezed in grooves
milled in the frames� Various gas mixtures can be studied� thanks to a gas mixer built in the
Mons university� It comprises four gas entries equipped with mass�ow meters� calibrated for the
following components� noble gases� DME� CO� and isobutane� The desired mixture is delivered
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Figure ���� MSGC counter� 	�� 	� cm� large� mounted in a stainless steel frame�

to the chambers through one of the four gas outputs available�
The high voltage applied on the drift planes and on the cathode strips is provided by CAEN

power supplies� The cathode strip voltage is typically between �
�� V and ��
� V� The drift
voltage ranges from �	��� V to ����� V� The anodes are grounded through the readout chips�
The current drawn by the substrates is monitored by opto�coupled electrometers which accept
input voltages up to 	� kV� Their sensitivity can be set to 	�� 	�� or 	��� nA� The cathode
strips are disconnected from the power supply when the current exceeds a tunable threshold�
This protects the detectors against sustained discharges� In our counters the leakage current
at nominal voltage was below 	� nA and the threshold was set to �� nA�

����� Data acquisition

Hodoscope readout

The data acquisition system is based on a Macintosh II�ci computer interfaced with a CAMAC
�Computer Automated Measurement And Control� instrumentation bus� The drift time in the
twelve drift chambers of the hodoscope is measured in two CAMAC 	��bit Time�to�Digital
Converters �TDC�s�� These modules contain � channels measuring the time elapsed since a
common start pulse has been received� Their range is set to � �s� The common start is given
by the coincidence of the hodoscope scintillator signals� The stop pulses are generated by the
anode signals of the drift chambers� Because the minimum time interval measureable by the
TDC�s is 
� ns� the drift chamber signals are delayed by 	�� ns thanks to �� m long cables�
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MSGC readout

The MSGC readout system is composed of integrated electronics mounted on the counters� a
controller module driving the readout� and a Flash Analog�to�Digital Converter �F�ADC� digi�
tizing the strip signals in series� The signals of up to four chambers of 
	� channels are handled
by one controller and one F�ADC� thanks to a multiplexer module to which the chambers are
connected�
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Figure ���� Principle of the APC chip�

As a front�end ampli�er the ���channel Analog Pipeline Chip �APC� is used ��
�� Each
channel is composed of two elements� a preampli�er mounted as a current integrator� and a
���cell switched capacitor pipeline sampling the output of the preampli�er every 	�� ns� Using
double correlated sampling� only the di�erence between the signal level at a sample before
and after the event is sequentially read out� The basic concept of the chip is illustrated in
�gure ���� In the �rst phase of the readout� the incoming charge from one anode strip is
integrated and stored on the ���� pF feedback capacitor within �
 ns� the rise time of the
preampli�er� The capacitor is gradually discharged by a feedback resistor which is enabled by
the switch R	�� Sequentially� the output voltage of the preampli�er is stored into each of the
�� pipeline capacitors of ���� pF� The pipeline shift register contains �� bits which control ��
capacitor switches� and shifts one position every 	�� ns�

The second phase starts when an external trigger is received� The anode strips are dis�
connected from the preamp inputs by signal IS� while the pipeline capacitors are disconnected
from the preamp outputs to memorize the past ��� �s by signal SR� Meanwhile the feedback
capacitor is discharged through the RESET switch� The pipeline pointer is shifted to the cell
corresponding to the instant just before the rising edge of the anode signal� called the �rst
sample point� The charge contained on that cell is re�read through the preampli�er and stored
into the latch capacitor of 	 pF� Then� the preamp feedback capacitor is discharged again�
The pipeline pointer is shifted to another position� called the second sample point� which cor�
responds to the maximum of the anode signal� The corresponding pipeline cell is discharged
through the preamp� and the di�erence of the signals of the two sample points is stored into
the latch capacitor� In the last phase� the signals of all channels are sequentially read out�

The signal shape can be adjusted by tuning the value of the feedback resistor� A high value is
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preferred� as it reduces the ballistic de�cit and increases the signal decay time� which renders the
positioning of the second sample point less critical� An additionnal feedback capacitor can also
be enabled by switch CS to increase the dynamic range of the integrator� In calibration runs�
a known charge can be injected at the input of the preampli�ers by a capacitor of n � �� fF�
n running from 	 to �� integrated in the chip� The correct position of the sample points is
determined by maximizing the signal amplitude� With our setting of the feedback resistor the
signal decay time is about � �s� The width of the interval between the samples is thus not
critical� but it should be larger than the sum of the signal peaking time �� ��� ns� and the
APC trigger jitter �	�� ns�� The optimum delay between the samples is found to be ��� ns�
To improve the S N ratio� we read two neighbouring capacitors instead of one for each sample
point�
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� Principle of the MSGC readout system�

The MSGC readout system is depicted in �gure ��
� The control signals are provided by
the APC controller� housed in a CAMAC module ����� The controller is triggered externally by
a NIM signal� Three programmable registers control most of the system settings� number of
chips to read out� values of the preamp feedback resistor and capacitor� position of the sample
points� etc� Most of the control signals are logic balanced TTL pulses� except for the analog
levels controlling the preamp feedback resistor and the amplitude of the calibration pulses� The
control signals are distributed to the chambers by the STation INterface �STIN�� This module
also groups the chamber data onto one channel� connected to the F�ADC by a shielded bipolar
LEMO cable� The connection between the STIN and the chambers is done with �at twisted
pair cables� made short to prevent noise pickup on the analog data lines� The APC controller
and the STIN were designed in NIKHEF�

The digitization of the analog data is performed in series by a 	� bit F�ADC� the CAMAC
Sirocco�II ����� The conversion is commanded by a clock signal synchronized with the data�
generated in the APC controller� The Sirocco�II can be loaded with ���� pedestal values and
one threshold level in order to perform zero suppression online� In our case� zero suppression
is done o$ine to permit common mode correction� The last bit of the pedestal registers is a
stop bit which allows to de�ne the number of analog signals to be converted�
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Trigger system

Data readout is triggered by the passage of a particle through the two hodoscope scintillators�
Immediately after a coincidence of the scintillator signals has been detected� further triggers
are disabled during � ms in order to let the data acquisition system react� During this time� the
TDC�s receive the stop signals from the drift chambers� and the computer detects the presence
of data in the TDC�s� The computer then activates a long veto signal� reads the TDC�s and
tries to reconstruct a straight track with the hodoscope drift chambers� If such a track is found
and crosses the MSGC gas box� the Sirocco�II is read and the event is written on �le� This
takes about 	 s� after which the computer veto is removed� The rate of events written on �le
is about hundred per hour�
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Figure ���� Principle of the trigger system� The truth table of the Programmable Logic Unit
�PLU� is also shown�

Figure ��� gives a more detailed overview of the trigger system� The analog signals of
the scintillators are �rst converted into logic NIM pulses by means of discriminators� The logic
AND of the scintillator pulses is sent to a ��channel Programmable Logic Unit �PLU�� This unit
receives all trigger and veto signals and generates the pulses required by the various CAMAC
modules� The fast veto of � ms duration is generated by a NIM timer started after every trigger�
The computer veto is set thanks to a CAMAC output register� An additional start signal of
� � Hz frequency is required in order to reset the APC chips at regular intervals� This reset
pulse is also used as a trigger for calibration and pedestal measurements� Scintillator triggers
and reset pulses are sent to the APC controller �output O� of the PLU�� They are delayed by
	�� �s to allow integration and sampling of the anode signals in the chips� The TDC common
start signal is provided by output O� of the PLU� which is high when only the scintillator
coincidence signal is high�

Output O� of the PLU transmits the reset pulses that are not veto�ed to the gate of a
CAMAC ADC� This module is checked by the computer in order to distinguish real triggers
from reset pulses� Finally� the APC controller provides a �trigger out� signal� which is high
when the trigger received by the controller has actually been transmitted to the chips� The
presence of the �trigger out� signal is checked in a second CAMAC ADC�
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Data acquisition program

The data acquisition is controlled by a program conceived for tests of MSGC�s in the cosmic ray
hodoscope� The program is written in Fortran in the MacUA	 environment ���� MacUA	 is a
Macintosh�based development system for data acquisition� control and monitoring applications�
It includes Fortran libraries which support graphics� histogramming and CAMAC operations�
It also supports access to the Macintosh dialog facilities by Fortran�callable routines�

Figure ���� Hodoscope and MSGC event displays� The hodoscope coordinate system is shown�
with the x�axis running parallel to the MSGC strips and the y�axis perpendicular to them�
The signals recorded on the successive MSGC channels exhibit the typical APC pedestal shape
�see later in the text� plus three particle hits around channels ���� 	��� and 	���� Here four

	��channel chambers were tested simultaneously�

The data acquisition control screen consists of an event display and a menu bar for user
interactions� The event display comprises one window showing the hodoscope and the particle
track reconstructed in the drift chambers� one window showing the data of the MSGC strips�
one window with information relative to the last events and the Fortran default input output
window� The hodoscope and MSGC data windows are shown on �gure ���� The menu bar
o�ers two pull�down menus for initialization and program steering� In the initialisation menu�
several item boxes can be opened� in which the run parameters can be de�ned� number of
events� position of the counters to be tested� online zero suppression active or not� etc� The
user can also enter the location of the modules in the CAMAC crate and program the registers
of the APC controller� This menu is disabled during run� In the program steering menu� the
user can start the run� stop or pause it� activate disactivate the event display� and ask to show
monitoring histograms�
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The program logic is the following� At initialization� the CAMAC crate and modules are
cleared� the APC controller registers are loaded� and 
� events triggered by the reset pulses are
accumulated in order to compute the pedestal and noise of the MSGC channels� If online zero
suppression is required� the Sirocco�II pedestal memory is loaded� and the threshold level is set
to three times the noise averaged over all channels� Once the run is started� the computer waits
for data to show up in the TDC�s during 	 ms� performs the appropriate actions if TDC data
appear� checks the mouse for a user request� and loops so until the required amount of events
is written on disk� Every hour� the run interrupts itself to update the pedestals and threshold�
and restarts automatically�

When TDC data are present� the computer blocks the triggers by writing a 	 into the output
register� and tries to reconstruct a track in the hodoscope� It �rst reads the TDC�s and checks
that a signal was detected in the four layers of drift chambers in each projection� If so� it is
practically certain that a particle has traversed the setup� The hit coordinates are calculated
with an accuracy of � mm using an approximate time�distance relation for the drift chambers�
Events with a hit closer than 	�
 cm from an anode wire are rejected� because in this region
the drift velocity is not constant� and therefore a precise o$ine reconstruction is di�cult �����
A straight line �t is performed in each projection� The particle crossing point in the hodoscope
mid plane is computed� and only tracks traversing a certain zone of interest are kept� This zone
is usually chosen so as to cover the MSGC active area plus a margin of 	 or � cm on all sides�

Then� before reading out the MSGC data� the test ADC modules are checked� Events
without a �trigger out� signal from the controller are rejected� as well as events in which a reset
signal is detected� About ��! of the triggers sent to the APC controller are not transmitted
to the chips� because of a con�ict inside the controller logic� In the remaining accepted events�
TDC and Sirocco�II data are written on �le for further analysis� and the event is displayed if
requested� Update of the event display is slow� about � s per event� By default it is disabled
to reduce deadtime� Eventually� the CAMAC modules are cleared� and the computer veto is
removed to accept the next event�

Calibration and tests of the MSGC readout

The functionality of the MSGC readout can be tested by means of calibration signals sent at
the input of the APC chips� The SMC counters provide two calibration modes� The �rst mode
makes use of the calibration capacitors integrated in the chips� This mode allows to detect dead
preampli�er channels� and in principle permits the absolute calibration of the electronics chain�
Figure ��� a� shows the response of one chip� The polarity of calibration signals is negative�
opposite to particle signals� One step corresponds to an input charge of �� fF � ��� mV �
�
��� e�� a typical MIP signal amplitude� Because of an unknown problem in our setup� the
calibration signals were attenuated by a factor � �� We therefore relied on the calibration of
identical counters performed in NIKHEF� and estimated the conversion factor to �
� e� ADC
count with a precision of 	
!�

The second calibration mode consists in sending a pulse on a line running in the PCB under
the cathode strip HV lines� This pulse is transmitted to the anode strips by capacitive coupling�
The amount of charge received by the ampli�er is proportional to the active length of the strip�
By this way interrupted or disconnected anodes can be identi�ed� and the number of damaged
strips can be monitored �see �gure ��� b�� The number of broken or disconnected anodes was ��
and 	� respectively in the lower reference and in the ��crack prototypes� The upper reference
chamber had a concentration of �� damaged strips around channel ���� due to a scratch in the
substrate� As the central part of this counter was operational� it could still be used to test the
��crack region of the middle counter�
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Figure ���� Calibration signals� a� from the APC internal calibration capacitors� and b� from
a charge induced on the anode strips�

��� Data analysis

����� Track reconstruction with the hodoscope

The purpose of the hodoscope is to de�ne the cosmic muon tracks independently of the MSGC�s
to be tested� In each event� the track is reconstructed in the two projections by performing a
linear �t to the points measured in the drift chambers� The coordinates of the �tted points
are given by the vertical position of the drift chamber anode wires and by the drift distances
measured in the chambers� In chamber k� the drift distance is given by

dk � vktk � d�k� ���	�

where vk� d�k are the drift velocity and delay parameter of that chamber and tk is the drift time
measured in the corresponding TDC channel�

The parameters vk and d�k are not known with a good precision a priori� They are estimated
with the help of a constrainted �� �t technique using Lagrange multipliers� The procedure is
described in detail in ���� The constraints are set by the hodoscope geometry�

� in each projection� the particle incident angle is the same in the upper and lower groups
of drift chambers�

� the incident angle is related to the drift distances and to the vertical and horizontal
spacing of the anode wires as described in �gure ���

Iterations are required� as the constraint equations do not only involve the drift parameters� but
also the particle incident angles� These in turn depend on the drift parameters in a non�explicit
way� Convergence is reached in two or three iterations�

The quality of the track reconstruction after calibration is shown in �gure ��	�� The left
plot shows a typical distribution of the residuals in one of the drift chambers� The R�M�S�
of the Gaussian curve adjusted to the experimental data is ��� �m� The resolution of the
drift chambers derived from the residuals is about ��� �m� in agreement with previous results
obtained with these chambers ��
�� The centre plot shows the �� distribution for the projection
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Figure ��� Illustration of the constraint equations used in the calibration of the hodoscope�
The drift distances dk measured in drift chambers �� 
� 	�� 		 are related to the cosmic ray
incident angle � and to the horizontal and vertical spacing between the anode wires� w and h�

parallel to the MSGC strips� It is in agreement with the expected �� distribution with � degrees
of freedom� The plot on the right shows the distribution of the �� upper tail probability� It is
uniform between � and 	� except for ��! of the tracks which are not compatible with straight
lines� This is attributed to multiple scattering in the setup� as will be discussed later� In the
projection perpendicular to the MSGC strips� one of the drift chambers was malfunctioning�
likely because one of the �eld grading electrodes was disconnected� The results are thus worse�
A loose �� cut ��� � 	��� is applied in the two projections in order to keep most of the statistics�
In most of our tests� such a track quality is su�cient�

The distribution of the cosmic ray impact point is uniform on the ground surface� The
angular distribution has some spread around vertical incidence� it behaves as cos� �� � being
the polar angle� Due to acceptance e�ects� the distributions of the tracks reconstructed by the
hodoscope di�er notably from those of the incoming particles� The distribution of the �tted
track impact point in the hodoscope mid plane is shown in �gure ��		 a�� The coordinate
system is placed in the centre of the hodoscope� with the x�axis parallel to the MSGC strips
and the y�axis perpendicular to them� It can be seen that the coverage is not uniform� This
is the combined e�ect of the accepted angular range and the rejection of tracks passing in
the vicinity of an anode wire� The rate is maximum around jxj� jyj � �� because the angular
acceptance is the widest in this region� However no vertical tracks are accepted in this region�
because such tracks would cross the drift chambers close to an anode wire�

The accuracy of the hodoscope in y can be checked thanks to the MSGC chambers� The
distribution of the di�erence between the y�coordinates predicted by the hodoscope and recon�
structed in one of the MSGC�s is shown in �gure ��	� a�� Tracks crossing the damaged drift
chamber are excluded from the plot� The curve superimposed on the histogram is the result of
a �t with the sum of two Gaussian functions� The standard deviation of the narrow Gaussian
is ��� �m� comparable to the expected hodoscope accuracy of ��� �m� The standard deviation
of the broad Gaussian is about 	��� �m� This value is compatible with multiple scattering in
the � mm thick drift chamber walls and in the � mm thick aluminium support plate on which
the MSGC gas box is �xed� The imprecision due to multiple scattering in the support plate
alone� estimated from formula �� for cosmic muons of 	 GeV c most probable momentum� is
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Figure ��	�� a� Distribution of the residuals in one of the drift chambers� b� �� distribution of
the �tted tracks in the projection parallel to the MSGC strips� c� Distribution of the �� upper
tail probability�

	 mm�
The angles with respect to vertical incidence� denoted � and � respectively in the projections

perpendicular and parallel to the MSGC strips� are measured with an accuracy of ��	o� The
acceptance is ����o� ��o� in � and ��	
o� 	
o� in �� Figure ��		 b� shows the distribution of
tan���� It exhibits two dips� due to the rejection of tracks passing close to an anode wire� The
dashed line shows the angular distribution of the simulated events� generated for the Monte
Carlo study of the MSGC response described in section ����

����� Impact point reconstruction in the MSGCs

The ionizing particle generates charges on one or several consecutive strips� depending on the
track inclination and on the di�usion of the electrons in the gas� The reconstruction of the
particle impact point consists in grouping these strips into clusters and calculating the position
of the crossing point from the strip signals�

Pedestal analysis

In the absence of a particle signal� the pulse height read on each channel has a Gaussian distri�
bution� The average value of this distribution is called the channel pedestal� The �uctuations
around the pedestal are due to noise� The R�M�S� of the distribution is often referred to as the
channel �noise�� Expressed in electrons at the input of the front�end ampli�er� it is called the
Equivalent Noise Charge �E�N�C���

The �rst step thus consists in subtracting the pedestals from the strip signals� The channel
pedestal is computed for each run as the average pulse height recorded in the �rst ��� events�
It is done in two iterations� in order to minimize the bias introduced by the presence of cosmic
particle signals in a few events for each channel� A �rst estimation of the pedestal and noise
R�M�S� is computed� and in the second iteration� signals further than three times the R�M�S�
away from the pedestals are not used� In some events� all channels of a chip exhibit a common
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Figure ��		� a� Distribution of the track crossing point in the hodoscope mid plane� for all
accepted tracks� b� Angular acceptance in the projection perpendicular to the MSGC strips�

pedestal shift� This common mode �uctuation is computed and subtracted for each chip�
event per event� The noise after common mode correction amounts to ��� ADC counts� which
corresponds to an E�N�C� of 	��� electrons� The strip signal is considered as signi�cant if it
exceeds 	� ADC counts� about three times the noise� On average � strips remain above that
threshold per chamber per event�

Figure ��	� a� shows the 
	� pedestal values in one counter� As seen on the plot� the
pedestals increase from the �rst to the last channel of each chip� This is a known default of
the version of the APC chip that we used� It results in an increase of the noise counts on the
channels located at the chip ends� as shown in �gure ��	� b�� It appears that the noise pulses
on these channels are correlated� in each run� in � to 	�! of the events� all chip ends exhibit
a signal above threshold simultaneously� These events� referred to as �noisy�� are handled in
two di�erent ways� In the study of the multisubstrate prototype� the noisy events are rejected
by requiring less than 	
 strips above threshold per chamber� The purpose of this study is
indeed the detection of a localized loss of e�ciency in the prototype� and we want to avoid
losing sensitivity in some regions because of a local increase of noise� In the study of Ne�DME
gas mixtures all events are kept� In both cases the detection e�ciency is corrected for the
contribution of noise as described in section ������

Clustering algorithm

A two�threshold clustering algorithm is applied to the strip data� First� a strip threshold of 	�
ADC counts� common for all strips� is applied� Then� consecutive strips above threshold are
grouped into clusters� and a cut on the cluster charge is applied for further noise rejection� To
allow for broken or dead strips� the presence of one channel without signal between two strips
over threshold is tolerated in a cluster�

The total cluster charge is proportional to the energy lost in the detector by the ioniz�
ing particle� Figure ��	� shows the cluster charge distribution for cosmic rays in a Ne�DME

�!�
�! gas mixture� at �
�� V cathode strip voltage and ����� V drift voltage� It exhibits
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Figure ��	�� a� Distribution of the residuals between the point predicted by the hodoscope
and reconstructed in one of the MSGC�s� b� Distribution of the residuals between the point
predicted by the reference chambers and reconstructed in the ��crack chamber for tracks with
j�j � �o�

a Landau�like shape� with a broad peak and a long tail� The noise spectrum shows up at
small cluster charges and can clearly be separated from the MIP signals� In the experimental
conditions illustrated on the �gure� a cluster threshold of �� ADC counts suppresses most of
the noise clusters�

The position of the impact point is reconstructed by computing the barycentre of the cluster�

ycluster �

P
iQiyiP
iQi

� �����

where yi� Qi are the y�coordinate and charge of the i�th strip of the cluster�

����� Estimation of the detection e�ciency

The detection e�ciency of the tested prototypes is computed as the fraction of reconstructed
tracks� traversing the counter sensitive area� that lead to a cluster compatible with the impact
point predicted by the hodoscope� The cluster which is the closest to the predicted impact� in
a window of 	� mm on each side of the prediction� is associated to the hodoscope track� The
window is chosen so wide in order to retain signals from particles scattered in the setup� To
ensure that the sensitive area was crossed� tracks passing through the counter border are not
used� The width of the excluded border is also 	� mm�

The contribution of the noise hit rate rn to the measured e�ciency �m is given by the
combined probability of having no particle signal in the detector and �nding a noise hit inside
the window�

�m � �r � �	 � �r�rn� �����

where �r is the real detection e�ciency� The noise hit rate is measured in events in which the
reconstructed track does not cross the MSGC surface� A randomly placed window of �� mm
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Figure ��	�� a� Pedestals in one of the MSGC prototypes� b� Channel counting rate�

width is opened� and rn is computed as the fraction of events in which a noise cluster is found
inside the window� It is evaluated to �! on average� all events included� The actual e�ciency
is then calculated from equation ����

In the study of the ��crack chamber� better tracking than allowed with the hodoscope is
desireable� in order to detect a possible localized loss of e�ciency in the region of the substrate
separation� This is achieved by using the two reference MSGC�s to de�ne the cosmic ray track�
The procedure is explained in the next section�

��� Study of the performance of two substrates mounted

side by side

In this section we describe the performance of the ��crack prototype used to test the possibility
of operating several MSGC substrates side by side in a single gas volume� The stability of
operation of the prototype is evaluated by measuring the length of the e�ciency plateau for
cosmic rays� The detection e�ciency and the plateau length obtained are compared to the
performance of a reference MSGC with a substrate in one piece� The detection e�ciency is
measured with a particular care across the substrate separation of the ��crack prototype� to
�nd out if the counter response is degraded in this region�

����� Stability of operation and global performance

The reference and ��crack chambers were operated with a Ne�DME 
�!�
�! gas mixture� at
a drift voltage of ����� V� The upper plot of �gure ��	
 shows the average cluster charge for
cosmic rays accepted in the hodoscope for the two chambers� as a function of the cathode strip
voltage� The signal in the ��crack prototype is 	
! smaller than in the reference chamber�
This can partly be explained by the larger gas gap� � mm in the ��crack prototype as compared
to ��� mm in the reference chamber� Indeed� although the amount of primary ionization is
	�! larger� the drift �eld is 	�! smaller� Such a reduction of drift �eld accounts for about
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Figure ��	�� Cluster charge distribution in Ne�DME 
�!�
�! at a cathode strip voltage of
�
�� V and a drift voltage of ����� V before application of the cluster threshold� The shaded
histogram shows the clusters rejected by a cluster threshold of �� ADC counts�

	
! gain di�erence� as could be checked experimentally by increasing the drift voltage in the
��crack chamber� The remaining loss is compatible with variations seen from one substrate to
another� These are attributed to changes in the etching process� which can make the strips a
bit wider or a bit narrower�

The detection e�ciency is shown in the lower plot as a function of the cathode strip voltage�
E�ciency values above �! are reached in both prototypes� The range of cathode voltages� in
which maximal detection e�ciency is measured� is larger than �� V� The length of the e�ciency
plateau is the parameter which best characterizes the detector stability� the lower the operation
voltage as compared to the plateau end� the lower the breakdown rate� The operation voltage
is thus chosen at the beginning of the e�ciency plateau� in our case with a margin of �� V
before breakdown�

The measurements are stopped when repeated current excursions are recorded by the cath�
ode strip HV electrometers� i�e� � trips above �� nA in �� hours� This occurs 
 to 	� V lower
in the ��crack prototype� a small reduction as compared to the plateau length� The detection
e�ciency is 	 to �! higher in the ��crack chamber� which can probably be attributed to the
presence of dead channels in the reference counter�

����� Uniformity of the detection e�ciency

The idea of the ��crack design comes from the observation that no loss of detection e�ciency
could be noticed in detectors comprising several broken anodes� The electrostatic �eld lines
from the drift space above a missing anode gather on the neighbouring anode strips� The
ionization released in this region by an incoming particle would thus be collected and ampli�ed
on the nearest active anodes� permitting the detection� The ��crack prototype was built in
such a way that the distance between the consecutive anodes at the substrate separation is
two times the nominal pitch� like in the case of a missing strip� Therefore no loss of detection
e�ciency is expected�

This hypothesis is tested by measuring the detection e�ciency across the ��crack chamber�
for particles with small angle of incidence �j�j � �o�� With this angular selection� the ionization
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Figure ��	
� Average cluster charge �upper plot� and detection e�ciency with respect to the
hodoscope �lower plot� as a function of the cathode strip voltage� in the reference and ��crack
chambers� The gas mixture used is Ne�DME 
�!�
�!� The chambers are operated at a drift
voltage of ����� V� The gas volume is ��� mm in the reference chamber and � mm in the ��crack
prototype�

left by the incident particle is deposited in a gas column narrower than ��� �m� In this analysis�
the two reference MSGC�s on top and below the ��crack prototype are used to de�ne the
cosmic ray track� Figure ��	� b� shows the distribution of the residuals between the impact
point reconstructed in the ��crack chamber and the point interpolated from the positions of
the clusters reconstructed in the reference chambers� The R�M�S� of the Gaussian curve �tted
to the residuals is �� �m� This value is still large as compared to the precision expected with
perfectly aligned chambers �about 
� �m for three counters of �� �m spatial resolution�� but
su�cient for the present analysis�

The prediction of the crossing point is thus about six times more precise than when using
the hodoscope� The particles are also less a�ected by multiple scattering within the MSGC
stack� as seen from the tails of the residual distribution� A window of 	 mm on both sides of the
predicted impact allows to retain all particle signals� This reduces by a factor 	� the probability
of �nding a random noise hit inside the window as compared to analyses using the hodoscope�
Correlated noise is suppressed by rejecting events in which more than 	
 strips are hit in the
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Figure ��	�� Detection e�ciency for tracks with j�j � �o �left scale� full triangles� and noise hit
rate �right scale� crosses� in the ��crack chamber� The channels are grouped in bins of � strips�
The open circle and triangle show the e�ciency expected in a bin containing respectively one
and two consecutive dead channels�

��crack chamber� The remaining noise rate rn amounts to ��
! on average� Eventually� care is
taken not to build arti�cial tracks out of noise hits� Signals from the �rst and last two channels
of each chip are thus not used in the reference chambers�

Figure ��	� shows the detection e�ciency versus the channel number in the ��crack chamber�
The measurements were taken at cathode strip voltage Vc � �
�� V and drift voltage Vd �
����� V� The chamber is divided in bins of � strips� The average number of events is ��� per
bin� The statistical error on the detection e�ciency is about 	! in each bin� The substrate
separation is physically located in front of an unconnected preampli�er input� at channel �
�
A uniform e�ciency of ��
! is measured� No signi�cant e�ciency decrease is seen at the
substrate separation� Channels ��� to ��� are located in the centre of the hodoscope� where
no tracks of small incident angle are accepted� hence the lack of data in this zone�

The sensitivity of our measurement was checked by canceling the signals of a few consecutive
channels out of the crack region before running the analysis program� A dead zone of two
consecutive channels shows up as a 	�! e�ciency drop in the bin where the dead channels are
located� whereas a single dead strip causes a �! drop �open marks in the �gure�� Therefore
our results are compatible with no e�ciency loss at all at the crack� but by lack of statistics
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the measurement is sensitive to dead zones wider than ��� �m only� The corresponding dead
space� of maximum ���! of the detection surface� is however very small and will not impair
track reconstruction in CMS� The noise hit rate across the chamber was also measured in order
to verify that a local loss of e�ciency was not compensated by a local increase in the number of
noise hits� As shown by the crosses in �gure ��	�� the noise rate remains below 
! everywhere
in the chamber� contributing to the e�ciency by less than ��	!�

����� Conclusions

The prototype of MSGC made with two pieces of glass mounted side by side was operated
successfully under cosmic rays� It is as stable and e�cient as any counter made with a uniform
strip support� No signi�cant loss of detection e�ciency was seen at the substrate separation�
These tests validate the design of the CMS forward MSGC modules� in which several counters
will be mounted side by side in ring�shaped gas volumes�

The experimental study of the ��crack prototype was followed by a Monte Carlo study�
performed by Dr T� Todorov from IReS� Strasbourg� The study consists in a simulation of
the microscopic motion of the electrons� in the electric �eld created by an electrode pattern
with one missing anode strip� It is estimated that about ��! of the primary electrons� released
in the gas column above the missing strip� drift to the substrate between the neighbouring
active strips and are not ampli�ed� However� as more drift �eld lines are focusing on the
neighbouring anodes� the gas gain predicted by the simulation is slightly larger on these strips�
The average signal amplitude is the same for tracks passing inside or outside the ��crack� but
larger �uctuations are foreseen in the ��crack region �	�� Still� the expected loss of e�ciency
is negligible�

Some aspects of the operation of counters mounted in a ��crack geometry remain to be
studied� Contrary to the design of the MSGC modules� the ��crack prototype had an uncut
drift plane covering the two pieces of substrate� Moreover� some stability problems� due for
example to charge accumulation on the insulating substrate� only appear at high counting
rates �	�� mm��s���� while the present tests were performed in cosmic rays at very low rate
�	�� m��s���� Eventually� the possible degradation of the spatial resolution at the substrate
junctions has still to be investigated� These studies are planned for future beam tests�

��� Study of Ne�DME gas mixtures

This study aims to measure the signal amplitude and the detection e�ciency of MSGC�s �lled
with Ne�DME mixtures� Mixtures of Ne and DME lead to stabler operation and higher gas
gains as compared to gases commonly used in high�energy physics applications� like DME�CO��
Several explanations have been proposed for this behaviour� based on the fact that Ne has
very high excitation and ionization potentials� 	� and �	 eV respectively� as compared to the
ionization potential of DME� about 	� eV� Ne would therefore act as an inert dilutant� and
adding Ne would be equivalent to low pressure operation with pure DME ��	�� As the �rst
Townsend coe�cient rises steeply with the reduced �eld E�p� a gain increase is expected when
reducing the partial pressure of DME in the mixture� The Penning e�ect exhibited by these
mixtures is also in favour of safe operation� high gains can be reached at low voltages� which
reduces the electrostatic energy stored in the counter and the damage to the strips in case of
sparks�

However� because of the low primary ionization density in Ne� high gains might not translate
directly into high detection e�ciency� We consider here both maximum signal before breakdown
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and range of stable operation at maximal e�ciency� The measurements are performed with
the lower reference counter� using the hodoscope as external tracking system� To disentangle
the performance of the gas mixture from the detector quality� tracks passing in zones of the
chamber containing several broken anodes are not used� When including these zones� the overall
detection e�ciency drops by about �!� The noise contribution is corrected for as described in
section ������

��	�� Signal amplitude

Figure ��	� shows the cluster charge distribution for cosmic rays� in Ne�DME ��!���! �left
plot� and CO��DME ��!���! �right plot�� The drift voltage applied across the ��� mm gas
gap is ����� V� The cathode strip voltage is Vc � �
�� V in Ne�DME ��!���! and ���
 V in
CO��DME ��!���!� In both gases� the distribution is well above the cluster threshold of ��
ADC counts� The average cluster charge is however 	�� larger in Ne�DME ��!���! than in
CO��DME ��!���!� although the cathode strip voltage is �
 V lower�

Cluster charge (ADC counts)

Ne-DME 40%-60%
Data
Monte Carlo

a�

Cluster charge (ADC counts)

CO2-DME 40%-60%

b�

Figure ��	�� a� Cluster charge distribution in Ne�DME ��!���!� for cosmic particles crossing
the detector with j�j � ���o� The full line is the measured distribution and the dashed line
is the distribution generated with the simulation of the detector response described in section
���� b� Cluster charge distribution in CO��DME ��!���! for the same angular range�

The mean collected charge in Ne�DME ��!���!� ��!���! and 
�!�
�! is shown in �g�
ure ��	� as a function of the cathode strip voltage� for a drift voltage of ����� V� The measure�
ment taken in CO��DME ��!���! at Vc � ���
 V is also displayed� The signal amplitude
exhibits an exponential rise with the cathode strip voltage� Same signal amplitude �	�
 ADC
counts� as in CO��DME ��!���! is reached in Ne�DME mixtures at much lower anode�cathode
voltage� 
�� to 
�� V instead of ��
 V� The detector can be operated safely up to cathode volt�
ages yielding three to four times larger pulse height than the maximum attainable signal in
CO��DME� At identical voltages� the mixture with the highest Ne content provides the largest
signal� As the total ionization density decreases with increasing Ne content� the rise in signal
amplitude can only be attributed to a greater increase of gas gain� compensating the reduction
of ionization�
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Figure ��	�� Mean collected charge for cosmic rays accepted in the hodoscope� in Ne�DME
��!���!� ��!���! and 
�!�
�!� as a function of cathode strip voltage� The dashed lines are
exponential curves� A measurement in CO��DME ��!���! is also given for comparison�

��	�� Detection e�ciency

As shown in �gure ��	� detection e�ciencies above �! are measured in all mixtures� for a
range of cathode voltages exceeding �� V� This demonstrates that� in all mixtures studied� the
gas ampli�cation can be large enough to produce a signal over threshold from the few primary
electrons released in the counter �from  to 	� primary electrons depending on the mixture��
Full detection e�ciency is reached at cathode strip voltages as low as 
�� V in the mixture
with the lowest DME content� as compared to ��
 V in CO��DME ��!���!� The plateau
curve starts earlier in Ne�DME 
�!�
�! than in Ne�DME ��!���!� due to the signal increase
with increasing Ne content at constant cathode voltage� The �� Volts length of the e�ciency
plateaux provides a good safety margin for long term operation� as a gain drop of a few percent
can safely be compensated by an increase of a few volts in cathode voltage� In CO��DME ��!�
��!� the measurements were stopped at Vc � ���� V because of repeated trips� The plateau
length is 	
 V only�

However� at the LHC it is not recommended to operate at too high signal amplitudes� On
one hand� ageing is thought to be an increasing function of the charge accumulated on the strips
in the detector lifetime� On the other hand� the dynamic range of the CMS front�end ampli�ers
is limited to a maximum input signal of a few times �
��� electrons� the average MIP signal in
the CMS silicon strip detectors� In �gure ����� the e�ciency values are plotted as a function
of the mean collected charge� at the start of the e�ciency plateaux� for Ne�DME ��!���! and
Ne�DME 
�!�
�!� The trend that appears is that for a given e�ciency� more pulse height is
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Figure ��	� Detection e�ciency for cosmic rays accepted in the hodoscope� in Ne�DME ��!�
��!� ��!���! and 
�!�
�!� as a function of cathode strip voltage�

required in gases with a higher Ne content� As will be shown in the Monte Carlo study� this
behaviour is due to increased signal �uctuations in mixtures providing less primary ionization�
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Figure ����� Detection e�ciency for cosmic rays accepted in the hodoscope� in Ne�DME ��!�
��! and 
�!�
�!� as a function of mean collected charge� The crosses are experimental data
and the lines are Monte Carlo estimations�

��	 Analysis of the MSGC performance with Monte Carlo

simulations

In order to understand the behaviour of MSGC�s �lled with Ne�DME� a Monte Carlo simulation
of the detector response was performed� Firstly� it aims to con�rm our understanding of the
behaviour of the detection e�ciency with the proportion of Ne and with the collected charge�
Secondly� the di�usion of electrons in the gas is evaluated� by tuning the cluster size of the
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simulated data on the measurements� Eventually� the simulation is used to estimate the spatial
resolution of the counter� not measured in the present work�

����� Description of the Monte Carlo program

The MSGC simulation package implemented in the simulation of the CMS detector ��� is well
suited for our purposes� as it contains a description of the phenomena relevant for this study�
like ionization� di�usion and gas gain� The stochastic processes are described according to the
theory explained in chapter �� The Monte Carlo program was adapted to our experimental
setup� Cosmic muons are generated with direction and impact point distributions as measured
by the hodoscope� Their momentum is chosen according to the momentum distribution of
cosmic rays� and requiring that they traverse the setup� The mean momentum of the accepted
muons is � GeV c� and their minimum momentum� ��� MeV c�

Primary electrons are released along the particle path in the gas� according to a Poisson
statistics of mean value nPx� where nP is the primary ionization density and x is the length
of the track inside the detector� For minimum ionizing particles� nP � 

 cm�� in DME and
� 		 cm�� in Ne� Because most of the accepted muons are faster than minimum ionizing� nP
has to be corrected by the semi�empirical formula �����

nP � A���
�
h
ln���	��� �� �A�

i
� �����

which depends on the particle velocity � in the same way as the energy loss in the Bethe�Bloch
formula� The constants A� and A�� experimentally measured� can be found in reference ����
for various gases� The average primary ionization density for the accepted cosmic rays is about
��! larger than for minimum ionizing particles�

Each primary electron ��electron� can escape perpendicularly to the muon track� further
ionizing in the gas volume� The �ray range is parametrized as in ����� The probability w�n�
that n secondary electrons are emitted along the �ray track are described according to formula
���� We have estimated the parameters w�	� and � from our data by tuning the shape of
the cluster charge distribution for tracks with j�j � ���o� The purpose of this restriction is
to minimize the biases which a�ect the measured signal at larger angles� As � increases� the
particle signal is shared between an increasing number of anodes� with less charge per channel�
After application of the strip threshold� some hit channels can be discarded� and the measured
cluster charge can be reduced� No selection is made on �� as it only a�ects the signal amplitude
through the amount of primary electrons released in the detector� which only changes by �!
in the accepted angular range� The best agreement between the measured and the simulated
distributions is shown in �gure ��	�� The corresponding values of w�	� and � are ���� and ���
respectively�

Primary and secondary electrons drift from their starting point towards the anode plane�
while they undergo a transverse displacement with respect to the drift direction� because of
di�usion� The precise drift velocity is of no importance in this study� the electron drift time
and the APC risetime are short as compared to the duration chosen for the signal integration
gate� ��� ns� The length of the transverse displacement is normally distributed� with a standard
deviation �x � �T

p
L� where �T is the transverse di�usion coe�cient� and L is the distance

from the electron starting point to the electrode plane� The value of �T is chosen so as to
reproduce the cluster size distribution for tracks with j�j � ���o� For such small incident
angles� the spread of the primary ionization is limited to a region narrower than one anode
pitch� The wider signal dispersion observed in the data is the result of di�usion� Figure ���	
shows the measured and simulated distributions in Ne�DME ��!���! and CO��DME ��!���!
at a drift �eld of ��� kV cm� The estimated values of the di�usion coe�cient are �	��	 �� and
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�
	 	�� �m�
p
cm respectively� The excess of large clusters observed in the experimental data

are attributed to detector imperfections not simulated in the Monte Carlo program �broken
strips� correlated noise��

Nb. strips

Ne-DME
40%-60%

Data
Monte Carlo

Nb. strips

CO2-DME
40%-60%

Figure ���	� Cluster size distributions in Ne�DME ��!���! and CO��DME ��!���! for cosmic
particles crossing the detector with j�j � ���o� The full lines are experimental data and the
dashed lines are simulated data�

The avalanche development is not simulated� Such a simulation would be too time con�
suming� and in order to yield a reliable estimation of the gain� it would require the knowledge
of the cross�sections of all processes involved in the formation of the avalanche� for which few
experimental data exist� Instead� the reduced gas gain z � K� 'K is chosen randomly following
a Polya distribution� The average gas gain 'K is adjusted to reproduce the mean value of the
experimental cluster charge distribution� The standard deviation of the Polya distribution is
taken to be � � ��� ����� The cluster charge distribution was not a�ected when varying �
from ��� to ���� which covers the range of gain �uctuations theoretically predicted for such gas
proportionnal counters as MWPC�s� MSGC�s or MGC�s�

The e�ect of the capacitive coupling between the electrodes� referred to as �crosstalk��
is taken into account in the simulation� Figure ���� a� shows a simpli�ed MSGC equivalent
circuit� The capacitance between an anode and the block of 	� cathodes to which it is coupled
is � pF� The total capacitance to ground of the cathode block is about 	�� pF� When an
avalanche occurs� the detector behaves like a current source which charges up the capacitance
of the cathode group� This capacitance discharges through the 	� anodes capacitively coupled
to the cathode group� rather than through the high impedance connection to the power supply�
Therefore a negative charge equal to ��	�	�� of the particle signal is induced on the coupled
anodes� The crosstalk fraction was experimentally measured by looking at the pedestal decrease
on the channels neighbouring the hit ones �see �gure ���� b�� It was estimated to ���	 ����!�
compatible with ��	�	���

In the last step� the electronics response is simulated� The avalanche charge collected during
the ��� ns gate of the APC chip is divided by a calibration factor of �
� electrons ADC count�
The electronics noise is described as Gaussian and uncorrelated� The R�M�S� of the simulated
noise is equal to the measured value of ��� ADC counts�
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Figure ����� a� Simpli�ed MSGC equivalent circuit� The cathode strips are connected in
groups of 	� to the HV supply� The anodes are grounded through the preampli�ers� The
currents induced by the ionizing particle and by capacitive coupling are shown� b� Strip signals
near a particle impact� The pedestal undershoot in the channels capacitively coupled to the
hit strips is visible�

����� Monte Carlo results

Detection e�ciency and collected charge

The counter detection e�ciency estimated from the Monte Carlo data is calculated in the same
way as for the experimental data� In �gure ����� the e�ciency curves as a function of the
mean collected charge are compared to the measurements� The simulated curves agree with
the experiment within statistical errors� The Monte Carlo con�rms that e�ciencies above �!
can be reached in all gas mixtures studied� and also that at constant e�ciency a higher mean
collected charge is needed when the Ne fraction is larger�

This e�ect is explained by increased �uctuations in the number of primary electrons when
the primary ionization density is reduced� RMSnPx�

nP x
� �p

nP x
� Consequently� the cluster charge

distribution broadens with increasing Ne content� as illustrated in �gure ����� A larger fraction
of the simulated signals do not reach the threshold in Ne�rich mixtures� To have the same
fraction of the distribution above threshold in Ne�DME 
�!�
�! as in Ne�DME ��!���!�
the whole distribution has to be pushed towards higher pulse heights� Figure ���� summarizes
the Monte Carlo results in the form of e�ciency contours in a graph where the Ne content is
reported on the y�axis and the mean charge on the x�axis�

Di�usion

As explained in paragraph ����	� the transverse di�usion coe�cient is adjusted so as to re�
produce the cluster size distribution for tracks of small incident angle �j�j � ���o�� Cluster
size measurements have been taken at various drift �eld intensities and in various mixtures�
The values of the di�usion coe�cient tuned on the data are shown in �gure ���
� compared to
calculations performed by A� Sharma ���� with Magboltz ���� a program of integration of the
Boltzmann equation describing the electron transport� The errors are evaluated by changing
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Ne/DME 20%/80%
Ne/DME 40%/60%
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Cluster charge (ADC counts)

cluster threshold

Figure ����� Three simulated cluster charge distributions of identical most probable value� in
Ne�DME ��!���! �full line�� ��!���! �dashed� and 
�!�
�! �dotted��

the di�usion coe�cient up to the point where the simulated distribution becomes incompatible
with the data� The method used is that� when increasing the di�usion parameter by one stan�
dard deviation as compared to the tuned value� the number of clusters of one strip is reduced
by its square root� The present estimates are in most cases unprecise to 	� � ��!� but agree
qualitatively with the theoretical calculations�

Spatial resolution

When the experimental study of the Ne�DME mixtures started� only two MSGC�s were ready
to be tested� No su�ciently precise tracking was available to measure the spatial resolution
of the prototypes� Instead� the resolution was estimated thanks to the Monte Carlo program�
The accuracy of the reconstructed impact point is mostly a�ected by signal �uctuations and
transverse di�usion in the gas� As the simulation is able to reproduce the data in these aspects�
it can yield a sensible prediction of the counter spatial resolution�

The impact point position can be calculated in two ways� depending on the readout elec�
tronics� With analog readout� like in the present setup� the amplitude of the strip signals can
be used to compute the centre of gravity of the cluster� With digital readout� the impact
position is taken as the average position of the �rst and last strip of the cluster� The two
algorithms behave di�erently with �� the angle of incidence in the projection perpendicular to
the strips� At normal incidence �� � ��� the strip which is closest to the particle track collects
the largest charge� The position of this strip gets a larger weight in the determination of the
cluster centre of gravity� The analog method performs thus better than the digital method
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Figure ����� Monte Carlo estimates of the detection e�ciency for various Ne contents and mean
cluster charges�

at normal incidence� When the ionizing particle crosses more than two strips �� � �o with a
��� mm thick gas volume�� the number of electrons released over each strip is on average the
same� As this number is very small� of the order of 	 primary electron� the strip signals exhibit
large �uctuations� Therefore� the digital method� which does not rely on the amplitude of the
strip signals� yields better results�

At normal incidence� the spatial accuracy is also a�ected by di�usion� With analog readout�
best performance is obtained when the signal is collected on two strips� so that the charge
interpolation can work� With digital readout� the best results can be expected when half of
the tracks give rise to a cluster of one strip �the tracks crossing the detector in a 	�� �m wide
gas column centred on an anode strip�� while the others produce a two�strip cluster �the tracks
passing in a 	�� �m wide gas column in between two anodes�� In this case the e�ective pitch
of the counter is reduced to half the anode pitch�

The spatial resolution is evaluated as the standard deviation of the Gaussian curve �tted
to the distribution of the distance between the simulated crossing point and the cluster posi�
tion� reconstructed with the simulated strip signals� Figure ���� shows the spatial resolution
estimated with the two algorithms as a function of �� for the three gas mixtures studied� An
additional curve is shown for Ne�DME ��!���! with a di�usion coe�cient of 	�� �m�

p
cm�

This value of the di�usion can be reached by increasing the drift �eld in the detector from
��� kV cm to 	� kV cm�

With analog readout� all mixtures yield comparable results� The best resolution for cosmic
particles orthogonal to the substrate is evaluated to �� �m� in Ne�DME ��!���!� with a
	� kV cm drift �eld� Indeed� the signal �uctuations are reduced thanks to the large primary
statistics� and the di�usion is large enough to allow good sampling of the charge spread on
the strips� This value worsens to �� �m for particles at the minimum of ionization� For the
same mixture� at a lower drift �eld of ��� kV cm� the di�usion coe�cient only amounts to
	�� �m�

p
cm� The charge spread is not su�cient for orthogonal tracks� and the best resolution

is thus predicted for an angle � of �o� This e�ect was already seen experimentally in pure DME
����

With digital readout� the resolution predicted at angles larger than 
o is also fairly indepen�
dent of the Ne�DME mixture used� Close to normal incidence� the mixture with the smallest
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Figure ���
� Transverse di�usion coe�cient as a function of the drift �eld� The lines are
calculations performed by A� Sharma ���� with Magboltz ��� and the points are the present
estimates�

di�usion coe�cient �Ne�DME ��!���!� �T � 	�� �m�
p
cm� gives the best results� �� �m�

The resolution at � � �o varies by ��! between the various simulated conditions� In CMS�
analog readout will be used� The intrinsic detector resolution should thus not prevent from
reaching the 
� �m resolution required per MSGC layer� Detector alignment will however be
a crucial issue� as the position of the 	
��� MSGC counters will have to be known with an
accuracy of about �� �m in R��

As expected� the digital method performs better for angles larger than �o� At ��o� the
resolution estimated with the digital scheme is 	�� �m� as compared to 	�� �m with the centre
of gravity method� These values are compatible with previous experimental results on the
angular dependence of the MSGC response �
�� To achieve this performance at ��o� up to
three successive strips without signal must be admitted in a cluster� because the probability of
having no signal above threshold on a strip crossed by the incident particle is as large as ��!�
The behaviour of the MSGC resolution at large incident angles is an important point� as it
a�ects the reconstruction of low momentum particles in the CMS tracker� Angles around ��o

are reached in the outer detection layer by particles of � GeV c transverse momentum� Optimal
track reconstruction would therefore require a �exible clustering algorithm in the MSGC�s� with
a variable number of successive empty channels and an adequate choice of the method of impact
point estimation as a function of the angle ��
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Figure ����� Monte Carlo estimations of the spatial resolution as a function of the incident
angle �� for analog �a� and digital �b� readout schemes�

��
 Further developments in gas mixtures for MSGC�s

The study of Ne�DME gas mixtures was completed in Antwerp by measurements of drift ve�
locity� As this parameter was found to be hardly su�cient in Ne�DME to achieve the short
signal risetime needed at the LHC� triple mixtures of Ne� DME and CO� were tried ���� Fig�
ure ���� a� shows the drift velocity in Ne�DME 
�!�
�! and in Ne�DME�CO� mixtures� In
Ne�DME� the drift velocity saturates at about 

 �m ns at practical values of the drift �eld
�up to 	� kV cm�� Adding ��! of CO� to a mixture with equal parts of Ne and DME increases
the drift velocity up to �
 �m ns at a drift �eld of 	� kV cm�

The detection e�ciency in these triple mixtures was then measured using the cosmic ray
hodoscope� Figure ���� b� shows the detection e�ciency as a function of the cathode strip
voltage in Ne�DME�CO� ��!���!���!� The beginning of the e�ciency plateau is shifted by
�� V towards higher voltages as compared to Ne�DME 
�!�
�!� The plateau also becomes
�� V longer� A ��! lower gain is measured as compared to Ne�DME 
�!�
�!� which a�ects
the detection e�ciency at low voltages� but the counter operation is stabler at high gains�
This behaviour is characteristic of a quenching gas like CO�� No signi�cant change of spatial
resolution is expected with Ne�DME�CO� ��!���!���! as compared to Ne�DME 
�!�
�!�
Therefore� provided that no ageing is observed in long�term tests� triple mixtures of Ne� DME
and CO� are good candidates for use at LHC�

Eventually� it should be noted that DME is a �ammable gas� which raises some concerns
in terms of safety� Neon� in turn� is much more expensive than argon or helium� with prices
around 	�� CHF m� for Ne and 
�
 CHF m� for Ar� Adding CO� does not help much� as
the CO� fraction must be kept low to reach high gas gains� He�DME mixtures have been
tested� but they yield poorer gain and stability than Ne�DME ���� The choice of gas mixture
seems less limited for high gain devices like a MICROMEGAS or the combination of an MSGC
and a GEM foil� These detectors have been successfully operated with cheap non��ammable
mixtures� like Ar�CO� ���� ���� However more development work is required in order to study
all the aspects of the performance of these counters before they can be used at the LHC�
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Figure ����� a� Drift velocity as a function of the drift �eld intensity� in Ne�DME 
�!�
�!
and Ne�DME�CO� mixtures� b� Detection e�ciency for cosmic rays in Ne�DME 
�!�
�! and
Ne�DME�CO� ��!���!���! as a function of cathode strip voltage� ����

��� Conclusions

The studies performed with threeMSGC prototypes placed in a cosmic ray hodoscope allowed to
test various aspects of the design of the CMS MSGC tracker� The mounting scheme proposed
for the forward tracker� in which several MSGC�s will be mounted side by side in common
ring�shaped gas volumes� was tested with positive results� In cosmic rays� the stability of
operation is not degraded by the presence of bare substrate edges at �� �m distance� The
measured detection e�ciency is as high as ��
! and shows no signi�cant drop at the substrate
separation� our measurement being sensitive to a dead area corresponding to one dead strip�
Further tests with detectors placed side by side are planned� The problem of stability at
counting rates comparable to LHC conditions will be adressed in high intensity beam tests�
With larger statistics� more accurate measurements of the detection e�ciency� together with
a measurement of the spatial resolution at the detector junction will be possible� The future
prototypes will present a separation in � also for the drift plane�

The choice of an adequate working gas was also studied� Gas mixtures of Ne and DME have
provided very good stability of operation at high gas gains� As compared to the best mixture
known before our study� CO��DME ��!���!� they allowed high detection e�ciency for cosmic
rays at much lower cathode strip voltage� and long e�ciency plateaux� Detection e�ciencies
above �! have been measured for a range of cathode strip voltages exceeding �� V� in all
mixtures studied containing from �� to 
�! of Ne� At �xed cathode strip voltage� the mixture
with the highest Ne content yields the highest gain and e�ciency� However the small number
of primary electrons leads to large signal �uctuations� A larger charge must be collected on the
strips to maintain a given e�ciency value in Ne�rich mixtures� Therefore a moderate fraction of
Ne� smaller than 
�!� seems recommended� The spatial resolution of MSGC�s �lled with Ne�
DME mixtures was estimated by Monte Carlo simulations� The best results� �� �m resolution
at normal incidence� are obtained with the centre of gravity algorithm for the mixture with the
largest DME content�

Further studies have shown that the drift velocity in Ne�DME mixtures is limited to
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 �m ns at drift �elds up to 	� kV cm� barely su�cient to meet the speed requirements
at the LHC� Therefore triple mixtures of Ne� DME and CO� have been tested with encouraging
results� Adding ��! of CO� to a mixture with equal parts of Ne and DME leads to an increase
of drift velocity up to �
 �m ns at a drift �eld of 	� kV cm� The ��! gain drop caused by the
addition of ��! of CO� is tolerable� The e�ciency plateau is shifted by �� V towards higher
cathode strip voltages but becomes � V long� These mixtures are thus a step forward in the
search for an optimal gas for MSGC�s in CMS� provided that no ageing is observed in long�term
tests�
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Chapter �

Study of the performance of the CMS

tracker

��� Introduction

Track reconstruction at full LHC luminosity is a challenging task� Up to hundred tracks of
charged particles of transverse momentum higher than 	 GeV c must be reconstructed per
event� in a background of several hundreds of low momentum particles which generate of the
order of 	���� hits in the detector elements� Such an environment requires a well designed
tracking system� the performance of the tracker must be carefully evaluated for several bench�
mark physical processes� The LHC environment is also very demanding on the track �nding
and �tting algorithms� which have to deal with a large number of hit combinations�

The purposes of this chapter are the following� First� we try to understand one of the
possible track reconstruction algorithms� and check that the present implementation in the
CMS reconstruction program is adequate for track �nding and �tting in the CMS tracker�
Then� we study the quality of track reconstruction in the CMS tracker with that algorithm�
and check that the requirements expressed in the CMS Technical Proposal are ful�lled� We put
the emphasis on the features which are relevant for the identi�cation of jets originating from
b�quarks with the method of the impact parameter� described in chapter ��

This work is performed with a detailed simulation of the CMS tracker� described in sec�
tion 
��� As a correct track �t requires a good knowledge of the errors on the measured hit
coordinates� some time is spent in studying the behaviour of the spatial resolution of the di�er�
ent detector elements with respect to the particle incident angles� The track �nding and �tting
procedure is explained in section 
��� In section 
��� the analysis of the reconstructed tracks is
described� and the performance of the CMS tracker is studied for isolated particles and b�jets�

��� Simulation of the CMS tracker

The simulation program of the CMS detector� CMSIM� is based on the GEANT simulation
package ���� This software is commonly used in high energy physics to describe the geometry
of a detector and to simulate the interactions of particles with the detector material� The user
de�nes the detector structure and sensitive elements� and the program follows the particles
step by step� computes the energy lost in interactions with the detector material� generates
possible secondary particles resulting from these interactions� and simulates the particle decays
if necessary� In the present study� the GEANT parameters are set so as to trace particles
down to relatively low energies� 	�� keV for electrons and photons� and 	 MeV for muons and





hadrons� Below these cuts the particle range is considered as negligible and all the remaining
energy is supposed to be deposited at the stopping point�

The geometry of the tracker that we have simulated is shown in �gure ���� It corresponds
to the version V� of the tracker design ��	�� After simulation of the particle transport through
the apparatus� the signals speci�c to each detector type are simulated in all counters hit by
an ionizing particle� The coordinates of the particle crossing points are then computed from
these signals� The user can choose between two levels of simulation� hit smearing� or hit
digitization and clusterization� In the �rst option� the hit coordinates are smeared according
to Gaussian distributions� the R�M�S� of which are equal to the expected detector resolutions
�see table ����� In the second option� particle signals and electronics noise are generated on the
detector channels� and neighbouring channels above threshold are grouped into clusters�

In the digitization of the solid state detectors� the signal is taken to be proportional to
the energy deposited by the particle in the semiconducting material� computed by GEANT� In
the digitization of the MSGC�s� the Monte Carlo program described in the previous chapter is
used� The parameters of the simulation are tuned to the working conditions expected in CMS�
as described in section 
���	� The version of the CMSIM program that we used is cms			�
except for the pixel digitization and clusterization� for which the improved code of version
		� was imported� In order to study the performance of the tracker in the most realistic
conditions� all simulations described in this chapter have been performed at the hit digitization
and clusterization level�

	���� Digitization of MSGCs in CMSIM

The MSGC Monte Carlo parameters are set to the values foreseen for CMS� the gas mixture
is chosen to be DME�Ne ��!���!� the gas gain is �	��� and the R�M�S� of the noise is set to
	��� e� according to the speci�cations of the APV chip for a 	� pF strip capacitance� These
conditions correspond to the beginning of the e�ciency plateau� for ideal detectors equipped
with the APV electronics and �lled with that gas mixture� The strip threshold is set to
	�� � 	��� e� and the threshold on the cluster charge is ��
 � 	��� e�� These cuts provide
a detection e�ciency of ! for MIP�s crossing the detectors at small incident angle� a few
degrees apart from the Lorentz angle in the barrel counters� or a few degrees from normal
incidence in the forward counters� About �! of the strips exhibit a noise pulse above the strip
threshold� After application of the cluster threshold� ��	 noise clusters remain per counter per
event�

The time response of the APV chip is not simulated� The maximum drift time of a primary
electron in the MSGC gas volume is about 

 ns� Convoluted with the �
 ns RC�CR shaping
of the APV� it results in a ballistic de�cit of ���� This reduction factor is introduced in the
simulation� Because of �uctuations in the position of the primary ionizations inside the drift
space� the MSGC response also has a time jitter corresponding to maximum � LHC bunch
crossings� This is simulated by piling up twice as many minimum bias events in MSGC�s as
in silicon strip and pixel detectors� The response of solid state detectors has a much smaller
jitter� as all the charge is collected in a few nanoseconds�

Half the detection surface is equipped with double sided detectors� which are simulated as
follows� The pitch of the stereo strips is twice the pitch of the R� strips� The angle between
the strips of the two sides is 
� mrad� The capacitance of the stereo strips is expected to be
larger than the capacitance of the anode strips� The noise of the stereo strips is thus assumed
to be ���� e�� and the signal is expected to decrease by a factor ��� as compared to the R�
side� Therefore the cluster threshold is relaxed to three times the noise� yielding �! detection
e�ciency with ��� noise clusters per counter per event�

	��



The conditions described above are a compromise between MSGC performance and long
term stability� imposed by the performance of the detector components presently available�
These conditions would lead to adequate detection e�ciency and response speed if the counters
were perfect� In real life� a detection e�ciency as high as ! together with an occupation
time below � LHC bunch crossings is met only at twice higher signal to noise ratio� Several
detector components are still being improved in order to reach the required performance in
realistic experimental conditions� The use of substrates of better quality and ageing proof
materials would allow to operate stably at higher gas gains� Faster gas mixtures� like DME�Ne�
CO�� would lead to faster charge collection� and thus smaller ballistic de�cit� higher detection
e�ciency and smaller time jitter� An ampli�er better suited to MSGC�s than the present APV
would exhibit less noise and less ballistic de�cit� The results reported in the next sections
should still be regarded as optimistic in the present status of the detector development�

	���� Hit errors in MSGCs

A hit reconstructed in a module of the tracker is de�ned by its position and error matrix in
the local coordinate system of the module� By convention� the local coordinate system �u� v� w�
is orthogonal� with its origin at the centre of the counter� The u�axis is perpendicular to the
substrate� and the v�axis runs along R� at the centre of the module� as shown in �gure 
�	�
The w�axis is parallel to the beam in the barrel counters� and radial in the forward counters�
In MSGC�s� the position of the reconstructed hit �RHIT� is determined by the centre of gravity
of the cluster formed with adjacent �ring strips� Therefore� the natural coordinate system
is the strip system� with its axes normal to the strip directions� Simple formulas allow the
transformation of the position and error matrix of the reconstructed hit from the strip system
to the �u� v� w� system and vice�versa� These formulas can be found in ����

RHIT

w

v
v

w

s

s

Figure 
�	� Forward single sided MSGC module� The axes �v�w� and �vs� ws� of the local and
strip coordinate systems are shown�

In the case of single sided detectors� the R� coordinate is precisely measured with an
accuracy �R�� while the coordinate along the beam in the barrel or along the radius in the
forward part is not measured� The convention is to place the reconstructed hit at the middle
of the strips� The error matrix in the strip coordinate system reads�

VRHIT �

�
��R� �
� L��	�

�
� �
�	�

	�	



where L is the detector striplength� In the case of double sided detectors� the error matrix can
be written as�

VRHIT �

�
��R� V��
V�� ��stereo

�
� �
���

where �stereo is the spatial resolution of the stereo side� The covariance term V�� is not zero� as
will be shown later� In the following paragraphs� the behaviour of the resolutions �R�� �stereo
and covariance V�� with the particle incident angles will be inspected�

Angular dependence of the resolution in the direction perpendicular to the strips

As shown in the previous chapters� the spatial resolution of the MSGC�s degrades rapidly
when the angle � between the normal to the substrate and the track projected on the plane
perpendicular to the strips increases� Because of their bended trajectory� charged particles
emerging from the interaction region traverse the counters at an angle � which increases with
the distance R to the beam� Table 
�	 gives the values of the deviation from the Lorentz angle
�L as a function of R and of the particle transverse momentum pT � in the barrel counters�
At high pT �above �� GeV c�� the deviation is less than ���o at all radii� For particles of
pT � 	 GeV c� the outermost layer is crossed at an angle j�� �Lj of about 
�o�

R � ��� m ��� m 	�� m 	�� m
pT � 	 GeV c �	o �o ��o ��o

� 	�o 	�o 	�o �	o


 ��	o 
�
o ��o ���o

	� ��	o ���o ���o ��	o

�� 	��o 	��o 	��o ��	o

Table 
�	� Angle of incidence j���Lj in the barrel MSGC counters� as a function of the distance
to the beam R and of the particle transverse momentum pT �

Figure 
�� shows the variation of the MSGC spatial resolution with � in the barrel and
forward modules� for R� and stereo strips� These results are obtained with the simulation of
the MSGC response at the digitization level� in the conditions described in section 
���	� The
clusters are formed with adjacent strips above threshold� The position of the reconstructed hit
is de�ned as the centre of gravity of the cluster� The curves are slighlty asymmetric with respect
to �L in the barrel counters� and symmetric with respect to the normal to the substrate in the
forward counters� The best spatial accuracy for the R� side is about �� �m� at � � �L � 	�o

in the barrel and � � �o in the forward part� This result is compatible with the performance
of an ideal MSGC of ��� �m readout pitch and � mm gas gap� but it is small compared to the

� �m CMS target resolution per MSGC layer� This comes from the fact that the simulation
does not include detector defects� like broken strips� dead electronic channels or mechanical
misalignments between counters� The best accuracy for the stereo side is about �� �m� which
leads to a resolution in the w�coordinate of 	�� mm for high pT particles�

The spatial resolution at large � is ��! poorer than expected from previous experimental
results �		� 
� and from the plots of chapter �� This is due to the fact that no strip below
threshold is accepted in a cluster� We have done so for two reasons� First� the signal to
noise ratio in CMS conditions is small� and the number of strips carrying a noise pulse above
threshold is large �about �� per counter per event�� The spatial resolution for high pT particles
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Figure 
��� Spatial resolution of the MSGC�s as a function of the angle of incidence �� from a
simulation of the MSGC response at the digitization level in CMS conditions�

will probably be spoiled by noise if a large gap is accepted in a cluster� Second� at high
luminosity� we want to avoid merging clusters produced by two di�erent neighbouring tracks�

It should be noted that the worsening of the MSGC resolution with increasing � does not
result in a degradation of the tracker momentum resolution� as for low pT particles the error
due to multiple scattering dominates� Formulas ��	� and ��	
 indicate that for particles of
pT � 	 GeV c the contribution to the momentum resolution due to the error on R� would
exceed the contribution due to multiple scattering only if the average R� resolution would be
larger than 	 � � mm�

The resolutions used in the track �tting algorithm must correspond to the angle at which
the reconstructed track crosses the counter� A routine was thus written which computes the
spatial resolution of the R� and stereo sides as a function of �� No handy parametrization was
found which described the results up to 
�o apart from the Lorentz angle� As an example� the
resolution of the R� side of the barrel counters was parametrized as follows�

� ��m� �

����
���

����
q
	 � x��	
�
 � ����jyj � ����y��� for � ���	 � z � ����

��� � ���z � 	���z� for z � ����
��� � ���z � ��z� for z � ����	 �
���

with x � tan z � tan�L� y � z � �L� z � � in radians�

Angular dependence of the resolutions in the direction parallel to the strips

In the projection parallel to the strips� the angle � with respect to the normal to the substrate
is limited to about 
�o� This angle of incidence corresponds to the transition between the
barrel and the forward part of the tracker for particles emerging from the interaction region�
Only a ��! improvement in resolution is seen from � � �o to � � 
�o� due to the increase of
the number of primary electrons released above each strip in the detector� This e�ect can be
neglected in the calculation of the hit errors�
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Covariance of the reconstructed hits in double sided MSGC�s

In double sided MSGC�s� the positions of the clusters in the R� and stereo sides are correlated�
The correlation arises from the fact that the same avalanche is sampled by the two readout
sides� If the electron cloud is displaced in one direction with respect to the particle impact� the
centres of gravity of the reconstructed clusters are shifted in this direction in both sides�

Figure 
�� shows the scatter plots of the residuals of the strip coordinates� in double sided
barrel MSGC�s� The plot to the left is for particles of incident angles �o � ���L � �o� � � �o�
and the plot to the right is for ��o � � � 
�o� �
o � � � 

o� The equation of the ellipses
superimposed on the distributions is�

x� � y� � 	

where the variables x and y are de�ned by�

residual R� � �R�x�

residual stereo � ��stereox�
q
	 � ���stereoy�

� �
V��

�R��stereo
�

with �� the correlation coe�cient of the strip coordinates� In the hypothesis that the residuals
are distributed as two�dimensional Gaussians� the ellipses are equiprobability contours which
delimitate a �! con�dence level zone�
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Figure 
��� Scatter plots of the strip coordinate residuals in double sided barrel MSGC�s� for
�o � � � �L � �o� � � �o �left� and ��o � � � 
�o� �
o � � � 

o �right�� The ellipses are
equiprobability contours at �! con�dence level�

The correlation between the strip coordinates is visible from the orientation of the axes of
the ellipses� which di�er from the axes of the strip coordinate system� For the samples shown�
the correlation coe�cient � equals ��� �left plot� and ��� �right plot�� The error matrix of the
strip coordinates in double sided modules is thus not diagonal� Proper treatment of this e�ect
would require to parametrize the correlation coe�cient as a function of � and �� This was not
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taken into account in the present study� and the strip coordinates are supposed independent in
the reconstruction program� The e�ect of this approximation on the track �tting is discussed
brie�y in section 
�����

	���� Hit errors in silicon strip and pixel counters

The digitization of the silicon strip and pixel detectors leads to the following results� The
average spatial resolutions in R� are 	� �m in silicon barrel� 	� �m in silicon forward and
	� �m in pixel counters� In double sided detectors� the coordinate along the beam �along the
radius in the forward tracker� is measured with an accuracy of ��� �m in silicon strip counters�
�
 �m in pixel barrel and �� �m in pixel forward modules� No correlation between the strip
�pixel� coordinates appeared in the simulation results�

The spatial resolution in solid state detectors can be considered as being independent of the
track incident angles� Indeed� these counters are thinner than the MSGC�s� ��� �m instead of
� mm� which reduces the spread of the ionization on the readout electrodes� Moreover� as the
counters are close to the interaction region� the angular range is limited in �� up to ��o o�
Lorentz angle in silicon strip detectors� and �o in pixel detectors� for particles of pT � 	 GeV c�
Figure 
�� shows the behaviour of the spatial accuracy in barrel solid state modules as a function
of �� In barrel silicon strip counters� the resolution is comprised between � and 	� �m� with a
peak at � � �L � �o when all the charge is collected on 	 strip� and optima when the charge
is shared by � strips� In barrel pixels� the resolution varies from � to 	� �m� The range in � is
symmetric with respect to �o� because the barrel pixel counters are not tilted� An asymmetry
appears in the resolution curve�
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Figure 
��� Spatial resolution as a function of the incident angle �� in barrel silicon strip and
pixel detectors�

��� Track nding and tting in CMS

The purpose of the tracking algorithm in CMS is to �nd high pT tracks in a large number of
hits� and to measure the track parameters at the vertex in order to study the kinematics of the

	�




event� The �rst step consists in selecting track candidates� i�e� sets of hits which are likely to
form a track� This preselection reduces the number of hit combinations that have to be tested
at the track �tting stage� thus saving computation time� The second step consists in �tting a
curved trajectory through the selected points� taking into account multiple scattering in the
detector materials� It has been shown that recursive algorithms� progressing detection layer per
detection layer� are well suited for this purpose� In particular� R� Fr*uhwirth �� demonstrated
that the Kalman �lter provides the proper theoretical framework for iterative track �tting in
the presence of multiple scattering�

The package that we used for track reconstruction is the CMSIM Local Track Finder �LTF��
It comprises a Kalman �lter and a hit selector based on the Rigid Template method� The Rigid
Template method is described in section 
���	� The formalism of the Kalman �lter and its
implementation in the Local Track Finder are explained in section 
����� In section 
����� we
discuss the limitations of the Kalman �lter� and how they can be overcome thanks to a method
called smoothing�

	���� The Rigid Template method

The Rigid Template method �	��� performs hit selection by comparing the hit pattern with
prede�ned three dimensional track roads or templates� A template consists of a list of detector
modules or cells� which con�guration in space is such that they could be crossed successively
by a high pT track �see �gure 
�
�� A template is considered as a valid track candidate if a
su�cient number of cells contain a reconstructed hit� The LTF requires � � of the cells to be
hit� with a minimum of 
 cells�

template = {1, 6, 10, 14, 18}
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Figure 
�
� Making of a template�

A learning phase is needed in order to create the template data base� A large number
of tracks with a direction chosen at random are simulated in order to �nd all possible cell
combinations� A template is stored for each new combination� The template data base for
tracks of pT � 	 GeV c requires 	� Gb memory� which renders the use of the Rigid Template
method as such prohibitive� Therefore� in the LTF� only the templates which correspond to
the tracks of the simulated event are produced� This is of course not possible with real events�
However� in jet events� all counters inside the opening cone of the jet are hit� The LTF allows
thus to test the reconstruction of tracks inside jets in realistic conditions� because the number
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of hit combinations to be tested within the templates is of the same order as in the jet cone in
real events�

A few other algorithms� that are able to reconstruct a full event� are tested in the CMS
tracking group� These are still in the development phase�

	���� The Kalman �lter for track �tting

The Kalman �lter is a recursive procedure which allows to estimate the parameters describing
the state of a system from a set of measurements� It was introduced in 	�� in the framework of
optimal signal �ltering in linear systems� A detailed description of the Kalman �lter technique
can be found in many textbooks �	�	� 	���� We present here the main equations� following
closely references �� and �	���� and focus on its application to track �tting�

The principle is the following� The �lter proceeds iteratively� starting from a coarse estimate
of the track parameters and including the information of the sucessive detection layers one by
one� The track parameters estimated at a given detection layer are propagated to the next
layer according to the equations of motion of the charged particle in the external magnetic
�eld� taking into account energy loss in the detector material� Then the information of the hit
coordinates measured at that layer is combined to the information of the propagated parameters
to provide a new estimate� of better accuracy than the estimate at the previous layer� The
weight to be attributed to the measurement and to the propagated parameters in the calculation
of the updated parameters is a function of their respective errors� Best precision is reached
when all measurements have been included in the estimation�

In the presence of a magnetic �eld� the trajectory of a particle can be de�ned at each
detection layer by �ve independent parameters� for example� the particle momentum p� the
polar angle complement �� the azimuthal angle � between the CMS x�axis and the track
projected onto the transverse plane� and the two coordinates of the track crossing point in the
detection plane� The angle � is also called the dip angle� as it is the angle at which the track
�dips� into the transverse plane� The parameters are grouped into a 
�component state vector�
x � �p� �� �� x� y��

Equations of the Kalman �lter

Figure 
�� shows the diagram of a linear system� The evolution of the state vector is described
by a linear transformation F plus a random disturbance w� called the process noise� If the
state vector is measured at n points� we have the discrete relation�

xk	� � Fkxk �wk� k � 	� ���n� 	� �
���

called the evolution equation of the system� The state vector is in general not observed directly�
The actual measurements mk are linear functions of the state vector such that�

mk � Hkxk � �k� �
�
�

where �k is the measurement error at point k� By assumption all wk and �k are independent
and have a zero mean value� Their covariance matrices are denoted Qk and Vk respectively�
The Kalman �lter is the optimal recursive estimator of the state vector of such a system� in
the sense that it is unbiased and of minimum variance�

Figure 
�� shows the interpretation of the above quantities in the framework of tracking�
The indices k correspond to the detection layers crossed by the particle� and xk is the vector
of the track parameters at layer k� The track perturbation between layers k and k � 	� wk�
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Figure 
��� Diagram of a linear system�

originates from multiple scattering in the detector material� The detector elements measure the
coordinates mk of the track crossing points� �k is thus a two�component vector representing the
residuals of the reconstructed coordinates with respect to the coordinates of the simulated hit�
The covariance matrix of the measurement� Vk� corresponds to the hit error matrix de�ned in
section 
����� In a well chosen coordinate system� the matrix Hk reads�

Hk �

�
� � � 	 �
� � � � 	

�
�
���

By solving the equations of motion� the average track parameters at layer k � 	 can be
computed exactly knowing the track parameters at layer k�

xk	� � fk�xk�� �
���

This operation is called the extrapolation of the track parameters from layer k to layer k�	� It
is performed by following the particle step by step� taking into account the average energy loss
in the detector materials� In contrast with equation 
��� the track propagator f is non�linear�
In order to apply the concepts of linear �ltering to track �tting� the Taylor expansion of the
transformation is computed to the �rst order�

fk�xk ��k� � fk�xk� � Fk�k �O���
k�� �
���

Fk � �fk�xk���xk� �
��

This procedure is called an extended Kalman �lter� It constitutes the optimal linear estimator
of the state vector�

Let us now de�ne the predicted estimate or prediction xk��k as the best estimate of the state
vector xk at layer k using all measurements up to layer k � 	� The �ltered estimate xkk will be
de�ned as the best estimate using all measurements including the kth measurement� Knowing
the �ltered estimate xk��k�� at layer k � 	� the prediction at layer k is simply the extrapolation
of the �ltered estimate at layer k � 	�

xk��k � fk���x
k��
k���� �
�	��

The covariance matrix of the prediction� Ck��
k � is computed by applying the transformation Fk��

to the covariance matrix of the �ltered estimate at layer k � 	� and adding the contribution of
multiple scattering�

Ck��
k � Fk��C

k��
k��F

T
k�� �Qk��� �
�		�
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Figure 
��� Iterative track �tting with the Kalman �lter� xk is the vector of track parameters at
layer k� fk�xk� are the parameters extrapolated to the next layer� wk is the track perturbation
due to multiple scattering� and mk	� is the measurement of the track crossing point performed
at layer k � 	� equal to the hit position plus a normally distributed error�

where FT
k�� denotes the transpose of Fk���

We shall now try to �nd a recursion formula for the �ltered state vector� The �ltered
estimate at layer k is chosen to be a linear combination of the prediction and the measurement
at this layer�

xkk �Mkx
k��
k �Nkmk� �
�	��

Requiring xkk to be unbiased leads to the form�

xkk � xk��k �Kk�mk �Hkx
k��
k �� �
�	��

where Kk is called the Kalman gain matrix� The second term of equation 
�	� represents the
correction to be applied to the predicted state to obtain the �ltered state� This correction is
proportional to the di�erence between the measurement and the prediction� multiplied by the
gain matrix� Further� Mk � �I�KkHk� and Nk � Kk� As the error on the measurement and
the error on the prediction are independent� the covariance matrix of the �ltered state is�

Ck
k � �I�KkHk�C

k��
k �I�KkHk�

T �KkVkK
T
k � �
�	��

The criterion imposed to determine Kk is to minimize the sum of the squares of the standard
deviations of the �ltered parameters�

�Tr�Ck
k�

�Kk

� �� �
�	
�

where Tr denotes the trace operation� Solving for Kk yields�

Kk � Ck��
k HT

k �Vk �HkC
k��
k HT

k �
��

�
�	��

� Ck
kH

T
kV

��
k � �
�	��

The closeness of the measurement and the �tted parameters can be evaluated by the resid�
uals of the prediction�

rk��k � mk �Hkx
k��
k � �
�	��

The covariance of the predicted residuals is clearly�

Rk��
k � Vk �HkC

k��
k HT

k � �
�	�
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and� if the errors are Gaussian� the variable

��P � rk��Tk �Rk��
k �

��
rk��k �
����

is ���distributed with m degrees of freedom� m being the dimension of the measurement vector�
It can be shown that the �� formed with the �ltered residuals is equal to the �� formed with
the predicted residuals�

rkk �mk �Hkx
k
k� �
��	�

��F � rkTk �Rk
k�
��
rkk � ��P � �
����

with the following expression for the covariance of the �ltered residuals�

Rk
k � Vk �HkC

k
kH

T
k � �
����

These equations correspond to the gain matrix formalism of the Kalman �lter� An equivalent
solution� of easier interpretation� is the weighted means formalism� where the �ltered estimate is
computed as the average between the prediction and the measurement� weighted by the inverse
of their errors� It requires the inversion of the 
�
 covariance matrix of the state vector� while
the gain matrix method requires the inversion of m�m matrices� Therefore� when the size of
the state vector is larger than the size of the measurement vectors� the gain matrix formalism
is usually preferred�

The �ltered �� provides a means to test the quality of the association of a hit to a track� In
the detectors which measure two coordinates� ��F is ������distributed� and a cut at ����

 � ��	
keeps ! of the hits belonging to the track� Thus� hit selection and track �tting are performed
detection layer per detection layer� improving the determination of the track parameters with
each hit included in the track� Optimal precision is reached after using the information of the
n detection layers� Therefore� in order to determine the kinematics of the event at the vertex
with optimal accuracy� the �lter algorithm proceeds from the tracker outer layers towards the
interaction region�

Implementation of the Kalman �lter in the Local Track Finder

The propagation of the track parameters and covariance matrix between two detection layers is
performed thanks to the GEANE package �	���� interfaced with the GEANT description of the
tracker geometry� This program also provides the covariance matrices of the multiple Coulomb
scattering� Qk� and the matrices of the linearized transformations� Fk�

The �ltering needs to be started with initial values of the state vector and covariance matrix�
In the LTF� the initial state vector is obtained by determining a helix on three starting points�
Two of the points are chosen among the reconstructed hits of the selected template� and the
third point is ��� �� z�� with the z�coordinate left free� In order to obtain a good initial estimate
of the track momentum� the �rst point is chosen in one the two outer cells of the template�
and the second point is taken in one of the two mid layers� This method is not a �t� as
there are no degrees of freedom� � coordinates are used to determine 
 track parameters in
a ��dimensional space� Therefore it does not allow to estimate the errors on the initial state
vector� The covariance matrix is initialized with large errors on p� � and �� about ten times
the tracker nominal resolutions� so that the initial values of these parameters get a low weight
in the subsequent estimations of the state vector� The initial error matrix of �x� y� is taken as
the covariance matrix of the outer starting reconstructed hit�

In each layer� the reconstructed hit closest to the prediction in R� is selected� As mea�
surement errors� the values of spatial resolution derived from the detector simulation at the
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digitization level are used �see section 
���� In MSGC�s� the hit error is computed at each layer
as a function of the predicted value of the incident angle �� If the scattering and hit recon�
struction errors are correctly estimated� the �ltered chi�squared should be distributed as a �����
distribution� As shown in �gure 
�� a�� the agreement between the observed and theoretical
distributions is poor� for several reasons�

	� at the �rst three layers of the �t� the knowledge of the state vector covariance matrix
is bad� A track segment of four points is required in order to have an estimation of the
covariance matrix�

�� half of the detector elements are single sided� The distribution of the residuals of the
second coordinate is not Gaussian but uniform�

�� in double sided MSGC�s� the correlation between the strip coordinates is not taken into
account�

�� there are non�Gaussian tails in the distributions of the residuals of the measured coordi�
nates and of the scattering angles�

The �� cut is tuned so as to reach a track �nding e�ciency above �! for single tracks of
pT � 	 GeV c in the covered range of �� The cut value is ���

The �lter algorithm is applied to several combinations of starting points inside each tem�
plate� with a maximum of eight combinations� This allows to �nd tracks of di�erent particles
inside a template� and to choose the best starting combination for each of them� Template cells
without a suitable hit are skipped� When four layers had to be left aside� the LTF tries to drop
one of the previous retained hits� starting from the latest that has been included� The �lter is
recomputed from this level on� The tracking stops for a given starting combination when it is
not possible to reach the innermost template cell without losing four points or more� Tracks
with less than 
 hits are discarded� Eventually� tracks sharing a majority of hits are considered
as duplicates� and the shortest one is removed�

	���� Smoothing

In the �ltering process� the state vector is known with optimal precision only after the last
measurement has been included in the �t� This has some important drawbacks in track recon�
struction�

� in the �rst steps of the �lter� the prediction accuracy is poor� and the �� test has a low
rejection power for outliers� i�e� hits that do not belong to the track�

� a �lter starting from the tracker outer layers yields precise track parameters at the vertex�
However one often has to match a track with a calorimeter shower or a muon chamber
track segment� reconstructed in an outer detector� This can be done by extrapolating the
track parameters from the vertex outwards� but a simple extrapolation is not accurate in
the presence of scattering� like for example in the case of a kinked track�

� optimal precision of the estimation of the particle crossing points is desireable at any
detection layer of the tracker� to allow precise interalignment of the tracker elements�

For these reasons it is necessary to �nd an estimator of the track parameters which is optimal
all along the particle track� This is called the smoothing problem�

			



Equations of the smoother

A possible solution to the smoothing problem is to iterate backwards� starting from the �ltered
estimate at the vertex� and to correct the �ltered estimates layer per layer� The smoothed
estimate xnk at layer k is calculated as the �ltered estimate at that layer plus a correction�
proportional to the di�erence between the smoothed estimate and the prediction at layer k � 	�

xnk � xkk �Ak�x
n
k	� � xkk	��� �
����

The details of the derivation can be found in reference �	���� The smoother gain matrix Ak is
given by�

Ak � Ck
kF

T
k �C

k
k	��

��
� �
��
�

The covariance of the smoothed state� the smoothed residuals and the covariance of the
smoothed residuals are expressed as�

Cn
k � Ck

k �Ak�Cn
k	� �Ck

k	��A
T
k � �
����

rnk �mk �Hkx
n
k � �
����

Rn
k � Vk �HkC

n
kH

T
k � �
����

If the intermediate covariance and transformation matrices have been stored at the �ltering
stage� smoothing only involves a few matrix multiplications� and is thus very fast�

It can be shown �� that the smoothed chi�squared ��S � rnTk �Rn
k�
��
rnk formed with the

smoothed residuals is more sensitive to wrong hit associations than the �ltered chi�squared�
When a hit is rejected at the smoothing stage� it can be removed from the �t by an �inverse�
Kalman �lter�

xn�k � xnk �Kn�
k �mk �Hkx

n
k�� �
���

Kn�
k � Cn

kH
T
k ��Vk �HkC

n
kH

T
k �
��
� �
����

Cn�
k � �I�Kn�

k Hk�Cn
k �I�Kn�

k Hk�
T �Kn�

k VkK
n�T
k � �
��	�

Formally� this is a step of the �lter where the contribution of the rejected measurement is
removed from the smoothed estimate by using the hit error matrix with a minus sign� The
estimate xn�k obtained uses the information of all measurements exceptmk� Smoothing may be
continued with xn�k and Cn�

k instead of xnk and Cn
k � and the estimates xnj with j � k will not be

biased by the rejected hit anymore� In the same spirit� when a hit could not be used at layer
k at the �ltering stage� it can still be included at smoothing� by a normal step of the �lter�

However it should be noted that� as the smoothing algorithm proceeds from the vertex
outwards� the track parameters at layers j � k and at the vertex will not improve� If the whole
track has to be updated� the �lter has to be recomputed from layer k inwards� followed by
smoothing back over the whole track�

Improvement of the track reconstruction by smoothing

We have implemented the above equations of the smoother in the LTF� To check the improve�
ment of the �t� we have plotted the ��S distributions in silicon strip and pixel detectors� Figure

�� b� and c� show the distributions in double sided and single sided counters� On plot b��
a ����� curve is superimposed on the distribution� On plot c�� the dashed histogram shows
the �� distribution expected when one coordinate is normally distributed and the other one
is uniform� The agreement between the observed and expected distributions is satisfactory�
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although the observed distributions have longer tails due to the non�Gaussian tails of the hit
residuals and of the scattering angles� We have also compared the number of crossing points
along the track of high pT particles �pT � �� GeV c� to the number of hits �tted by the �lter
and by the smoother� On an average of 	��� simulated hits� the �lter keeps �! of the hits�
while the smoother retains ! of them� with the same �� cut at ���

χ2 
F

χ2 
S

χ2 
S

Figure 
��� a� Distribution of ��F in solid state detectors� Distributions of ��S in double sided
�b� and single sided �c� solid state detectors� The dashed curves show the expected theoretical
distributions�

Figure 
� shows the distribution of the number of outliers in a reconstructed track� after
�ltering and after smoothing� in b�jet events with pile�up corresponding to full LHC luminosity�
The fraction of incorrectly associated hits is already as low as ���! at �ltering� This shows
that the hit density in jets is still low enough� so that the Kalman �lter is able to select the
hits belonging to a given track� It also indicates that the measurement of the track parameters
will not be a�ected much by outliers� As expected� the test on the smoothed chi�squared allows
to reject more outliers with the same �� cut� reducing the fraction of incorrect hit associations
down to ���!�

Nb of outliers Nb of outliers

Figure 
�� Distributions of the number of outliers after �ltering and after smoothing� in re�
constructed tracks from b�jet events with pile�up corresponding to the full LHC luminosity�
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To understand the behaviour of the various track parameter estimators� we have simulated
	��� muons of transverse momentum equal to 
 GeV c� passing through the forward pixel
and silicon strip detectors at � � ���
� We have chosen particles of not too high momentum�
so that the e�ect of multiple scattering is still sizeable as compared to the resolution of the
detectors� We have compared the track parameters provided by the �lter� the smoother and
by extrapolation of the parameters from the vertex outwards� to the simulated values at each
detection layer�

Figure 
�	� a� shows the R�M�S� of the residual of the momentum as a function of z� The
�lter starts from the outer layer with a precise estimate of p� given by the initial helix� In the
next few steps� the precision of the �ltered estimate degrades� because the initial covariance
matrix is arbitrary� and so the algorithm does not weight properly the prediction and the
measurement� Then� the estimation improves� with best accuracy reached at the innermost
detection layer� The smoothed estimate is of constant precision� which shows that the smoother
uses at any detection layer the information of all measurements� The curves of momentum
resolution for the smoother and for the extrapolation are almost superimposed� in estimating
p� extrapolation is almost as good as smoothing� This is because the statistical process which
a�ects the muon momentum� i�e� energy loss� has small �uctuations as compared to the tracker
momentum resolution �less than 	�� MeV as compared to ��� MeV in this particular case��

Figures 
�	� b� and c� show the same curves for the angles � and �� Similar comments as
for the momentum resolution can be made� The �rst �ltered estimates of � and � are very
unprecise as compared to the estimates at the vertex� particularly in the case of �� The reason
is that at least two stereo hits must be included in the track to determine the track angles
accurately� Considering only two detection planes� the accuracy in the dip angle is of the order
of the detector spatial resolution in R divided by the distance in z between the detectors� i�e�

� mrad with two single sided counters� and ��	 mrad with two double sided counters� The
extrapolated track angles are unprecise to about ��	 mrad at the outermost layer as compared
to the smoothed values� due to multiple scattering�

Figure 
�	� d� shows the R�M�S� of the distance in R� between the estimated track crossing
point and the reconstructed hit� The �ltered residuals are the smallest� At �ltering� the
track is �pulled� towards the measurements� as the error on the predicted state is large� the
measurement gets a larger weight in the calculation of the �ltered state� At smoothing� the
accuracy in R� matches the detector resolution� Here we clearly gain in using the smoothing
algorithm� because the extrapolated value of R� is unprecise to about 	�� �m at z � ��� cm�
due to multiple scattering�

	���� Conclusions of the study of the tracking algorithms

From the study of the tracking algorithms it can be concluded that the Kalman �lter is an
adequate method to select hits and to �t tracks of charged particles in CMS� It �nds �! of
the hits along tracks of high pT muons� In a dense track environment� like b�jets at high LHC
luminosity� the fraction of hits incorrectly associated is only ���!� The �lter thus provides a
precise estimation of the track parameters at the vertex�

In order to obtain a precise estimation of the track parameters in detectors located fur�
ther outwards� the smoothing algorithm is required� For muons of �� GeV c momentum� the
accuracy of the smoothed state in R� is about 	� �m everywhere along the track� Simple
extrapolation of the �ltered parameters at the vertex would be unprecise to about 	�� �m at
the outermost tracker layer� due to multiple scattering� The smoother is also more powerful
than the �lter in selecting hits� The fraction of hits found is !� with a fraction of outliers of
���! in b�jet events at high luminosity�
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Figure 
�	�� Precision of the estimations of the track parameters p� �� � and R�� as a function
of z� for simulated muons of pT � 
 GeV c traversing the tracker at � � ���
�

The improvement of the track �tting reached by smoothing has been clearly demonstrated�
However� as the smoother proceeds from the vertex outwards� it does not improve the estimation
of the track parameters at the vertex when an outlier is detected or when a new hit is included�
This could be done by a second pass of the �lter� starting from the updated detection layer
inwards�

		




��� Performance of the CMS tracker

New physics shows up at LHC in two typical event topologies� �nal states with several isolated
leptons� like in the channel H � ZZ� � �l�� or multijet events� like in heavy �avour physics�
The requirements for tracker performance di�er in the two cases� To reconstruct the �rst
kind of events� a very high track �nding e�ciency for isolated tracks is required� in order to
�nd all leptons� The design requirement is a track �nding e�ciency of 
! in the accepted
range of pseudorapidity� In jet events� one often tries to reconstruct a secondary vertex� which
requires at least two tracks of the jet to be reconstructed� Lepton isolation tests� as well as
the rejection of the background of jets faking isolated leptons� also bene�t from a high track
�nding e�ciency inside jets� However� jet events are supposed to be much more demanding on
pattern recognition� because of the large number of hit combinations to be tested inside the jet
cone� The track �nding e�ciency requirement is thus relaxed to �! for tracks within jets�

As a consequence� the tracker performance is usually studied separately for isolated tracks
and for jets� Single muons and jets have been simulated with CMSIM and reconstructed with
the Local Track Finder� In this section we consider jets produced by the channel tt� W	W�bb�
one of the processes studied in chapter � concerning b�tagging� A sample of �� such events
is analysed� The transverse energy of both b�jets is required to exceed �� GeV� because the
reconstruction e�ciency of jets in the hadron calorimeter is expected to drop below this value�
The simulation of jet events includes a pile�up of �
 minimum bias events on average in solid
state detectors and 
� in MSGC�s� corresponding to the full LHC luminosity�

	���� Analysis of the reconstructed tracks

After event reconstruction� CMSIM provides a list of simulated and reconstructed tracks with
their parameters� In the case of a simulated track� the parameters are given at the vertex where
the particle was produced� In the case of a reconstructed track� they are given at the point
of closest approach to the beam� In order to compare the simulated and the reconstructed
parameters� our analysis program �rst extrapolates the simulated tracks to the point of closest
approach to the beam�

ipz

projection

yy

zz
x

Rip
ipip

track

Figure 
�		� De�nition of the transverse and longitudinal impact parameters Rip and zip with
respect to the proton interaction point ip�

Apart from the track momentum� dip and azimuthal angles� the most useful track param�
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eters for b�tagging studies are the impact parameters with respect to the vertex of the initial
proton�proton collision� In general� the transverse impact parameter with respect to a given
vertex is de�ned as the distance of closest approach to that vertex in the transverse plane� The
point of closest approach in the transverse plane is called the impact point with respect to
that vertex� The transverse impact parameter has a sign� for positively charged particles� it is
negative when the vertex is inside the trajectory circle and positive when it is outside� and the
opposite for negatively charged particles�

Figure 
�		 illustrates these de�nitions in the case where the vertex considered is the pri�
mary vertex� The transverse impact parameter Rip can be estimated as the distance of closest
approach to the beam centre� because the beam transverse dimensions at the interaction point
are very small� 	
 �m R�M�S� The longitudinal impact parameter� zip� is the distance in z
between the impact point and the primary vertex� As the proton�proton interactions are dis�
tributed along the beam axis with a standard deviation of 
�� cm� the longitudinal impact
parameter cannot be estimated without reconstruction of the primary vertex�

Track �nding e�ciency

The analysis program associates each reconstructed track to the particle which produced most
of the hits used in the �t� The ratio of the number of hits used in the �t that have actually
been generated by that particle to the total number of hits included in the track is called the
hit purity� It is equal to 	 minus the fraction of outliers� Reconstructed tracks with a hit purity
lower or equal to ��
 are rejected�

Then� the quality of the reconstruction is checked with the pulls of the track parameters�

Pull�xi� �
xreci � xsimi
��xreci �

� �
����

Here xsimi and xreci are the simulated and �tted values of the ith track parameter� The error
��xreci � is the error on the �tted parameter� i�e� the square root of the corresponding diagonal
element of the parameters covariance matrix� Figure 
�	� shows the distributions of the pulls of
	�p� �� �� Rip and zip� for tracks in b�jets� The average values are compatible with zero� showing
that the reconstructed parameters are unbiased� The standard deviations of the Gaussian curves
�tted to the central part of the distributions are close to 	� indicating that the covariance matrix
of the track parameters is correctly estimated� However the distributions exhibit non�Gaussian
tails� These are due to reconstruction errors� like the presence of outliers in the tracks� or to
physical e�ects not taken into account in the estimation of the track parameter errors� like non�
Gaussian detector residuals or non�Gaussian scattering tails� These e�ects will be examined in
more details further in the text�

A simulated track is considered as found if at least one reconstructed track of purity higher
than ��
 could be associated to it� and if four out of the �ve track parameter pulls are within
the interval ��
��
�� Simulated tracks which traverse less than � detection layers are not
considered in the estimation of the track �nding e�ciency�

Ghosts

If more than one reconstructed track satis�es the criteria de�ned above� the one with the largest
number of hits produced by the associated particle is selected� The other tracks are duplicates�
and must therefore be regarded as ghosts generated by the track �nding algorithm� Tracks
with a hit purity below ��
 are random associations of hits due to di�erent particles� and are
thus also counted as ghosts�
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Figure 
�	�� Distributions of the pulls of the track parameters 	�p� �� �� Rip and zip� for tracks
in b�jets�

Track parameter resolutions

The resolution of a track parameter is estimated as the standard deviation of the Gaussian
curve �tted to the distribution of the di�erence between the reconstructed and the simulated
values� The track parameter resolutions are estimated with isolated muon tracks and compared
to the results quoted in the Technical Proposal�

	���� Isolated tracks

Track �nding e�ciency

Table 
�� gives the track �nding e�ciency for isolated muons of transverse momentum above
	 GeV c� at di�erent pseudorapidities between � and ���� The track �nding e�ciency is higher
than �! at all transverse momenta and all covered pseudorapidities� with a minimum at
pT � 	 GeV c� � � �� This minimum is due to the relatively low detection e�ciency of the
micro�strip gas counters at large angle of incidence in the projection perpendicular to the strips�
The detection e�ciency corresponding to the angle at which 	 GeV c pT particles cross the
�rst �last� MSGC layer is �! ��!�� This low e�ciency is due to the small number of primary
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electrons collected per strip� About �! of the tracks are not reconstructed by the Local Track
Finder� which tolerates maximum � ine�cient layers in total� When � increases� the particle
path inside the gas column above each MSGC strip is longer� which leads to an improvement
of detection and track �nding e�ciency�

pT �GeV c� � � � ��� 	�� 	�� ���
 ���
	 �! �! ! ! ! !
� �! �! ! ! ! !

� 
 ! ! ! ! ! !

Table 
��� Track �nding e�ciency for isolated muons of pT � 	 GeV c� in the pseudorapidity
range � � j�j � ���� The statistical errors are below ��
!�

Track parameter resolutions

Figure 
�	� shows the momentum resolution %p�p of isolated muons as a function of the
transverse momentum� at three pseudorapidity values �� � �� 	�� and ���
�� The closed marks
are the present simulation results� and the open marks show the performance expected with
the layout described in the Technical Proposal�

Best results are achieved at � � �� where the particle trajectory traverses a small amount of
material ���	� radiation lengths� and has the longest possible lever arm inside the tracker in the
transverse plane� The momentum resolution matches the design requirement of %p�p � 	���pT
�pT in GeV c� for transverse momenta above 	�� GeV c� and levels o� around ��	��� below
	� GeV c� At � � 	��� at low momentum� the tracker performance is degraded by multiple
scattering in the large thickness of material traversed ���� radiation lengths�� The momentum
resolution levels o� at ��	��� for transverse momenta below 	� GeV c� At high momenta� the
momentum resolution is worse than at � � � because the transverse path inside the tracker has
decreased from 	�� m to �� m� The results however still compare with the required performance
at large pT � At higher pseudorapidity values� the transverse lever arm drops even further� which
leads to a drop of momentum resolution� The results for low momentum particles agree with the
theoretical multiple scattering limit� The values estimated with the approximative formula ��	

are �%p�p�m�s� � 
�	��� at � � � and 	��� 	��� at � � 	���

The performance of the tracker geometry studied here is comparable to that of the design
described in the Technical Proposal� However� several changes in the tracker geometry have
been proposed and the simulation has been improved in many respects since the Technical
Proposal� which renders the comparison between the two designs di�cult� The tracker total
length has decreased from � m to 
�
 m� reducing the number of forward MSGC wheels from 	�
to 	� on each side� This change results in a reduction of the number of measurement points and
of the transverse lever arm for particles emitted in the forward direction� which can explain
the ��! poorer momentum resolution of the V� layout at � � ���
� The ��! discrepancy
of the curves in the central rapidity region can partly be attributed to the optimistic spatial
resolutions used here as compared to the design values used in the Technical Proposal study�
These resolutions result from the simulation of ideal detector elements perfectly aligned� Part
of the di�erence at low � could also be due to the additional layer of silicon strip detectors in
the barrel part of the V� layout as compared to the Technical Proposal�

Figure 
�	� a� shows the behaviour of the accuracy in the dip angle� as a function of the
muon transverse momentum and pseudorapidity� Best performance is reached in the forward
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Figure 
�	�� Momentum resolution as a function pT � for various � values� The closed symbols
are the present simulation results obtained with the LTF and tracker version V�� The open
marks are the performance expected with the layout described in the Technical Proposal�

part of the tracker� ��� mrad or better at � � 	�� for particles of transverse momentum above
	� GeV c� compared to ��� mrad at � � �� This is mostly due to the longer lever arm in z�
��� m� as compared to the lever arm in R� 	�� m� Indeed� the error in the dip angle scales
with the ratio of the detector resolution in the coarsely measured coordinate �z in the barrel
part� R in the forward part� to the distance between the innermost and outermost detection
layers traversed by the particle� The resolution in the dip angle at low momentum is degraded
by multiple scattering� down to about 	 mrad for particles of pT � 	 GeV c� According to
formula ��	�� the contribution of the error on the dip angle to the momentum resolution is
always below 	���� and can thus be neglected�

Figure 
�	� b� displays the resolution in the azimuthal angle at the impact point with
respect to the beam� At very high momenta� the accuracy in � reaches ��� mrad or better�
The results deteriorate with increasing pseudorapidity� about a factor two worse at the largest
pseudorapidity covered as compared to the barrel region� What matters here is the ratio of
the detector resolution in R� to the track transverse lever arm� and at � � ���
 the particle
escapes from the tracker at a radius of ��� m� The performance rapidly degrades with decreasing
transverse momentum� The error dominating at low pT comes from multiple scattering in the
innermost pixel layer� At 	 GeV c� the contribution of multiple scattering to the angular
resolution� estimated from formula ��� is of the order of 	 mrad� in agreement with our results�

The accuracy in the transverse impact parameter is shown in �gure 
�	
 a�� This parameter
is measured mainly thanks to the pixel detectors� and therefore the asymptotical precision
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Figure 
�	�� a� Resolution in the dip angle as a function of pT and �� b� Same curves for the
azimuthal angle at the impact point�

at high transverse momentum is comparable to the spatial resolution of the pixel counters in
R�� i�e� 	� �m� The degradation of performance with decreasing transverse momentum and
increasing pseudorapidity is linked to the deterioration of the measurement of the azimuthal
angle� the error in � contributes to the error in the transverse impact parameter by a term
of the order of Rpxl%�� where Rpxl � ��� cm is the radius of the innermost pixel layer� This
term amounts to about 	�� �m at pT � 	 GeV c� � � �� The Technical Proposal results are

�! poorer� which can at least partly be attributed to the worse spatial resolution of the pixel
modules considered in the Technical Proposal study�

Similar arguments hold for the longitudinal impact parameter ��gure 
�	
 b�� At low mo�
mentum� at � � �� the resolution is almost as good as for the transverse impact parameter�
because the precisions of the barrel pixel detectors in z and in R� are comparable� However
the performance does not improve much with the momentum� due to the contribution of the
error in the dip angle� which amounts to Rpxl%�� This contribution is larger than �� �m at
all momenta at � � �� In the forward part� the error in the longitudinal impact parameter
rises as the tangent of the dip angle times the detector resolution in R� In the forward pixel
detectors the radial resolution amounts to �� �m� and so the resolution in the longitudinal
impact parameter is around ��� �m at � � 	��� and of the order ��� �m at � � ���
�

	���� Tracks in b�jets

We will now describe the results of the track reconstruction in b�jets emitted in tt� W	W�bb
events� This is the benchmark channel considered in chapter � for the evaluation of the b�
tagging capability of the CMS tracker� In the simulation of the process� the W bosons are
forced to decay into a muon and a neutrino or an electron and a neutrino� so that the only jets
produced in these events originate from the hadronization of the b�quarks�

Figure 
�	� a� shows the distribution of the number of charged particles of transverse mo�
mentum higher than 	 GeV c� produced per event inside the pseudorapidity coverage of the
tracker� We only consider particles which production vertex is located inside the innermost de�
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Figure 
�	
� a� Resolution in the transverse impact parameter as a function of pT and �� b�
Same curves for the longitudinal impact parameter� The closed symbols are the present results
and the open marks are the performances of the Technical Proposal layout�

tection layer� R � � cm� jzj � �� cm� This selection retains all tracks from the decay of beauty
hadrons� which disintegrate after a few millimeters of �ight� The average number of selected
particles is ��� On �gure 
�	� b�� the momentum distribution and type of the charged particles
are shown� Most of the particle sample is constituted of pions of transverse momentum of a
few GeV c� coming from the b�jets� Each event contains two isolated charged leptons from the
W decays� plus on average one additional lepton from the decay of a hadron in a jet�

Track �nding e�ciency

Table 
�� gives the track �nding e�ciency of charged particles in these events� We distinguish
three pseudorapidity regions� the central region� at j�j � 	� the intermediate region� in the
range 	 � j�j � 	��� and the forward region� between 	�� � j�j � ���� The average track
�nding e�ciency is ��! when applying both selection criteria on the hit purity and on the
track parameter pulls� It increases to �! when no selection is made on the pulls� This shows
on one hand that the track �nding algorithm is in most cases able to build a track out of the
right hits� and on the other hand that the values of the track parameters are sometimes wrong�
or that the errors on the parameters are sometimes underestimated�

Possible sources of reconstruction errors are�

� interactions of particles with matter that are not taken into account in the tracking
algorithm� Only multiple Coulomb scattering is accounted for in the GEANE package�

� the presence of outliers in the reconstructed tracks� due to the large amount of hits created
by the jets and by minimum bias particles�

In order to study the �rst e�ect� we have estimated the exclusive track �nding e�ciency for
electrons� muons and pions� In the case of electrons� bremsstrahlung causes large energy losses
and kinks in the trajectory� The track �nding e�ciency averaged in pseudorapidity is as low
as 
�!� It reaches ��! when no cut is applied on the track parameter pulls� The worst results
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Nb of charged particles pT of charged particles (GeV/c)

Figure 
�	�� a� Distribution of the number of charged particles of transverse momentum higher
than 	 GeV c� produced per tt� W	W�bb� l	l�

 jet jet event inside the pseudorapidity
coverage of the tracker� Here l stands for electron or muon� b� Cumulative distribution of the
transverse momentum of the di�erent types of charged particles produced in these events�

j�j � 	 	 � j�j � 	�� 	�� � j�j � ���
all particles �! ��! �	!
e� �
�	 ��! ��� 	 ��! �
� 	 ��!
�� ��	 	�! �� 	 	�! � 	 	�!
�� 	! �! �	!
all but e� 	! �! ��!
all but e�� no mbias ��	 	�! �� 	 	�! �� 	 	�!
all but e�� no mbias ��	 	�! �� 	 	�! �� 	 	�!
nor strong interactions

Table 
��� Track �nding e�ciency for charged particles in tt�W	W�bb events�

are observed in the intermediate and forward rapidity regions� where the material budget is the
largest�

As muons are only a�ected by multiple Coulomb scattering� the average track �nding e��
ciency for muons is high� �!� This value is only �! lower than the performance reached for
isolated muons in the absence of minimum bias events �see section 
������ Indeed� most of the
muons originate from the W decays and are thus separated from the jets� The track �nding is
only hindered by the presence of minimum bias tracks�

Pions� instead� can experience strong interactions in the detector material� The thickness
of the CMS tracker averaged in � is equivalent to about ��� nuclear interaction lengths� and
thus a hadron has a ��! probability to interact strongly with the nuclei of the material� The
track �nding e�ciency for pions is �! lower than for muons� The results deteriorate with
increasing pseudorapidity� This can partly be explained by the larger amount of material in
the intermediate and forward regions� Another possible explanation could be that the distance
between two successive detection layers is larger in the forward part of the tracker than in the
barrel part� If a pion is scattered at large angle by a strong interaction� the crossing point at
the next layer will be at a further distance from the prediction in the forward part than in the
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barrel part�
A �rst conclusion is thus that our algorithm based on GEANE is optimal only for muons� It

performs satisfactorily for hadrons� as the probability of a strong interaction in the tracker ma�
terial is low� about ��!� It is not suited for electrons� as it does not account for bremsstrahlung�
A method dedicated to the reconstruction of electron tracks seems mandatory� This technique
would �rst identify the electron� for example by associating a cluster in the electromagnetic
calorimeter to a track segment in the outer tracker layers� Then� the track would be recon�
structed from the outer layers inwards� checking for kinks correlated with photons detected in
the electromagnetic calorimeter�

We have then estimated the e�ect of minimum bias events on the tracking algorithm� The
table gives the track �nding e�ciency for all particles except electrons� with and without mini�
mum bias events superimposed on top of the tt events� The performance of the reconstruction
is �! on average without event pile up� as compared to �! in the situation corresponding to
the full LHC luminosity� The bias introduced by the presence of outliers is thus small� as could
be foreseen from the high purity of the reconstructed tracks �see section 
������

Eventually� to con�rm our understanding of the reconstruction results� we have simulated 
�
tt events without minimum bias events and with the simulation of strong interactions switched
o� in GEANT� Charged hadrons then behave like muons� A track �nding e�ciency very close to
the performance obtained for isolated muons is reached� i�e� �! for all particles but electrons�
The remaining e�ciency loss of �! could be an e�ect of the high the track density in the
jets� However this e�ect is small� probably because these jets are not very collimated� The
average distance in � between tracks of transverse momentum above 	 GeV c is ��	 rad� The
corresponding distance in R� between two hits is of the order of 	 cm in the pixel detectors�
of the order of 
 cm in the silicon strip counters� and about 	� cm in the MSGC�s� The
spatial resolutions of the detectors and the precision of the estimation of the track crossing
points during Kalman �ltering are much better than the hit separation� which permits easy hit
selection�

The average track �nding e�ciency of �! can be regarded as satisfactory as compared to
the required value of �!� However one should consider that some physical and systematic
e�ects are missing in the simulation� full simulation of the response of the readout electronics�
dead channels� detector misalignments� possible additional backgrounds due to low energy
particles or material activation� etc� Moreover� the Local Track Finder is partly guided by
the simulated tracks for the building of the templates� The Kalman �lter is initialized with a
rather precise estimate of the track parameters� and therefore the number of hit combinations
to be tested is reduced and the hit selection is facilitated� The same performance is probably
achievable with a more realistic track �nder� but much more hit combinations will have to be
tested�

Ghosts

About ��	 ghost track is generated per event� The average momentum of the ghosts is � GeV c�
The average number of hits along a fake track is �� as compared to 	� � 	� for real tracks�
Rejecting reconstructed tracks with � hits or less would reduce the number of ghosts by a
factor two while reducing the track �nding e�ciency by 	!� Such a cut is not adequate if the
reconstruction of vertices displaced by several tens of centimetres with respect to the interaction
point is required� like for example in the reconstruction of short lived kaons�
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Transverse impact parameter resolution in b	jets

The method of b�jet identi�cation described in the next chapter relies on the detection of
particles� produced in the beauty hadron decay chain� which transverse impact parameter is
signi�cantly greater than zero in absolute value� The signi�cance of the transverse impact
parameter� sip� is de�ned as the ratio of the transverse impact parameter to its error %Rip�
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Figure 
�	�� a� Transverse impact parameter resolution as a function of pT and � for tracks
in tt events with high luminosity pile up� compared to the performance for isolated muons�
b� Distribution of the transverse impact parameter pull for tracks reconstructed in tt events
with high luminosity pile up� The full line is a Gaussian curve �tted to the central part of the
distribution�

The impact parameter resolution for tracks in b�jets thus determines the b�tagging capability
of the CMS tracker� We have seen that the track �tting algorithm can be expected to yield
optimal results only for muon tracks� As most of the particles in b�jets are hadrons� a check of the
impact parameter resolution for such particles is necessary� Figure 
�	� a� shows the transverse
impact parameter resolution of the CMS tracker for tracks in b�jets at high LHC luminosity�
compared to the performance for isolated muons� Results very close to the resolution for single
muons are obtained� The discrepancy between the impact parameter resolution averaged over
the rapidity range � � j�j � 	 and the resolution for single muons at � � � is a consequence of
the degradation of the impact parameter resolution with increasing ��

The sample of tracks with a signi�cant transverse impact parameter is contaminated by
tracks for which the impact parameter error is underestimated� Incorrect estimation of the
impact parameter error occurs when the track has a kink� when it contains an outlier� or when
the detector spatial resolutions are incorrectly estimated� The fraction of tracks with an un�
derestimated impact parameter error thus determines the contribution of reconstruction errors
to the b�jet mistagging rate �see chapter ��� It can be evaluated by studying the distribution of
the transverse impact parameter pull� This variable is distributed as a standard Gaussian when
the error on the transverse impact parameter is correctly estimated� Figure 
�	� b� shows that�
in b�jet events� �! of the tracks have a Rip pull larger than � in absolute value� as compared
to the ���! expected for a standard Gaussian distribution� In chapter � we shall see that this
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number is small enough so that the contribution of reconstruction errors to the b�jet mistagging
rate is small as compared to the contribution due to the kinematics of the background jets�

��� Conclusions

We have investigated the performance of the CMS tracker in reconstructing the tracks of isolated
particles and of particles in jets� This work was performed with a detailed simulation of the
detector response� up to the level of the signals induced by the particles on the electronics
channels� including the generation of electronics noise�

In such a study it is di�cult to disentangle the intrinsic detector performance from the
performance of the reconstruction algorithm� We therefore had a close look at one of the possible
track �nding and �tting algorithms� based on the Kalman �lter� We have �rst evaluated the
spatial resolutions resulting from the simulation of the tracker elements� and we have introduced
the values obtained in the �t formulas� We have then compared the behaviour of the Kalman
�lter algorithm and of an improved algorithm including smoothing� that we have implemented
in the reconstruction program�

The Kalman �lter was shown to be able to retain �! of the hits along the tracks of
particles of transverse momentum above 	 GeV c� At full LHC luminosity the fraction of
outliers was estimated to less than 	!� However� as the algorithm proceeds from the outer
tracker layers towards the interaction region� the estimation of the track parameters is optimal
only at the vertex of production of the particles� The smoothing algorithm proceeds from the
vertex outwards and corrects the estimation of the �lter� detection layer per detection layer� It
yields an optimal estimation of the track parameters at any layer� as well as in the detectors
located outside the tracker� It is more powerful in selecting the hits belonging to a given track
than the �lter algorithm� we have found that ! of the hits could be kept� with only ���! of
outliers at high luminosity� The smoother will also be helpful in aligning the di�erent tracker
elements� and in associating tracks with showers in the calorimeters�

The track �nding e�ciency was then evaluated for isolated muons and for tracks inside
b�jets from tt events� The simulation of tt events included a pile up of minimum bias events
corresponding to the full LHC luminosity� The track �nding e�ciency is above �! for isolated
muons of transverse momentum above 	 GeV c� in the range of pseudorapidity j�j � ���� In
b�jets� for all particles except electrons� the average track �nding e�ciency amounts to �!�
Most of the particles in b�jets are indeed hadrons� some of which experience strong interactions
in the tracker material� In the case of electrons� the track �nding e�ciency drops to 
�!
because of bremsstrahlung in the detector material� Ghost tracks are generated at the level of
��	 ghost per b�jet event� These results are close to the requirements expressed in the Technical
Proposal of CMS� except for electrons�

The track parameter resolutions achieved with the tracker version V� have been investigated�
The results are comparable to the �gures given in the Technical Proposal� The momentum
resolution is compatible with the requirement %p�p � 	���pT �pT in GeV c� at high transverse
momentum in the pseudorapidity range j�j � 	��� At larger �� the momentum resolution
degrades because of the reduction of the lever arm in the transverse plane� The resolution in
the transverse impact parameter tends to 	� �m at � � � for high momentum particles� This
result is compatible with the value expected with a pixel detector of 	� �m resolution in R��
but it is twice better than the result quoted in the Technical Proposal� This is due partly to
the fact that detector misalignments have not been taken into account in the present study�
and partly to the worse detector resolutions considered in the Technical Proposal study�

Multiple scattering limits the tracker performance for low momentum particles� The mo�
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mentum resolution levels o� to about 	! at low pT � The transverse impact parameter resolution
exceeds 	�� �m at pT � 	 GeV c� The pT value below which the track parameter errors are
dominated by the contribution of multiple scattering is about 	� � �� GeV c� This value is high
compared to the minimum transverse momentum that we intend to measure in CMS �around
	 GeV c�� The CMS tracker is thus probably not optimal for the study of low energy processes�
like for example in B�physics� The large amount of material present in the tracker also renders
the reconstruction of electron tracks very di�cult� and is responsible of the loss of about �! of
the hadron tracks� These losses can partly be recovered by accounting for bremsstrahlung and
strong interactions during track reconstruction� but this is certainly not straightforward� These
are strong indications that the CMS tracker is already too thick in the present design� The
amount of material in the tracker should de�nitely be kept to a minimum� below the present
level if possible�

Eventually� it should be kept in mind that� although we have used the most complete
simulation and reconstruction programs presently available� this study is not yet completely
realistic� First of all the performance of the tracker should be studied with a global track �nding
algorithm capable of treating a full LHC event� The problem of pattern recognition was partly
avoided here by using the Local Track Finder� Secondly� the values of detector resolutions used
in our study are too optimistic� because misalignments between counters were not taken into
account� Important e�ects like a loss of detection e�ciency or an increase of the event pile up
could also appear when introducing a detailed description of the front�end electronics in the
simulation of the detector response� These aspects certainly deserve systematic studies in order
to make sure that the tracker behaviour in realistic conditions of operation is understood and
under control�
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Chapter �

Tagging of b�jets with the CMS tracker

	�� Introduction

This chapter investigates the potential of the CMS tracker in identifying b�jets at high LHC
luminosity� Preliminary studies performed with a parametrized simulation of the tracker per�
formance have shown that an average b�tagging e�ciency around 
�! could be expected for
b�jets of several tens of GeV� with a mistagging probability around 	�! for c�jets and below
�! for jets from lighter partons �	�
�� The results of this study have been used since to evalu�
ate the potential of CMS in detecting supersymmetric particles �	��� 	���� A good sensitivity
can be expected if the tracker b�tagging performance is as good as foreseen from parametrized
simulations�

However the visibility of some SUSY signals seems to be quite dependent of the actual value
of the b�tagging e�ciency �	���� It is therefore important to evaluate the b�tagging capability
of the CMS tracker in realistic detector operating conditions� This is one of the aims of our
work� The study is performed with a detailed simulation of the detectors and a realistic
track reconstruction program� We shall try to identify the physical and instrumental aspects
determining the CMS tracker b�tagging capability� and check if the expected performance is
achieved�

Our method of b�jet identi�cation relies on the selection of particles likely to be produced in
the beauty hadron decay chain� Because of the noticeable lifetime of beauty hadrons� typically
	 to 	�� ps� it is natural to select particles with a certain impact parameter with respect to
the proton collision point� Figure ��	 illustrates a possible decay process of a B	 meson� The
tracks of the long�lived charged particles produced in the B	 decay chain �the K�� �	 and
charged lepton in the �gure� can be reconstructed� and their transverse impact parameter with
respect to the primary vertex� of the order of a few hundreds of micrometers� can be measured�
The b�jet selection technique based on the impact parameter measurement is simple and is
expected to yield high tagging e�ciencies� It does not provide the optimum b�tagging results�
as it does not use all the detector information available� However it permits a test of the
intrinsic b�tagging capability of the CMS tracker� which is in any case related to the accuracy
of the impact parameter measurement�

The method of evaluation of the CMS tracker b�tagging performance is explained in sec�
tion ���� This section also describes some discriminating variables that allow to select b�jets�
In section ��� we describe how the cuts to be applied on the discriminating variables are cho�
sen� and mention the tagging e�ciency and background rejection achieved� In section ��� the
di�erent e�ects that in�uence the b�tagging performance are discussed� Eventually� the re�
sults obtained in this study are compared to results from other groups� and possible ways of
improving the CMS b�tagging capability are considered�
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Figure ��	� A possible decay chain of a B	 meson� The �ight path of charged particles is
drawn in solid lines� that of neutral particles in dashed lines� The tracks of charged particles
are extrapolated to the beam crossing point �dotted lines� and the dash�dotted lines show their
transverse impact parameter�

	�� Method

The b�tagging e�ciency is estimated for b�jets produced in a particular process� tt� W	W�bb�
This process was chosen because its kinematics is characteristic of events involving b�quarks
which are of interest at the LHC� It indeed features a heavy particle decaying into a b�quark of
large transverse momentum�

The contamination of jets from light partons is estimated with events of comparable sig�
nature� i�e� the production of a W boson in association with a light parton �a quark u� d� s
or c or a gluon� of large transverse momentum� Light parton jets can incorrectly be tagged
as b�jets for several reasons� Some are physical� �rstly� an additional bb pair can be emitted
in the initial p�p collision� This occurs in about �! of W � q� g events� Secondly� long�lived
particles containing no b�quark can be created during the hadronization of the initial parton�
Strange particles like K�

S mesons and #� baryons are copiously produced�� but as their lifetime
is much larger than that of beauty hadrons� of the order of 	�� ps� part of them can be rejected
by applying an upper cut on the transverse impact parameter� Mistaggings are more likely
to occur with c�jets� as charmed and beauty hadrons have comparable lifetimes� with typical
values of ��� � 	 ps and 	 � 	�� ps respectively�

Other sources of background are due to detector e�ects� such as interactions of particles with
the tracker material and errors in track reconstruction� Photons can convert into an e	e� pair
and leave two tracks of potentially large impact parameter� Kinked tracks or tracks containing
outliers can exhibit an arti�cial impact parameter� as explained in chapter 
�

Our estimation of the CMS tracker b�tagging capability proceeds as follows� First we simu�
late the kinematics of the signal and background channels described above� We then simulate
the response of the CMS hadron calorimeter and tracker� and reconstruct energy clusters and
tracks� The b�tagging algorithm then selects tracks likely to be produced in the decay chain of
a beauty hadron and groups them in b�jet candidates� These are �nally matched to calorimeter
clusters� The b�tagging e�ciency of the tracker� E� is then de�ned as the fraction of b�jets

�The pair production rates during hadronization are signi�cant only for quarks lighter than the c�quark�
Their relative values are u 	 d 	 s 	 c � � 	 � 	 �

�
	 ������
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reconstructed in the calorimeter that could be associated to a b�jet candidate� The mistagging
rate� M � is de�ned as the fraction of light parton jets that were associated to a b�jet candidate�

����� Simulation of the event kinematics

The event kinematics was simulated with the PYTHIA event generator �	���� Samples of 	���
tt events� 	�� W � c events and 	�
� W � u� d� s� g events were generated� To separate the
contribution of the di�erent backgrounds and study the intrinsic performance of the tracker� we
require no b�quark in the W � c sample and no b� nor c�quark in the W �u� d� s� g sample� This
selection rejects about �! of W � c events and ��! of W � u� d� s� g events� We also force the
W �s to decay into a �nal state of minimum track multiplicity �e
e or �

� to save computation
time�

����� Hadron calorimeter simulation

The CMS hadron calorimeter simulation interfaced with CMSIM is still in development� We
have therefore preferred to rely on the LUCELL routine provided with PYTHIA� This routine
permits a rough simulation of the calorimetry� and provides a simple jet reconstruction routine
in line with what is currently used in the study of high�pT collider events�

LUCELL takes as input the calorimeter coverage� segmentation and energy thresholds� It
adds up the energy deposited in each calorimeter cell by any particle but neutrinos� The cells
containing a transverse energy ET � E sin � exceeding a certain �seed� threshold are used as
jet initiators� All cells in a cone of a given aperture %Rcell �

p
%�� �%�� around the seed cell

are included in the jet provided that the transverse energy contained exceeds a low threshold�
Jets of total transverse energy above a third �jet� threshold are retained� The input values
derived from the CMS HCAL design are the following� a coverage up to j�j � �� a segmentation
of ����� in � and �� a seed threshold of 
 GeV� a cone aperture of 
 cells around the seed cell
�%Rcell � 
� ������� a low threshold of 	 GeV and a jet threshold of �� GeV�

An event is retained only if the initial parton �or both b�quarks in the case of tt events�
gives rise to a detectable energy cluster in the calorimeter� The direction of the initial parton
is requested to fall into the reconstruction cone of one of the jets� Figure ��� a� shows the
distributions of the parton jet transverse energy in the di�erent samples� As the top quark
is very heavy� the b�quarks are emitted with a large transverse momentum� hence the larger
average transverse energy of b�jets as compared to jets from W � light parton events ��� GeV
as compared to 
� GeV��

����� Tracker simulation

The tracker response is simulated with CMSIM� including the digitization and clusterization of
the particle signals in the detector elements� A pile up of minimum bias events corresponding to
the full LHC luminosity is superimposed on top of the simulated events� Track reconstruction
is performed with the CMSIM Local Track Finder �cf� chapter 
 for more details��

����� Reconstruction of b�jet candidates in the tracker

After event simulation and reconstruction� tracks satisfying a set of kinematical criteria are
selected� The discriminating variables considered are the transverse impact parameter� the
signi�cance of the transverse impact parameter sip � Rip�%Rip and the transverse momentum�
The distributions of the transverse impact parameter of the charged particles simulated are
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Figure ���� a� Distributions of the parton jet transverse energy in tt� W � c and W � u� d� s� g
events� b� Distributions of the transverse impact parameter of the charged particles simulated�

shown in �gure ��� b� for the three event samples studied� The histograms are normalized
to the same number of entries� The fraction of particles with a non�zero impact parameter is
the largest in the tt sample� The W � c sample also shows an excess of particles produced at
displaced vertices� as compared to the W � u� d� s� g sample� This excess is smaller than in the
case of b�jets because on one hand the lifetime of charmed hadrons is smaller than that of beauty
hadrons� and on the other hand the most probable decay processes of beauty hadrons lead to
a charmed particle plus a few other charged or neutral particles� The three samples contain
however the same fraction of tracks with a large transverse impact parameter �jRipj � � mm��
These originate mainly from the decay of light long�lived particles �K�

S� #
������ and from photon

conversions in the tracker material�
Because of the �nite detector resolution� a non�zero transverse impact parameter is not

necessarily detected� To determine if a reconstructed track is compatible with the primary
vertex or not� we use the signi�cance of the transverse impact parameter� The distributions of
this variable for the di�erent event samples are shown in �gure ��� a�� The fraction of tracks
in the tails of the distribution is the largest in the tt event sample�

As their transverse energy is larger than that of light parton jets� the jets from the tt
sample are likely to contain particles of higher transverse momentum� Figure ��� b� shows the
pT distributions for tracks satisfying the criterion jsipj � �� The average pT is slightly higher
in tt events� ��
 GeV c compared to � GeV c in W � u� d� s� g events� However a large overlap
exists� for all variables considered� between the distributions observed in signal and background
events� The tagging algorithm will thus be a trade�o� between b�tagging e�ciency and rate of
mistags� The values of the cuts to be applied on the discriminating variables will be determined
in section ����

The tracks passing the selection criteria are then grouped together into b�jet candidates�
The �rst jet is built around the track of largest transverse momentum among the selected ones�
All selected tracks in a cone of aperture %Rtrack around the track of largest pT are included in
the jet� The jet is retained as a valid b�jet candidate if the number of tracks grouped together
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Figure ���� a� Distributions of the signi�cance of the reconstructed transverse impact parameter
for charged particles in tt� W � c and W � u� d� s� g events� b� Distributions of the transverse
momentum for tracks satisfying the criterion jsipj � ��

exceeds a minimum value� The next jets are reconstructed in the same way using the selected
tracks not yet included in a valid b�jet candidate� Figure ��� a� shows the distributions of
the angle %R between the track of largest pT and the auxiliairy tracks� As the distributions
are almost identical in the three event samples� no large background rejection can be achieved
by applying a cut on %R� A large cone aperture is chosen in order to maximize the tagging
e�ciency �%Rtrack � �����

The distributions of the b�jet candidate track multiplicity are shown in �gure ��� b�� The
average multiplicity is the largest in tt events� However it is di�cult to take advantage of
this variable� as it is discrete and as there is an important overlap between the distributions�
Requiring � tracks in b�jet candidates instead of � results in a large loss of b�tagging e�ciency�
about ��!�

����	 Matching of b�jet candidates with calorimeter clusters

For each b�jet candidate� the direction of the jet is estimated by adding the momenta of the
selected particles� A jet reconstructed in the calorimeter is �nally tagged as b�jet if the direction
of one of the b�jet candidates is in a cone of aperture %Rtrack � ��
 around its axis�

	�� Optimization of the b�tagging algorithm

Several combinations of selection criteria are tried� so as to reach a b�tagging e�ciency around

�! while minimizing the mistagging rate from u� d� s� g�jets� The contamination from c�jets is
studied separately� as it is likely to be dominated by event kinematics and not by the tracker
performance� We �rst apply a lower cut on the signi�cance of the transverse impact parameter�
This criterion is then combined to either an upper cut on the transverse impact parameter�
a lower cut on the particle pT or a lower cut on the b�jet candidate track multiplicity� The
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Figure ���� a� Distributions of the angle %R between the selected track of largest pT and the
auxiliairy tracks in b�jet candidates� b� Distributions of the b�jet candidate track multiplicity�

cut values are varied up to the point where the signal to background ratio E�M is maximum�
provided that the tagging e�ciency is still above 
�!�

Figure ��
 a� shows the dependence of the tagging e�ciency� mistagging rate and signal to
background ratio as a function of the cut applied on the transverse impact parameter signi��
cance� The mistagging rate �rst drops rapidly with increasing cut values� then the decrease is
slower for cuts higher than �� The tagging e�ciency decreases steadily when the signi�cance re�
quired increases� The signal to background ratio �rst rises rapidly� then levels o� and shows no
signi�cant improvement at cut values above �� The optimal selection criterion is thus jsipj � ��
corresponding to a b�tagging e�ciency of ��
 	 ����! with a mistagging rate of ��� 	 	�! for
W � u� d� s� g events�

Figure ��
 b� shows the performance of the b�tagging algorithm when applying an additional
cut on the transverse impact parameter� As explained earlier this criterion is e�ective against
the background from strange hadrons and photon conversions� While the b�tagging e�ciency is
slowly decreasing with decreasing Rip cut� a steep increase of the E�M ratio is observed� down
to a cut at jRipj � ��� mm� More severe cuts do not lead to a signi�cant improvement of the
E�M ratio but cause a drop of the tagging e�ciency�

Table ��	 summarizes the results obtained by cutting on the transverse momentum of the
particles or on the multiplicity of the b�jet candidates� in addition to the cut on the impact
parameter signi�cance� These criteria are less selective than a cut on the transverse impact
parameter� The values of E�M ratio obtained are� at the same tagging e�ciency� lower than
the values achieved with a cut on the transverse impact parameter� We therefore propose the
following algorithm�

� jsipj of reconstructed tracks � ��

� jRipj of reconstructed tracks � ��� mm�

� pT of reconstructed tracks � 	 GeV c�
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Figure ��
� a� Curves of the b�tagging e�ciency E� mistagging rate for u� d� s� g�jetsM and their
ratio E�M � as a function of the cut on the signi�cance of the transverse impact parameter� b�
Curves of E� M and E�M obtained when cutting on the transverse impact parameter� after
selection of tracks with a jsipj � ��

� multiplicity of b�jet candidates � ��

with the following results� a b�tagging e�ciency of �
	 	 ����! for b�jets from tt events� a
mistagging rate of �	��	����! for jets from light partons in W �u� d� s� g events� and a fraction
of c�jets incorrectly identi�ed as b�jets of �	� 	 ����! in W � c events�

	�� Discussion

We shall now try to separate the contributions of the di�erent e�ects in�uencing the b�tagging
performance of the CMS tracker� To evaluate the contribution of the event kinematics we
have estimated the tagging e�ciency and mistagging rate that would be obtained with an ideal
detector� These numbers are estimated by applying the tagging algorithm to the simulated
tracks contained in the tracker acceptance� In the absence of knowledge of the primary vertex
position� we assume that the transverse impact parameter is known with an accuracy of 	
 �m�
i�e� the natural dispersion of the transverse impact parameter with respect to ��� �� due to the
beam transverse dimensions� With this uncertainty we compute a transverse impact parameter
signi�cance for the simulated tracks�

Figure ��� shows the dependence of the tagging e�ciency with the b�jet transverse energy
and pseudorapidity� The open marks indicate the ideal tracker performance� determined by
event kinematics and tracker acceptance� The closed marks show the results obtained after
track reconstruction� A tagging e�ciency of ��� 	 ����!� averaged in � and ET � is obtained
as maximum performance as compared to the �
		 ����! obtained after track reconstruction�
An increase of the tagging e�ciency is noticed with increasing jet transverse energy� as well as
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Table ��	� b�tagging e�ciency E� mistagging rate for u� d� s� g�jets M and ratio E�M � achieved
by applying cuts on the transverse momentum of the particles and on the multiplicity of the
b�jet candidates� after a �� cut on the transverse impact parameter�

a decrease of tagging e�ciency with increasing jet pseudorapidity�

����� Dependence of the tagging e�ciency on � and ET

The drop of tagging e�ciency at j�j � ��
 is an e�ect of the tracker coverage� which extends up
to j�j � ���� The slow decrease of performance with increasing j�j� observed in reconstructed
events� is mainly due to the deterioration of the transverse impact parameter resolution� As
discussed in the previous chapter the degradation of %Rip with increasing � is related to the
increase of the amount of material traversed� At low momentum� %Rip � Rpxl%�� where the
error in the azimuthal angle is dominated by the contribution of multiple scattering in the
innermost pixel counters�

The increase of tagging e�ciency with increasing jet transverse energy is due to the combined
e�ects of a rise of the average particle transverse momentum� a decrease of the transverse impact
parameter dispersion� an improvement of the transverse impact parameter signi�cance and an
increase of the b�jet multiplicity� as illustrated in �gure ���� The increase of the particle pT
results in an improvement of the impact parameter resolution� This improvement is such that�
even if high energy jets are more collimated� the signi�cance of the transverse impact parameter
improves with ET �

����� In�uence of event kinematics and reconstruction errors

The tagging e�ciency results can be decomposed as follows� among the ��! of b�jets that can
be identi�ed on the basis of their kinematics� �! can still be identi�ed after reconstruction and
��! cannot be identi�ed anymore� Among the ��! of b�jets with an unfavourable kinematics�
�! could be identi�ed after reconstruction� and �	! were rejected�

The e�ciency loss due to event reconstruction is thus ��!� The main reason is the �nite
impact parameter resolution of the tracker� As shown in �gure ��� the average transverse
momentum of the selected particles is between 
 and 	� GeV c� depending on the jet transverse
energy� The average Rip resolution in this pT range is around �� �m �see �gure 
�	��� This
resolution should be compared to typical values of the transverse impact parameter for particles
produced in the beauty hadron decay chain� given by the R�M�S� of the transverse impact
parameter of the selected particles� about ��� �m� Requiring jsipj � jRip�%Ripj � � thus
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Figure ���� Tagging e�ciency as a function of the b�jet transverse energy �upper plot� and
pseudorapidity �lower plot�� The closed marks show the results obtained after event simulation
and reconstruction and the open marks show the kinematical and acceptance limit�

rejects a non�negligible fraction of the particles from beauty hadron decays� This fraction is
estimated to �
!� A second cause of tagging ine�ciency is the limited track �nding e�ciency
for particles in b�jets� This results in an additional loss of 		! of the useful tracks�

The b�tagging capability of the CMS tracker could thus be improved by improving the
impact parameter resolution and increasing the track �nding e�ciency� In the case of a well
designed pixel detector containing a minimum amount of material� the only way to improve
%Rip is to reduce the radius of the inner pixel layer� This is not possible at high luminosity�
because below Rpxl � ��� cm the counters would be exposed to an excessive radiation dose�
At low luminosity a pixel layer located at � cm from the beam pipe is foreseen� Possible ways
of improving the track �nding e�ciency have already been mentioned in the previous chapter�
like the use of algorithms accounting for strong interactions and bremsstrahlung� Writing such
algorithms will however not be easy� The alternative would be to design the tracker with
signi�cantly less material�

In order to study the in�uence of event kinematics and track reconstruction on the mistag�
ging rate from u� d� s� g�jets� we have estimated the fraction of such jets that would be b�tagged
by an ideal detector� and the fraction that would be rejected by an ideal detector but are
actually b�tagged because of reconstruction errors� These numbers are noted Ms and Mr re�
spectively� The real mistagging rate is lower than Ms �Mr� as only a small fraction fraction of
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Figure ���� Average pT � R�M�S� of the transverse impact parameter� R�M�S� of the transverse
impact parameter signi�cance and average multiplicity of tracks in b�jet candidates� as a func�
tion of the b�jet transverse energy�

Ms is b�tagged after reconstruction�
Figure ��� shows the behaviour of Ms and Mr as a function of the cut applied on the

transverse impact parameter� after application of a cut at jsipj � �� The curves show that the
wrong tags due to the event kinematics dominate up to mistagging rates of about �!� then the
two sources of tagging errors become comparable� Reconstruction errors have a small e�ect�
probably because particular care was taken in order to obtain a statistically correct track �t� By
statistically correct we mean that the detector resolutions were carefully estimated and multiple
scattering in the tracker material was properly taken into account� This results in a correct
estimation of the track parameter errors and a small amount of tracks in the non�Gaussian tails
of the transverse impact parameter pull distribution� It can be concluded that� with a tagging
algorithm based on the impact parameter measurement and with a good track �t� the event
physics is the most important source of mistags�

As mentioned earlier� a large fraction of tagging errors comes from K�
S and #� decays

and photon conversions� These particles could be identi�ed by reconstructing their decay or
conversion vertex� which could improve the background rejection� In addition� the b�tagging
e�ciency could be increased by using also the longitudinal impact parameter� but this would
require the reconstruction of the position of the primary proton�proton interaction along the
beam� These possibilities were not considered� by lack of a vertex reconstruction program�

����� In�uence of impact parameter and pixel resolutions

The dependence of the tagging results on the impact parameter resolution can be estimated from
�gure ��
� It is indeed almost equivalent to require a twice larger impact parameter signi�cance
as to estimate the tagging performance with a twice worse impact parameter resolution� With
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Figure ���� Fractions of u� d� s� g�jets that are b�tagged on the basis of their kinematics �Ms�
and that would be rejected on the basis of the kinematics but are actually tagged because of
reconstruction errors �Mr�� as a function of the cut on the transverse impact parameter� after
application of a cut at jsipj � ��

an impact parameter resolution two times larger than nominal and a cut at � on the signi�cance
we can expect a tagging e�ciency of ��! of the nominal value without a signi�cant change
of background rejection� After application of a cut on the transverse impact parameter� the
b�tagging e�ciency drops to about ��! if the mistagging rate from u� d� s� g�jets has to be kept
below �!� This is about the minimum performance required for some SUSY studies �	����

The �� �m average transverse impact parameter resolution expected for particles in b�jets is
dominated by the contribution of multiple scattering� The pixel R��resolution should therefore
have a relatively small in�uence on the b�tagging performance� at least in the high luminosity
con�guration of the vertex detector� Degrading the pixel resolution from 	� to �� �m would
result in an increase of the impact parameter resolution by � �m� according to reference �	���
This would lead to a loss of tagging e�ciency of a few percent�

	�� Conclusions and comparison with previous results

We have estimated the b�tagging capability of the CMS tracker at high LHC luminosity with the
help of a detailed simulation of the detector response and with a realistic track reconstruction
algorithm as described in chapter 
� The b�tagging e�ciency was evaluated for b�jets produced
in top decays� The mistagging probability was estimated for jets from u� d� s�quarks and gluons
as well as for c�jets�

The b�tagging algorithm studied consists in cuts applied on a set of four discriminating
variables� the transverse impact parameter signi�cance� the transverse impact parameter� the
particle transverse momentum and the multiplicity of the jet� A b�tagging e�ciency of �
	 	
����! was achieved� with a mistagging probability of �	�� 	 ����! for u� d� s� g�jets and of
�	� 	 ����! for c�jets� The tagging algorithm chosen is the following�

� jsipj of reconstructed tracks � ��

� jRipj of reconstructed tracks � ��� mm�

� pT of reconstructed tracks � 	 GeV c�

� multiplicity of b�jet candidates � ��
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This performance is in close agreement with the results obtained with a preliminary analysis
based on a parametrized impact parameter resolution� Our study thus fully con�rms these
results�

We have then estimated the contributions of the di�erent sources of ine�ciency and mistag�
ging� The tagging e�ciency that would be reached on the basis of the event kinematics alone
is close to ��!� The ine�ciency due to track reconstruction is thus about ��!� mainly due
to the �nite transverse impact parameter resolution� around �� �m� and to the limited track
�nding e�ciency� �!� for tracks inside the b�jets simulated� The transverse impact parameter
resolution is dominated by the uncertainty in the track azimuthal angle� due to multiple scat�
tering in the vertex detector� The only way of improving it is to reduce the radius of the inner
pixel layer� as foreseen in the low luminosity layout of the CMS vertex detector� Possible ways
of improving the track �nding e�ciency have already been proposed in chapter 
� However a
large increase of track �nding e�ciency is unlikely�

Besides� we have evaluated the decrease of tagging e�ciency that can be expected if the
impact parameter resolution becomes two times worse than nominal� It is estimated to 	 

of the nominal value� The possibility of improving the tagging e�ciency by using also the
longitudinal impact parameter remains to be studied� This idea was not tried by lack of a
primary vertex reconstruction program�

The tagging errors due to the physics of the background events dominate those due to
reconstruction errors� This is because the track �tting algorithm provides a good estimation
of the transverse impact parameter error� as shown by the small fraction of tracks in the non�
Gaussian tails of the transverse impact parameter pull distribution� The majority of the tagging
errors is attributed to strange particle decays and photon conversions� producing secondary
particles with a large impact parameter with respect to the primary vertex� These sources
of background can probably be reduced with the help of a secondary vertex reconstruction
algorithm and a cut on the parent particle �ight path�

Studies of b�jet identi�cation have been performed by many groups� In ATLAS� the per�
formance of a simple algorithm based on the impact parameter measurement was compared to
that of a probabilistic method originally introduced by the ALEPH collaboration �		��� In this
method the probability of containing a long�lived particle is computed for each reconstructed
jet� This probability is higher in the case of b�jets� which permits their selection� The bench�
mark process studied is the decay of a 	�� GeV c� Higgs into a qq or a gg pair� The results�
obtained with a detailed simulation of the ATLAS tracker� are similar for the two methods�

�! b�tagging e�ciency� 		! mistagging rate for c�jets and ���! for u� d� s� g jets �			��

A note from the DELPHI collaboration �		�� describes a statistical method of accumulating
the discriminating power of several variables into a single tagging variable� This method is
optimal in the sense that� if the discriminating variables are independent� a cut on the tagging
variable provides the best background rejection for a given e�ciency value� and using more
variables can only improve the results� The author of this note also lists a few kinematical
variables not related to the b�hadron lifetime that can help improving the background rejection�
These methods� as well as selection techniques based on neural networks� are likely to permit
an improvement of the CMS b�tagging performance� However we could show that a simple
algorithm relying on the precision of the tracker impact parameter measurement already allows
e�cient b�jet selection and strong background suppression�
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Chapter 	

Conclusions

In this thesis we have contributed to the study of the central tracker of the Compact Muon
Solenoid �CMS�� CMS is one of the two general purpose particle detectors that will be installed
at the LHC� the future proton�proton collider of CERN� It is designed for a wide range of
physics studies� and optimized for the discovery of the Higgs boson in the mass range from
�
 GeV c� to 	 TeV c� that will not be covered by LEP experiments� These studies will be
made possible by the unprecedented proton interaction energy and luminosity of the LHC�
	� TeV and 	��� cm��s��� They also require detectors capable of measuring the energy and
momentum of energetic particles �pT up to a few TeV c� with a high precision in a background
of the order of 	��� low energy particles emitted every �
 ns into the detectors�

We have �rst participated to the development of Micro�Strip Gas Counters �MSGC�� Such
detectors will equip the outer layers of the CMS tracker� The MSGC tracker is requested to
measure seven points on average along the tracks of high momentum particles� with a detection
e�ciency close to 	��! and an accuracy of about 
� �m in R�� The Belgian experimental
groups of high energy physics contribute to the design and construction of the endcap MSGC
disks� They have proposed a layout in which the counters will be mounted side by side at less
than 	�� �m distance in a common gas volume� This layout minimizes the dead space between
counters and the amount of material inside the tracker�

To verify the feasibility of this design we have tested a prototype made of two pieces of MSGC
substrates assembled at �� �m distance� This counter was placed in a cosmic ray hodoscope
together with two referenceMSGC�s� We have checked the uniformity of the detection e�ciency
for minimum ionizing particles across the prototype surface and the stability of operation� A
uniform detection e�ciency of ��
! was measured� with no signi�cant loss at the substrate
separation� The range of cathode strip voltages at which full detection e�ciency is measured�
called the e�ciency plateau length� is as large as for the reference chambers� showing the good
stability of operation of the prototype� These tests validate the mounting scheme proposed for
the endcap MSGC�s�

We have then contributed to the study of gas mixtures suited for MSGC operation at the
LHC� When this work started� no gas mixture known was ful�lling all the requirements� The
best mixture identi�ed at that time� CO��DME ��!���!� delivers enough ionization in a � mm
thick MSGC gas gap to permit e�cient detection of minimum ionizing particles� and allows
fast electron collection as needed in order to limit the pile up of signals from di�erent LHC
bunch crossings� However it requires high working voltages to get enough gas gain� and does
not provide a long e�ciency plateau� The energy released in case of spark is thus large� which
can damage the electrodes� and the stability margin between the working voltage and the
breakdown point is small�

Ne�DME mixtures� instead� deliver high gas gains at low voltages� We could show that� in
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spite of the low amount of ionization produced in Ne� these high gains lead to full detection
e�ciency at cathode strip voltages 	�� V below the beginning of the e�ciency plateau in CO��
DME ��!���!� In addition the plateau is �� V long� which permits operation well below the
breakdown point� Later on� triple mixtures of Ne� DME and CO� were tried� Adding CO�

increases the electron drift velocity� from 

 �m ns in Ne�DME 
�!�
�! to �
 �m ns in Ne�
DME�CO� ��!���!���! at a 	� kV cm drift �eld� The beginning of the e�ciency plateau is
shifted by �� V towards higher voltages� but the plateau becomes � V long� Therefore� Ne�
DME�CO� mixtures are a good choice of gas �lling for MSGC operation at the LHC� provided
that no detector ageing is observed in long�term irradiation tests�

MSGC�s have demonstrated a level of performance meeting the requirements of high lumi�
nosity experiments in almost all respects� detection e�ciency� spatial resolution� rate capability�
response speed as well as stability of operation of small scale prototypes� Present research and
development concentrate on the mass production of the counters and reliability studies of large
scale systems� It has not been fully proven yet that a large MSGC system will survive during
ten years at the LHC in realistic conditions of operation� In this respect� recently introduced
detectors like the GEM or the MICROMEGAS are of particular interest� as they are expected
to be less sensitive to sparks and ageing than MSGC�s� However these technologies are less
mature and additional development studies are required before they can be used at the LHC�

We have then investigated the performance of the CMS central tracking system� The CMS
tracker is requested to reconstruct tracks of charged particles with an e�ciency of 
! for iso�
lated tracks and �! for particles in jets� It should allow to measure their transverse momentum
with an accuracy %p�p � 	���pT �pT in GeV c� at transverse momenta above 	�� GeV c� and
their transverse impact parameter with a precision much better than 	�� �m� The tracker per�
formance was evaluated with the help of a detailed detector simulation based on the GEANT
program� The detector response is simulated up to the level of the signals induced by the
particles on the electronics channels �signal digitization��

We have �rst studied a track �nding and �tting algorithm based on the Kalman �lter� In
order to obtain a statistically correct �t and a reliable estimation of the track parameters and
their errors� detector resolutions and multiple scattering in the detector material must properly
be taken into account� We have therefore introduced a parametrization of the dependence of
the MSGC spatial resolution with the particle incident angle� The MSGC resolution varies
between �� �m and about 	 mm in the relevant range of incident angles for particles of pT �
	 GeV c� Multiple scattering is accounted for by GEANE� a program interfaced with the
GEANT description of the detector� The Kalman �lter was shown to be able to perform hit
selection e�ectively� a reconstructed track contains on average �! of the hits produced by
the corresponding simulated particle� The fraction of incorrect hit associations is ���! in a
dense hit environment like b�jets at high LHC luminosity� The track parameters estimated
by the Kalman �lter are unbiased and their errors are correctly evaluated� as shown by the
distributions of the track parameter pulls�

The �lter algorithm provides an optimal estimation of the track parameters only at the
particle production vertex� The smoothing algorithm� which corrects the estimation of the
�lter in detectors located further outwards� leads to an optimal knowledge of the particle
trajectory at any point� It therefore permits better hit selection than the �lter� ! of the hits
are retrieved� with a fraction of outliers of ���!� It also permits better association of particle
trajectories reconstructed in the tracker with showers measured in the calorimeters and track
segments reconstructed in the muon chambers�

The performance of the tracker version V� estimated from our study is as follows�

� a track �nding e�ciency above �! for isolated muons�
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� a track �nding e�ciency of �! for particles in b�jets at high luminosity� except for
electrons� for which it only amounts to 
�!�

� a number of ghost tracks around ��	 per event at high luminosity�

� a momentum resolution meeting the requirement at high pT in the pseudorapidity range
j�j � 	���

� a momentum resolution of 	! or better below pT � 	� GeV c�

� a transverse impact parameter resolution of about 	� �m at high pT � degrading to 	�� �
��� �m at pT � 	 GeV c�

The track �nding e�ciency and track parameter resolutions are thus satisfactory for muons
and hadrons�

The track �nding ine�ciency is mainly due to interactions of particles with the tracker
material� Strong interactions are responsible for the loss of �! of the hadron tracks� and
bremsstrahlung renders the reconstruction of electron tracks very di�cult� The track parameter
resolutions are dominated by the contribution of multiple scattering at transverse momenta
below 	� � �� GeV c� This value is high compared to the minimum transverse momentum that
we intend to measure in CMS �about ��� GeV c�� Designing the tracker with signi�cantly less
material would allow to increase the track �nding e�ciency for hadrons and electrons� and to
improve the track parameter resolutions for low momentum particles� In any case a dedicated
electron track reconstruction algorithm has to be developed� possibly including the information
of the electromagnetic calorimeter�

Some factors were not taken into account in the simulation� like detector misalignments or
a detailed description of the front�end electronics response� Our study� although performed
with the most complete simulation and reconstruction programs available� is therefore not
yet completely realistic� In addition� the problem of pattern recognition has not been fully
addressed here� as the track �nding algorithm used proceeds in a rather narrow region around
the simulated tracks� i�e� the templates of the Local Track Finder� To our knowledge pattern
recognition is an open problem� Several algorithms are under test in the CMS collaboration�
but none has shown a decisive superiority in track �nding e�ciency or reconstruction speed�
Many other techniques could still be tried� like neural networks for example�

Eventually� we have estimated the potential of the CMS tracker in identifying b�jets� The
b�tagging algorithm used relies on the precise measurement of the transverse impact parameter
provided by the tracker� The beauty hadron decay products can be distinguished from particles
emitted in light parton jets by their transverse impact parameter� which amounts typically to
a few hundreds of micrometers� We have simulated and reconstructed 	��� tt � W	W�bb
signal events� and 	�� W � c and 	�
� W � u� d� s� g background events� The simulation was
performed at the signal digitization level and includes an event pile up corresponding to the full
LHC luminosity� Track reconstruction was done with the track �nding and �tting algorithms
described above�

A b�tagging e�ciency of �
	 	 ����! was reached� with a mistagging probability of �	�� 	
����! for u� d� s� g�jets and of �	� 	 ����! for c�jets� The tagging algorithm chosen is the
following�

� signi�cance jsipj � jRip�%Ripj of reconstructed tracks � ��

� jRipj of reconstructed tracks � ��� mm�

� pT of reconstructed tracks � 	 GeV c�
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� multiplicity of b�jet candidates � ��

The performance achieved is in close agreement with the results of preliminary studies based
on a parametrized impact parameter resolution�

We have shown that the 
�! tagging e�ciency loss was due for ��! to the kinematics of
the events� and for ��! to the limited impact parameter resolution and track �nding e�ciency
of the tracker� An improved tagging e�ciency is expected with the low luminosity layout of
the pixel detector� which will provide a more precise measurement of the impact parameter�
We have also demonstrated that� down to mistagging rates of a few percent� the physics of the
background jets is the dominant source of tagging errors� well above the contribution of track
reconstruction errors�

Possible ways of improving the CMS b�tagging performance have been pointed out� The
reconstruction of the proton interaction vertex would allow to use the longitudinal impact
parameter as additional discriminating variable� The background from long�lived particles and
photon conversions could be reduced by reconstructing the secondary vertices and cutting on
the parent particle �ight path� More sophisticated tagging algorithms should also be tried�
These would allow to combine the discriminating power of several variables in an optimal way�

In this work we have had the opportunity to study di�erent aspects of the CMS tracker
performance� The results indicate that the tracker should work as required� except for electrons�
In several occasions the large amount of material in the tracker was pointed out as the main
cause of performance limitation� It is worth stressing again the importance of keeping the
tracker thickness as small as possible� below the level of the V� layout if possible�
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